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Rebecca E. Stanfield McCown named grad student rep to Board
As reported in the last edition of this column, at its 2007 meeting the Board decided to

create a new non-voting Board position for a graduate student. The idea is to nurture a clos-
er relationship between the Board and young people, especially those from minority back-
grounds, who are committed to a career in parks and protected areas.

In December the Board selected Rebecca E. Stanfield McCown as its first graduate stu-
dent representative. Stanfield McCown is a Ph.D. student at the Rubenstein School of Envi-
ronment and Natural Resources at the University of Vermont. Part of her doctoral work
includes collaborating with the National Park Service’s Conservation Study Institute on a
review of NPS policies designed to increase minority participation. Civic engagement, con-
servation policy, and environmental justice are some of her areas of interest. During her grad-
uate work, she organized Rubenstein’s Conservation Lecture Series, has served as a member
of the school’s diversity task force, and helped form and advise a MANRRS (Minorities in
Agriculture, Natural Resources, and Related Sciences) student chapter.

Stanfield McCown will serve a two-year term during 2008 and 2009. Among other
duties, she will assist in carrying out the inaugural Park Break alternative spring break pro-
gram this year.

Watch your in-box: GWS2009 Call for Proposals coming in May
Keep an eye on your incoming email this May, for that’s when you’ll receive the Call for

Proposals for the 2009 GWS Conference. We will be meeting at the Doubletree Hotel–Lloyd
Center in Portland, Oregon, March 2–6, 2009. The CFP will have everything you need to
know to begin planning your attendance, including instructions on how to submit an
abstract. Planning for the conference is well underway, and we are looking to have another
solid line-up of interesting plenary sessions to headline the conference. Mark your calendars
and plan to join us in the beautiful Pacific Northwest for a stimulating week that will keep
you abreast of the best thinking about park issues of enduring importance.

2008 GWS Board election: Call for nominations
This year, two Board seats are up for election, both of which are held by incumbents eli-

gible for re-election: Rolf Diamant and Stephanie Toothman. Both have indicated that they
will run for a second term. We are now accepting nominations from GWS members who
would like to join them as candidates in this year’s election. The term of office runs from
January 1, 2009, through December 31, 2011. Nominations are open through July 1, 2008.

To be eligible, both the nominator and the potential candidate must be GWS members
in good standing (it is permissible to nominate one’s self ). The potential candidates must be
willing to travel to in-person Board meetings, which usually occur once a year; take part in
Board conference calls, which occur several times per year; help prepare for and carry out
the biennial conferences; and serve on Board committees and do other work associated with
the Society. Travel costs and per diem for Board meetings are paid for by the Society; other-
wise there is no remuneration. Federal government employees who wish to serve on the
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Board must be prepared to comply with all applicable ethics requirements and laws; this may
include, for example, obtaining permission from one’s supervisor, receiving ethics-related
training, and/or obtaining a conflict of interest waiver.

The nomination procedure is as follows: members nominate candidates for possible
inclusion on the ballot by sending the candidate’s name to the Board’s nominating commit-
tee. The committee then, in its discretion, determines the composition of the ballot from the
field of potential candidates. Among the criteria the nominating committee considers when
determining which potential candidates to include on the ballot are his/her skills and expe-
rience (and how those might complement the skills and experience of current Board mem-
bers), the goal of adding and/or maintaining diverse viewpoints on the Board, and the goal
of maintaining a balance between natural- and cultural-resource perspectives on the Board.
(It also is possible for members to place candidates directly on the ballot through petition;
for details, contact the GWS office.) To propose someone for possible candidacy, send his or
her name and complete contact details to: Nominating Committee, George Wright Society,
P.O. Box 65, Hancock, MI 49930-0065 USA, or via email to info@georgewright.org. All
potential candidates will be contacted by the nominating committee to get background infor-
mation before the final ballot is determined. Again, the deadline for nominations is July 1,
2008.

International Journal of Wilderness publishes GWS2007 papers
The December 2007 issue of the International Journal of Wilderness featured a set of

papers that were presented at the 2007 GWS Conference in St. Paul. Papers by Yang He,
Rick Potts, Joe Van Horn, Robert Dvorak and William T. Borrie, Harry Zinn and Alan
Graefe, and Ingrid Schneider are included. For more information, go to http://ijw.wilder-
ness.net.

Russell E. Dickenson, 1923–2008
Russ Dickenson, the former National Park Service director who had a long association

with the George Wright Society, died on February 19, 2008, at the age of 84. A native of
Texas, Dickenson began his Park Service career as a ranger at Grand Canyon in 1946, the
year before he graduated from Northern Arizona University. After four years in the Marine
Corps, he embarked on a permanent career with NPS, serving in a variety of assignments in
parks such as Big Bend, Glacier, Grand Teton, Zion, and Chiricahua. In 1980 he became the
first person to rise through the agency’s ranks and be named its director. Well known for his
diplomacy and gentlemanly demeanor, Dickenson led the Park Service during a controver-
sial period within the Department of the Interior. He retired from NPS in 1985, and the
appreciation for his performance during his tenure as director deepened as the years went
by. Those who attended the GWS conference in San Diego in 2001 may remember an espe-
cially warm and touching standing ovation he received when he was introduced as a guest of
honor at the Awards Banquet. A life member of the GWS, Dickenson served on the Society’s
Board of Directors from 1993 through 1998. He is survived by his wife of 60 years, Ollie
Maxine Dickenson, and by two brothers, two children, several grandchildren, and a great-
grandchild.



Russell K. Grater, 1907–2008
Russell K. Grater, a charter member of the GWS and one of the last remaining col-

leagues of George Wright, died in January two months after reaching his 100th birthday. A
native of Indiana, Grater earned degrees from Wabash College
and Yale University before embarking on a career as a natural-
ist and administrator with the National Park Service. Grater
served in numerous positions during his career, including
stints at Yosemite, Grand Canyon, Glacier, Zion, Bryce
Canyon, Rocky Mountain, Mount Rainier, and Lake Mead. He
finished his career at Sequoia/Kings Canyon, one of his
favorite parks. He held several other positions, including being
the first director of NPS’s Stephen T. Mather Training Center.
After retirement he worked as a consultant to NPS. A prolific
and able writer, Grater authored twelve natural history publi-
cations, perhaps the best known of which was The Interpreter’s
Handbook. He was the recipient of numerous awards, including the Nash Conservation
Award, the Department of the Interior Meritorious Service Award, and the Charles Richey
Memorial Award for outstanding service to Lake Mead National Recreation Area, and was
an honorary life member of the National Association for Interpretation.

New edition of Tilden classic published
Freeman Tilden’s Interpreting Our Heritage has long been considered a seminal guide

for anyone involved in interpretation. To mark the fiftieth anniversary of its original publica-
tion, the University of North Carolina Press has brought out a revised and expanded edition
that includes a new selection of photographs and six additional essays by Tilden. This edi-
tion is prefaced by an introduction by R. Bruce Craig and a foreword by the late Russ
Dickenson. For more information, go to the press website at http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/
T-8506.html.

Erratum
The last issue of The George Wright Forum (vol. 24, no. 3) contained an article by

William S. Keeton, titled “Role of Managed Forestlands and Models for Sustainable Forest
Management: Perspectives from North America,” in which several edits from the author were
mistakenly omitted from the version that was printed. Of these, the most important is that the
reference on page 45 to a “compatibility index” should read “comparability index.” This and
several other corrections have been incorporated into the PDF version of the paper that is
available for free downloading from our website: www.georgewright.org/243keeton.pdf.
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The National Park Service and Civic Engagement

Edward T. Linenthal

FROM 2002 THROUGH 2005 I HAD THE HONOR OF SERVING AS A VISITING SCHOLAR for the
Civic Engagement program of the National Park Service. Speaking at the National Collab-
orative of Women’s History Sites’ annual meeting, former NPS Northeast Region Director
Marie Rust characterized civic engagement as “a focusing of current efforts at partnering
with communities, expanding our education agenda, telling the ‘untold stories,’ and working
with communities and partners to preserve sites that represent the fullness of the American
experience.”

This vision of civic engagement con-
nects with the public in a number of differ-
ent ways: it asks employees of NPS to be
more inclusive of public voices in their
planning, to take more seriously their role in
using historic sites—what some have called
“America’s greatest university without
walls”—for civic education, and to balance
the voice of “heritage,” by definition a voice
that venerates and shapes progressive narra-
tives of national experience, with the voice
of “history,” which integrates into these
same national narratives more problematic
aspects of our national stories, ones that
offer opportunity for somber reflection and
an antidote against coarse triumphalism
and preening ethnocentrism.1

One of my responsibilities has been to
direct seminars on public history for NPS
managers at various sites around the coun-

try. We examine some of the dramatic case
studies in public history: among them the
evolution of the Little Bighorn Battlefield
National Monument from a shrine to
George Armstrong Custer to a historic site
that represents various Americans who
fought on both sides of the famous battle;
the “razor’s edge” issues that emerged in
the location and representation of Holo-
caust memory in America during the mak-
ing of the United States Holocaust Mem-
orial Museum; a “cultural autopsy” of the
ill-fated Enola Gay exhibition at the Na-
tional Air and Space Museum. From these
“spectacle” case studies, the seminars then
address various interpretive issues that
engage the energies of NPS staff at our host
site. This serves to ground our discussions
in the ongoing work of a particular site, and
often allows our hosts the luxury of having

 



their peers discuss and offer suggestions on
some difficult issues.

Throughout my long association with
the National Park Service, which began
with a research trip to the Little Bighorn in
December 1980, I have been impressed
with the dedication NPS colleagues bring to
their public stewardship of the nation’s
cherished sites. Civic engagement has
always been a way of “doing business,” al-
though it was not always business done
with great sensitivity, and some of the most
successful case studies in NPS’s commit-
ment to civic engagement reveal the tremen-
dous energies expended to repair re-
lationships with local communities that
often felt disenfranchised by NPS.

The new emphasis on civic engage-
ment mirrors similar programs in a great
number of cultural institutions, reflecting, I
think, a growing unease at the shriveling of
thoughtful public dialogue and a desire to
practice once again the arts of democracy
using NPS sites as forums, as well as
shrines. Civic engagement for NPS means a
focus on an inclusive process: “stakehold-
er” involvement in park planning, for exam-
ple, from programming to land acquisition
issues, as well as partnerships with educa-
tional and professional organizations.

I have been witness to and participant
in some interesting civic engagement pro-
cesses beyond the world of NPS. I observed
the “democratization” of exhibition plan-
ning at the United States Holocaust Mem-
orial Museum as a content committee
helped ensure that survivors would be
involved in the creation of the permanent
exhibition and, indeed, in much of the other
work of museum planning. During the
Enola Gay debacle, I felt both sadness and
disgust when too many members of Con-
gress and the press, presented with an

opportunity to model in public and for the
public how to disagree responsibly—civilly
and thoughtfully—with curators and some
historians over one of the nation’s sacred
and controversial stories, instead resorted
to character assassination and political
intimidation. During my many visits to
Oklahoma City to learn about the aftermath
of the bombing of the Alfred P. Murrah
Federal Building on April 19, 1995, I
learned about the thoughtful memorial
process that enabled a 350-person task
force, many of them burdened with the
recent murder of loved ones, to move
beyond attachment to a particular memorial
design and think about a wider public
meaning of such a memorial project. It was
a most profound example of the enfran-
chisement of a diverse public in the most
extreme of circumstances, particularly as
some people participated in a public
process for the first time as a way to honor a
murdered loved one, and from this experi-
ence moved on to be active in the communi-
ty in ways they would never have imagined
only months before.

And yet the issue of who is designated
as a “stakeholder” in such processes can be
tricky. In one sense, of course, any member
of the public is a stakeholder who has the
right to address NPS, to be heard. But at
some point NPS has to say, “These are the
scholars, museum professionals, conserva-
tion managers, archivists, tribal leaders
whom we are going to involve in planning
because we value their professional expert-
ise.” With such expertise often under fire,
however, this is often a bumpy road, and
“balance” is rarely the way out. One would
not dream—at least in any coherent world I
choose to live in—of “balancing” a board of
planners at the Holocaust Museum with
Holocaust deniers, of “balancing” geolo-
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gists with creationists. And yet, at the
Grand Canyon bookstore, at least, just this
issue of professional expertise has raised its
head. This makes it all the more important
for NPS to be able to say, “These are the
people we have asked to help us develop
this site, this exhibition, this interpretive
brochure, and here’s why,” and then be
ready and willing to defend their choices
aggressively and flexibly.

A more mindful process is serving NPS
well. During seminars, NPS managers talk
with each other about strategies to bring
people into the ongoing lives of their
dynamic sites. As the nation grows ever
more diverse, how can NPS link varied
publics to their sites and stories? How to
include newer immigrant groups, for whom
participation in such public processes does
not necessarily come naturally, but could be
one vehicle into full participation in public
life? What are stories to be learned from and
told about newer Americans? And what are
successful strategies in dealing with those
for whom civic engagement does not always
mean civil dialogue, but an angry expres-
sion of ownership of a story or site?

An interest in a more inclusive and
expansive process certainly seems a com-
pelling response to historian David Hol-
linger’s call for the formation of a “post-
ethnic” society, which “prefers voluntary to
prescribed affiliations, appreciates multiple
identities, pushes for communities of wide
scope, recognizes the constructed character
of ethno-racial groups, and accepts the for-
mation of new groups as part of the normal
life of a democratic society.”2

Civic engagement—and the realization
of a post-ethnic society—also means the
development of a more expansive and com-
plex national historic landscape. How stun-
ningly different would the NPS landscape

look, for example, to an anthropologist from
Mars who had visited here in 1950 and re-
turned in 2005! Such a visitor would note
so many more sites telling American stories
beyond those of war and politics, and espe-
cially sites of challenge, sites that ask visitors
to reflect not only on stories that engender
pride, but also on stories that engender
humility and an understanding of the com-
plex legacies of our national past.

I have participated in two NPS confer-
ences on civic engagement: one held in New
York City in December 2001, the other in
Atlanta in December 2002. In New York,
more than fifty people listened as NPS man-
agers talked about the challenges of their
sites, all of them new to our Martian visitor:
Manzanar National Historic Site, Cane River
Creole National Historical Park, Washita
Battlefield National Historic Site, Brown v.
Board of Education National Historic Site,
and the “Forest for Every Classroom” proj-
ect at Marsh–Billings–Rockefeller National
Historical Park. They listened, for example,
to Frank Hays, superintendent of Manzanar
National Historic Site, discuss the chal-
lenge of providing an “adequate context
through which the public can be engaged in
a discussion of social issues related to the
internment of Japanese Americans,” since
“only a few remnants of the camp are visi-
ble.” This dilemma led to intense discus-
sions with Japanese Americans about possi-
ble reconstruction of barbed-wire fences
and guard towers, for example. Civic
engagement at the site helped NPS listen
carefully to Japanese American views about
“the initial development and management
of the site.” There are, Hays observed, “dis-
agreements about how to tell the internment
story,” often focusing on whether these
places should be called “concentration
camps.” After describing an extensive

 



review process of the park’s interpretive
programs, Hays stated his belief that such a
process would “facilitate, if not ensure, that
a truthful, balanced context will be present-
ed to the visiting public.”3

People listened as John Latschar,
superintendent of Gettysburg National Mil-
itary Park, discussed substantive transfor-
mation in the interpretation of Civil War
battlefields. Traditionally, Latschar ob-
served, programs “emphasized ‘safe’ recon-
ciliationist topics. We discussed [the] battle
and tactics, the decisions of generals, the
moving of regiments and batteries, the
engagement of opposing units, and tales of
heroism and valor. . . . Internally, we call this
type of interpretation ‘who shot whom,
where.’” However, Latschar said, in 1998
Civil War site superintendents published
Holding the High Ground: Principles and
Strategies for Managing and Interpreting
Civil War Battlefield Landscapes. This doc-
ument led to an NPS symposium at Ford’s
Theater in Washington, D.C., in May 2000.
Robert K. Sutton, at the time the superin-
tendent of Manassas National Battlefield
Park, told the audience that visitors to Civil
War battlefields should understand not only
“who shot whom, how, and where, but why
they were shooting at each other in the first
place. And, when the story of the shooting
is finished, visitors should understand that
all of this bloodshed turned the nation in a
different direction.”4

There is no better example of the
ignored, compelling stories at Civil War bat-
tle sites than those told in historian Mar-
garet S. Creighton’s The Colors of Courage:
Gettysburg’s Forgotten History. She writes:

When we see the battle through the
eyes of immigrant soldiers, for exam-
ple, we come to know the Union army

at Gettysburg less as a seamless fight-
ing body engaged with an enemy than
as a socially divided set of men beset
by internal battles. . . . When we meas-
ure Gettysburg by the yardstick of
women’s work, the battle’s geography
shifts distinctly. The circumference of
battle expands beyond the familiar
Cemetery and Seminary Ridges to
include both the borough and the
civilian farms for miles around. Seen
from the vantage point of civilian
women, the battle’s chronology also
changes. The trauma lengthens from
three days’ worth of killing to at least
three months’ worth of recovery and
ministration. . . . Viewed through the
lens of African American experience
in Pennsylvania the Battle of Gettys-
burg expands again . . . both a
momentary explosion in 1863 and the
climax of decades of threats from
below the Mason-Dixon line. . . . It is a
battle all about, utterly about, free-
dom.5

Creighton’s book is a compelling
response to those who claim that battle-
fields need only to tell stories of the military
aspects of “battles.” There were, as Creigh-
ton illustrates, many battles going on at Get-
tysburg, and our knowledge of them greatly
enriches our understanding of how ordi-
nary and extraordinary Americans strug-
gled with these shattering events and their
aftermath. This is not, as some neo-Con-
federates would have it, capitulation to
“political correctness” (a term that has, to
be sure, lost whatever distinct meaning it
once had in the culture wars); rather it is an
attempt at historical correctness and an
attempt to resurrect and interpret the lives
of many Americans. In truth, the kind of
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“history” that has been told at Civil War
sites has been minority history for far too
long. What could be more important to the
integrity of NPS’ educational mission, to
the “ethics” of history, if you will, than
telling such stories, and including, in the
manner of Frank Hays, communities with
deep connection to site and story? And yes,
of course this is revisionism! Recall, please,
Avishai Margalit’s observation that “revi-
sion of our past history asks us to look for
that which is absent but not to invent that
which did not exist.”6

The audience in New York listened as
well to Ruth Abram, president of the Lower
East Side Tenement Museum, talk about
the significance of the International Coali-
tion of Historic Site Museums of Con-
science, founded in 1999, a coalition that
now includes several NPS sites. The goal of
the coalition, Abram declared, was to
“transform historic sites into places of citi-
zen engagement, where visitors are invited
and encouraged to address the con-
temporary implications of the topic inter-
preted at [each] site.”7

The Atlanta conference in December
2002 featured reports from Victor
Shmyrov, the director of the Gulag Museum
at Perm-36, Russia, with whom NPS is
working to develop interpretive materials, a
major traveling exhibition, and public pro-
grams in the United States to accompany
the exhibition. Participants also heard from
NPS’s Todd Moye, of the Tuskegee Airmen
Oral History Project at Tuskegee Airmen
National Historic Site, and from colleagues
at a variety of non-NPS sites: among them
Jeff West of the 6th Floor Museum in Dal-
las, Beverly Robertson of the National Civil
Rights Museum, and Nick Franco, superin-
tendent of Angel Island, California, State
Park.

Participants also visited the stunningly
powerful exhibition Without Sanctuary:
Lynching Photography in America, at the
Martin Luther King, Jr., National Historic
Site. After curators failed to find a home
among any of Atlanta’s cultural sites, Supe-
rintendent Frank Catroppa agreed to host
the exhibition. It attracted more than
150,000 visitors, certainly an example of
the moral dimension of civil engagement,
and offered, perhaps, evidence that both
NPS and the American public can engage in
a mature manner such “indigestible” sites
that convey, in historian Patricia Nelson
Limerick’s words, “tales from hell.”

The evolution of civic engagement sen-
sibilities regarding both process and an
ever-richer, more profound NPS landscape
will continue. In my opinion, one of the
most exciting opportunities for new inter-
pretive forays is in the development of NPS
focus on the significance of religion in
American history. While NPS does inter-
pret some historic religious sites and occa-
sionally presents some interpretation of
American religion, all too often it is as if reli-
gion simply was either non-existent in the
American story, or epiphenomenal at best.
There are many reasons for NPS reticence,
and Thomas Bremer’s Blessed With Tour-
ists: The Borderlands of Religion and Tour-
ism in San Antonio provides a welcome
case study in the challenges and promise of
NPS interpretation of American religion. As
he notes, “National identities, ethnic identi-
ties, and religious identities all intersect in
these spaces and in the lives of those who
inhabit them. These identities sometimes
complement one another but at other times
conflict. An ambivalence results that gener-
ates within the San Antonio Missions Na-
tional Historical Park a simultaneity of civic
spaces, sacramental spaces, aesthetic

 



spaces, and endless other spaces.” Perhaps
a model of civic engagement that takes reli-
gion seriously as part of the experience of
people and their historic spaces will result
from NPS’s struggle with their stewardship
of these sites.8

There are, of course, all sorts of cau-
tions to be offered here. Religion is often a
“razor’s edge” issue, and there could be
enormous pressure by various ideological
groups to use NPS interpretive programs as
cultural capital for their own interests.
Further, is the public ready to engage how
powerful religion has been in ways both
humanizing and dehumanizing, that the
resources of religion in America have been
mobilized in ways both comforting and

horrifying? Even with these serious ideo-
logical and interpretive challenges, I cannot
think of a more appropriate new direction
for an even richer and more exciting NPS
plan of engagement with the public.

NPS’s civic engagement program is an
exciting and promising process that re-
spects diverse, often conflicting voices in
American public culture and seeks to honor
the voices of past Americans too long for-
gotten, too long existing at the margins of
national stories in which they counted in so
many important ways. It is a process that
trusts the public as participant, and pays a
debt to the forgotten dead of our past
through recognition.
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Formerly the Edward M. Penson Professor of Religion and American Culture and Chan-
cellor’s Public Scholar at the University of Wisconsin–Oshkosh, Edward T. Linenthal is
currently professor of history at Indiana University and editor of the Journal of American
History. His most recent book is The Unfinished Bombing: Oklahoma City in American
Memory.

Ed. note: This article was first published in 2006 in The Public Historian (vol. 28, no.
1; http://caliber.ucpress.net/toc/tph/28/1), the journal of the National Council on Public His-
tory. It is reprinted, with minor changes, by permission of the copyright holders. © Copyright
2006 by the Regents of the University of California and the National Council on Public
History. Please visit the website of The Public Historian at http://ucpressjournals.com/jour-
nal.asp?j=tph.

Join the Centennial conversation!
Do you have a comment on the ideas presented in this essay? Ideas of your own to share?
Whether it be criticism, praise, or something in between, we want to hear your thoughts
on the National Park Service, its centennial, and the future of America’s national park
system. Write us at nps2016@georgewright.org and we’ll post your comments on our
Centennial webpage (www.georgewright.org/nps2016.html) and include a selection in
the next issue of The George Wright Forum.



Centennial Essay Feedback
a selection of comments received in response to the previous Centennial Essay

Comments on “Robin Winks on the Evolution and Meaning of the Organic Act,” (vol-
ume 24, no. 3, December 2007; online at www.georgewright.org/243winks.pdf )

After reading Winks’ remarkable essay, it reminded me of a similar “debate” that started
in 1964 with the passage of the Wilderness Act (Public Law 88-577). Some people argued
that this act sent a “dual” message to the American people about how these newly created
wilderness areas were to be used/enjoyed. Section 2(a) of the act states that these wilderness
areas “shall be administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such man-
ner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness, and so as to
provide for . . . the preservation of their wilderness character.” Though it should be very
apparent that Congress wanted to, above all, protect the “wilderness character” of these pro-
tected areas, some cynical people asked, “When does the wilderness character of an area
become jeopardized?” Does a fire ring affect wilderness character? Does a group of 40 back-
packers jeopardize wilderness character?

Winks’ essay appropriately concludes that the “intent” of Congress in passing this leg-
islation was “to conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife”
within the national parks. Providing for the enjoyment of Americans must come second in
this instance.

One lasting impression that Winks’ essay had on me was for me to question the future
of all our protected public lands in America. Will the threats of global warming, Big Oil, and
an ever-increasing population lead to the ultimate destruction of all protected areas within
the USA? Will even the staunchest environmentalists be able to stand up for pristine lands,
clean waterways, and innocent wildlife in the face of overwhelming pressure? 

— Paul Markowski

A long time ago, I proposed to dedicate the NPS Southwest Region’s Columbus Quin-
centennial to physical improvements and maintenance of the areas themselves, rather than
hoopla events. We would provide the improved stage for events carried out by local people.
We would not do the events; our local friends and supporters would. That put the momen-
tum behind hard-core physical upkeep, and much local involvement and participation. It was
a direct benefit to the areas rather than a “Special Event” drain on overloaded park staffs. It
was therefore a success with many before-and-after showcase projects that didn’t cost a lot
but cleaned up lots of messes and deferrals. I still think this is a good approach.

— Bill Brown
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Wolf Recovery in Yellowstone: Park Visitor Attitudes,
Expenditures, and Economic Impacts

John W. Duffield, Chris J. Neher, and David A. Patterson

Introduction
IN 1995, THE U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE BEGAN REINTRODUCING WOLVES to the
Greater Yellowstone ecosystem and to the Central Idaho area in an attempt to restore the
endangered gray wolf to the Rocky Mountains. The restoration of wolves to Yellowstone
National Park has become one of the most successful wildlife conservation programs in the
history of endangered species conservation. Yellowstone is now considered one of the best
places in the world to watch wild wolves. Visibility of the wolves within the park, and public
interest in wolves and wolf-based education programs, have far exceeded initial expectations.

During the preparation of the environ-
mental impact statement (EIS; US Fish and
Wildlife Service 1994) that was completed
by the National Park Service (NPS) prior to
wolf restoration, more than 170,000 public
comments were reviewed to determine the
public’s key concerns. One of the main
issues identified during this process was the
concern about the possible economic
effects of wolf restoration. Among the con-
cerns of opponents were the expenditure of
public federal funds for the restoration
effort and the potential for negative eco-
nomic effects on the regional economy.
These assumed negative effects included
the costs of wolf depredation on livestock,
reduced big-game populations resulting in
lower economic returns to agencies and
businesses that derive revenue from big-
game hunting, and an expected drop in vis-
itation to Yellowstone and the surrounding
ecosystem. Proponents, on the other hand,
predicted increased visitation and positive

regional net economic impacts caused by
the presence of wolves.

Prior to reintroduction of wolves into
the Yellowstone ecosystem, an EIS analysis
presented predictions of a wide spectrum of
impacts, including economic impacts, that
would result from wolf recovery (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service 1994). This study pro-
vides an ex post facto (after the fact) analysis
of wolf-related social and economic impacts
for comparison with the EIS predictions.

This paper focuses on two primary
results from the Yellowstone National Park
2005 visitor survey: preferences for wildlife
viewing among Yellowstone visitors, and
regional economic impacts attributable to
wolf presence in the park.

Data collection 
The park’s 2005 visitor survey was

designed to collect a broad spectrum of
information and opinions. The survey
instrument was divided into four sections,

 



each addressing one general aspect of the
visitors’ trip or their attitudes and charac-
teristics. For purposes of the regional eco-
nomic analysis, information was collected
on visitor attitudes toward wolf recovery
and wildlife, and data were collected on
expenditures.

Original data were gathered from a ran-
dom survey of Yellowstone National Park
visitors between December 2004 and Feb-
ruary 2006. The survey targeted two sam-
ples: all park visitors (sampled at park
entrances) and Lamar Valley visitors (sam-
pled randomly at parking locations through-
out the valley). Throughout the sampling
period, a total of 2,992 surveys were distrib-
uted and 1,943 were completed and
returned, for an overall response rate of
66.4%. Respondents from the Lamar sam-
ple had higher response rates (74.2%) than
did respondents from the entrance station
sample (64.4%).

The survey was designed as a random
sample of the entire population of park vis-
itors. Park visitors in spring, summer, and
fall were contacted at park entrance sta-
tions. Winter visitors traveling by car were
also contacted at the North Entrance sta-
tion. Over-snow visitors were sampled
through guide and outfitter lists. The result-
ing random sample was weighted appropri-
ately to reflect the actual distribution of
2005 park visitation by entrance and sea-
son. A separate sample of visitors was con-
tacted in the Lamar Valley to provide addi-
tional data on visitor wildlife viewing. The
survey procedure followed a standard Dill-
man (2000) mail survey methodology using
initial contact and repeat follow-ups.

Visitor wildlife viewing preferences
Visitors were asked about their prefer-

ences for seeing different animals on their

trips. Specifically, visitors were asked to
choose the three species of animals they
would most like to see while in the park
from a list of 16 species (Table 1). It is inter-
esting to note that the “charismatic
megafauna,” including large carnivores and
ungulates, rank highest on the lists. Four of
the top five species are consistently the large
carnivores. The consistency in ranking
across years (aside from wolves) is remark-
able. A similar consistency is observed
between resident and nonresident visitors.
Table 1 shows a comparison of preferences
for seeing different species across the three
independent visitor surveys conducted in
1991, 1999, and 2005. The data presented
in Table 1 is for the summer season 2005
results, in order to be comparable with the
1991 and 1999 results, which were estimat-
ed from summer visitor samples.

In a 1991 study, 15% of park visitors
listed wolves as a species they would most
like to see, even though at that time wolves
were not present in the park. This percent-
age ranks the species as number eight. Eight
years later in the 1999 survey, and following
the introduction of wolves in 1994, the
number of visitors who stated they would
like to see wolves had increased to 36%, and
the species was rated second only to grizzly
bears. Based on the 2005 study, 44% of vis-
itors listed wolves as a species they would
most like to see on their Yellowstone trip,
and wolves are second only to grizzlies as a
preferred species to see.

One objective of the 2005 survey was
to obtain an estimate of the number of Yel-
lowstone National Park visitors who actual-
ly see wolves in the park throughout the
year. One survey question asked respon-
dents to indicate which species they actual-
ly saw on their trip to the park. As expected,
nearly all visitors report seeing bison (93%
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to 98%), and a large share report seeing elk
(85% to 92%). Also, as expected, very few
visitors report seeing two rarely viewed
species, mountain lions and wolverines
(1.8% or less across seasons).

Table 2 shows the percentage of re-
spondents from the entrance-station sample
who reported seeing wolves on their trips.
The table also reports the percentage who
said they saw coyotes and the percentage
who reported seeing both wolves and coy-
otes on their trip. For purposes of conserv-
atively estimating the number of Yellow-
stone National Park visitors who see wolves
in a year, we use the percentage of visitors
who reported seeing both coyotes and
wolves. This conservative estimate is used
to reduce the chance of counting visitors
who misidentified coyotes as wolves.

Table 3 shows that in the period of
spring through fall, between 9% and 19% of

visitors reported seeing both wolves and
coyotes. In the winter season, about 37% of
North Entrance visitors reported seeing
wolves and coyotes. Applying these per-
centages to the actual 2005 recreational vis-
itation levels reported by the NPS yields an
estimated 326,000 visitors who saw wolves
in 2005. This is conservative, for it excludes
winter visitors who enter through the West,
East, and South entrances on over-snow
vehicles. This is substantially higher than
previous estimates of the number of visitors
seeing wolves in the park. For example,
Smith (2005) reports, based on field counts
by Yellowstone National Park personnel,
that about 20,000 park visitors per year
view wolves. The latter estimate was based
on occasions where park field personnel
were able to observe visitors observing
wolves. Given the size of Yellowstone
National Park, the widespread distribution

Table 1. Comparison of Yellowstone National Park visitor ratings of the animals they most would like
to see on their trips to Yellowstone.

 



of wolves (Smith 2005), and the limited
presence of park personnel in the field, it is
possible that this method may be understat-
ing estimates by more than an order of mag-
nitude.

Yellowstone visitor trip expenditures
Recreational travel to Yellowstone Na-

tional Park includes spending by park visi-
tors. A key measure of the significance of a
regional resource such as Yellowstone to the
area’s economy is the amount of money vis-
itors from outside of the local area spend in
the area on their trips. For the sake of meas-

uring local area spending, visitors were
asked to list the amount of money they
spent on their trips in total, as well as the
amount they spent in the three states of
Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, and the
amount they spent in the local Greater
Yellowstone area (GYA). Table 4 shows
reported average trip spending by season
and residency for each of the geographic
areas. As would be expected, park visitors
resident in the GYA spend less on their
trips to the park than do nonresident visi-
tors. This pattern is consistent across sea-
sons.
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Net impacts of wolf recovery on the
regional economy

The economic analysis associated with
the Yellowstone area wolf reintroduction
EIS included an estimate of how many new
recreational visits per year would result
from reintroduction of wolves to the park.
The 2005 survey included a series of ques-
tions designed to allow the estimation of the
percentage of current Yellowstone National
Park visitation attributable to wolf presence
in the park. Survey respondents were asked
the following questions:

Was the possibility of seeing or hearing
wolves one of the reasons for your vis-
iting Yellowstone National Park on this
trip?

q NO q YES

IF YES, would you still have chosen
to take this trip even if wolves were not
present in the Yellowstone National

Park? (Please check one)

q DEFINITELY YES
q DEFINITELY NO 
q NOT SURE

The estimated percentage of Yellow-
stone visitation attributable to wolves
ranges from 1.5% in the spring season to
nearly 5% in the fall. Based on the percent-
age of visitors who would only come if
wolves are present, Table 3 shows the deri-
vation of an estimate of impacts to the three-
state region for comparison below with the
estimate derived by Duffield (1992). In
total, it is estimated that visitors coming
from outside the three-state region, who are
coming specifically to see or hear wolves in
the park, spend $35.5 million annually.

Prior to reintroduction, Duffield
(1992) estimated, based on park visitor sur-
vey responses, that a recovered wolf popula-
tion in the park would lead to increased vis-
itation from outside the three-state region

Table 4.  Estimated three-state (Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming) direct expenditure impact associated
with wolf presence in Yellowstone National Park.

 



resulting in an additional $19.35 million in
direct visitor spending within the three
states. Between 1991 and 2005 the stan-
dard measure of consumer prices, the CPI-
U (Consumer Price Index–All Urban Con-
sumers, compiled monthly by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics), has increased 43.4%
(from 136.2 to 195.3). Adjusting the 1991
estimate for increases in prices leads to an
inflation-adjusted 1991 estimate of $27.74
million per year. This estimate is below the
2005 estimate of $35.5 million, but well
within the 95% confidence interval for the
estimate of $22.4 to $48.6 million. It
appears that the 1991 methodology and
estimate correspond well to current esti-
mates of wolf impacts on visitor spending.

Conclusions
Overall, it appears that the economic

predictions made in the original EIS analy-
sis were relatively accurate. Based on the
2005 study, 44% of visitors to Yellowstone
listed wolves as a species they would most
like to see on their trip, and wolves are sec-
ond only to grizzlies as a preferred species
to see. In terms of projections of changes in
park visitation, the current estimated per-
centage increase due to wolf presence is
somewhat lower than predicted (+3.7%
estimated versus +4.93% predicted). How-
ever, the 1994 predictions were based on a
survey of summer visitors to the park and
the current estimate of the percentage of
summer visitation due to wolf presence is
+4.78%—very similar to the EIS predic-
tions. Regarding changes in visitor spend-
ing in the local economy due to wolf pres-
ence, the current estimate of +$35.5 million
(confidence interval of $22.4 to $48.6 mil-

lion) is consistent with the 1994 EIS esti-
mate of +$27.7 million (2005 dollars).

The 1994 EIS economic analysis also
provided estimates of the impacts of a
recovered wolf population on predation of
livestock in the Yellowstone area, and on
big-game populations in the area. For the
issue of wolf depredation of livestock, the
EIS’s estimated losses, mostly for cattle and
sheep, of $1,900 to $30,500 per year were
based on assumptions of a recovered popu-
lation of 100 wolves. Depredation loss lev-
els during the period when wolf numbers
were near predicted levels were consistently
within the range of predicted losses, and
averaged $11,300 during the period 1997–
2000. In 2004 and 2005, when wolves
numbered over 300, losses were twice the
high-end estimate of losses predicted in the
EIS, at $63,818 per year (Defenders of
Wildlife Compensation Fund data; www.-
defenders.org).

Regarding the issue of impacts to big-
game populations, a review of the wildlife
biology literature associated with wolf
impacts on the northern Yellowstone elk
herd shows a divergence of views on the
impact wolf predation has had depending
on whether wolf predation is viewed as
largely additive or largely compensatory.
Two peer-reviewed papers examining im-
pacts of wolves on northern herd elk popu-
lations (Vucetich et al. 2005; Varley and
Boyce 2006), however, have shown the
impact of wolves on elk numbers to be
either consistent with or below the impact
predicted in the EIS, which was for a long-
range hunter harvest reduction of elk of
between 5% and 30%.
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In this paper we discuss the goals,
operations, and policies of park manage-
ment in South Africa—specifically in regard
to wildlife management—and how they con-
trast with park management in the U.S. Our
discussion is especially relevant to protect-
ed areas in grassland, savanna, and shrub-
land biomes because both countries contain
those habitat types (Licht et al. 2008). We
focus on seven issues that may stimulate
thought among U.S. managers. It is our
hope that an understanding and apprecia-
tion of the approaches used in South Africa
leads to better wildlife conservation in pro-
tected areas in the U.S.

Lessons from Africa
Capitalism can help establish pro-

tected areas and conserve wildlife. Pro-
tected areas in the U.S. have typically been

developed from lands that contain grand
and inspiring scenery, are sparsely populat-
ed, and/or have little commercial value
(Sellars 1997). Establishing these protected
areas was often justified with intangibles
such as therapeutic, spiritual, or existence
values (Harmon 2004). All of these non-
economic attributes are meritorious, but
sometimes they are insufficient to establish
or protect a site, especially when such justi-
fications must compete against convention-
al economic uses of the land.

In contrast, many protected natural
areas in South Africa were justified and
established in large part on economics.
Some of the recently established natural
areas were formerly occupied farmland and
ranchland. It was determined that the eco-
nomic benefits of natural areas—which cen-
ter on wildlife and ecotourism—were great
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Out of Africa: 
Lessons from Park Management in South Africa

Daniel S. Licht, Rob Slotow, and Joshua Millspaugh

Introduction
THE UNITED STATES TAKES GREAT PRIDE IN ITS NATIONAL PARKS. As Phillips (2003) wrote,
the U.S. was a pioneer in establishing “protected areas in their classic form, as government-
owned, government-run areas set aside for the protection and enjoyment” of the public. Yet
it would be presumptuous to assume that the U.S., and specifically, the National Park Service
(NPS), has the only successful model for establishing and managing protected areas. The
past several decades have seen a proliferation of protected areas outside of the U.S. Many of
these new sites have not had the level of government funding or support that U.S. parks typ-
ically get; therefore, park proponents and managers at these sites have had to be creative in
order to succeed. These new approaches have created what Phillips (2003) calls a “new par-
adigm” for protected areas. Under this new paradigm, park goals, operations, and policies
contrast markedly with past approaches, and with what is currently practiced, in U.S. parks.
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enough to justify converting these sites to
parks and reserves. Wildlife continues to be
a primary economic driver in these parks.
The irony is that in the U.S., economic
development is often seen as impeding the
establishment of protected areas and the
conservation of wildlife (Czech 2000).

The Madikwe Game Reserve, about
150 miles northwest of Johannesburg, pro-
vides a case study of how capitalism and
wildlife conservation can work together.
Prior to establishment of the reserve in
1991, the site was mostly white-owned
ranchland in a degraded condition. When
apartheid ended, it was proposed that the
shrublands be turned over to black ranchers
and farmers. However, a feasibility study
found that the best use of the land, from an
economic standpoint, was not conventional
farming or ranching, but rather wildlife con-
servation and ecotourism. A partnership of
the state, local communities, and the private
sector was established to develop and man-
age the reserve using a “people-based”
approach to conservation (see www.madik-
we-game-reserve.co.za/management/).
From 1991 to 1997, more than 8,000 ani-
mals were reintroduced to the site as part of
an ambitious restoration project known as
Operation Phoenix. The 150,000-acre site
now attracts international visitors from
throughout the world to view wildlife. Just
as importantly, the protected area now
employs hundreds of local people as man-
agers, rangers, guides, lodge employees, and
in other capacities.

The Madikwe example is not a singular
event in South Africa. Ecotourism, driven
primarily by wildlife, is so successful that
many private landowners have converted
their livestock operations to private game
preserves for economic purposes (Cloete et
al. 2007). In some cases the government

sites were a catalyst for regional change.
Once neighboring landowners saw the eco-
nomic success of the wildlife parks, they
converted to ecotourism operations. Thus,
small public sites that were originally
islands in a sea of agriculture became part of
larger conservancies with enhanced biodi-
versity value. In some cases the fences have
been dropped between the adjoining sites,
allowing for more natural processes.
Throughout South Africa there are protect-
ed areas of varying sizes that support the
complete assemblage of native species,
including large and dangerous predators,
and many were established for economic
development. In some cases hunting is a
component of the revenue generation, but
in many others it is not.

To be fair, economics and ecotourism
are usually analyzed as part of the planning
process in the development, management,
and protection of parks in the U.S. How-
ever, such benefits are typically viewed as
indirect and are not the primary motivation
for establishment or protection of a site. As
a result, revenue that could be generated
from a site is often not collected (e.g., en-
trance fees) or is deposited in government
treasuries where it does not directly benefit
local communities (Miller 1998).

The wildlife-conservation-for-econo-
mic-development model has not been tried
in the U.S. to any significant degree. How-
ever, there may be opportunities for em-
ploying such a model in certain regions,
such as the Great Plains (Licht 1997). This
region has a dearth of protected natural
areas due in part to the absence of majestic
scenery, the fact that most land is in private
ownership, and the perception that agricul-
ture is the best economic use for the land.
However, the past century has shown that
most of the rural parts of the region are

 



becoming depopulated and that the land is
only marginally profitable for agriculture,
especially in the absence of government
succor (Popper and Popper 1987; Licht
1997). In that respect the region is similar
to parts of South Africa, such as the site of
the Madikwe Game Reserve. Numerous
scholars, conservation organizations, and
rural development organizations have pro-
posed a wildlife-based model for enhancing
the rural economy of the Great Plains (see
Popper 1987; Licht 1997; Forrest et al.
2004; Glasshein and Nagel 2006). A non-
profit organization known as the American
Prairie Foundation has made significant
progress pursuing such a model in central
Montana (see www.americanprairie.org)
and other groups are pursuing similar mod-
els (e.g., Great Plains Restoration Council).
However, it is important to recognize that
the most successful models in South Africa
include the conservation of large charismat-
ic species.

People like big furry things with
teeth. In South Africa, “wildlife must pay
its way.” In other words, wildlife must gen-
erate revenue in order for it to be conserved.
This is especially true for species that can
cause conflicts with conventional commer-
cial uses and human welfare. Five species
that are especially effective at generating
revenue are collectively known as the “big
five.” They are the African lion (Panthera
leo), leopard (Panthera pardus), elephant
(Loxodonta africana), buffalo (Syncerus
caffer), and rhinoceros (actually two
species, Ceratotherium simum and Diceros
bicornis). The group was originally labeled
the “big five” by hunters because of the dan-
ger involved in hunting them. Although
hunting these and other species is still a rev-
enue option, especially on private sites,
most protected areas in South Africa have

found that the “big five” and other wildlife
can generate more revenue through non-
consumptive means such as ecotourism.
Large predators such as lions and the Afri-
can wild dog (Lycaon pictus) are often at the
top of must-see lists for tourists.

The parallels between the wild dog in
South Africa and the gray wolf (Canis
lupus) in the U.S. warrants further discus-
sion. Both predators were historically con-
sidered vermin and exterminated wherever
possible. While wolves have been reintro-
duced only to wilderness-type areas in the
U.S. (i.e., far away from people), in South
Africa wild dogs have been reintroduced to
many smaller parks and preserves where
they have become flagship attractants for
ecotourism. Besides enhancing the eco-
nomic success of such protected areas, and
contributing to the conservation of the
species (they are endangered), the presence
of wild dogs within small fenced preserves
has changed the perspectives and attitudes
of lay people. Whereas the species used to
be reviled, it is now appreciated and valued.
This cultural shift likely enhances conserva-
tion in general.

Lindsey et al. (2007) found that man-
agement for charismatic species, such as
large predators, often aligns with biodiversi-
ty objectives, and therefore the charismatic
megafauna of South Africa serve as flagship
species. Lindsey et al. (2007) also found
that visitors returning to parks subsequent-
ly became more interested in biological
diversity and focused more on the less high-
profile species, suggesting that large charis-
matic species can foster a deeper apprecia-
tion and understanding of nature. Kruger
(2005) evaluated case studies from the sci-
entific literature and concluded that eco-
tourism associated with flagship species
was typically sustainable whereas those
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sites that did not have charismatic species
were less likely to be sustainable.

Wolves, bears (Ursus spp.), mountain
lions (Felis concolor) and a few other North
American carnivores fit the definition of
charismatic megafauna. Of these, wolves are
most similar to the African carnivores in
that their presence can generate ecotourism
and economic development (Duffield et al.
2006). However, no one has tried restoring
wolves to small fenced sites for purposes of
revenue generation (or for any purpose)
similar to what is done with lions, wild
dogs, and other large carnivores in South
Africa.

Fences can conserve wildlife. Fences
are occasionally used to contain wildlife
within protected areas in the U.S. For exam-
ple, all of the protected areas in the northern
Great Plains with bison (Bison bison) are
fenced. Likewise, fences have been con-
structed in Hawaiian parks to keep exotic
species out. However, there is still a great
reluctance in the U.S. to construct fences

for purposes of conserving wildlife in pro-
tected areas. We acknowledge that there are
ecological, ethical, aesthetic, and monetary
issues associated with fences, yet the use of
fences is one reason why South African pro-
tected areas are more successful in conserv-
ing the full assemblage of native species and
biological diversity. Fences contain and con-
serve species (e.g., lion, elephant) that
would not otherwise be tolerated by neigh-
bors (they also preserve wildlife by keeping
poachers out of protected areas). Arguably,
the larger the fenced area the less significant
the ecological, ethical, and aesthetic issues
become. The cost to establish and maintain
fences can be considerable, yet in South
Africa the benefits still outweigh those
costs. For example, all of Kruger National
Park (nearly 6 million acres) has been
fenced since 1976. Madikwe Game Reserve
has 90 miles of fence around its boundary
to prevent elephants and large predators
from impacting neighbors (Figure 1).
These fences are remarkably successful in

Figure 1.  Boundary fence at Madikwe Game Reserve in South Africa. Photo courtesy of
Daniel Licht.



their ability to manage conflicts. Without
them, too many conflicts would develop,
and therefore conservation opportunities
would be lost. We believe that fences,
including fences to contain predators,
should be given due consideration in the
establishment and management of protect-
ed areas in the U.S.

Small populations are okay. In small
protected areas, managers must often
choose between supporting a small (and
perhaps unviable) population or no popula-
tion at all. In the U.S., managers generally
choose the latter. Reintroduction and man-
agement of small populations of wildlife in
NPS units is currently discouraged by
agency policies (National Park Service
2006). Specifically, the policies state that
the National Park Service

will strive to restore extirpated native
plant and animal species to parks
whenever . . . adequate habitat to sup-
port the species either exists or can
reasonably be restored in the park and
. . . once a natural population level is
achieved, the population can be self
perpetuating.

The requirement that a population be
“self perpetuating” in order for it to be rein-
troduced profoundly limits the ability of
NPS units to restore the full suite of native
species and natural processes. Of the 270+
parks in the United States with significant
natural resources, probably less than 10 can
claim to support all of the indigenous large
fauna, and all of those are extremely large
(e.g., Yellowstone National Park) or situat-
ed within or adjacent to large natural areas.
This self-imposed policy of reintroducing
species only when they can be “self perpet-
uating” means that many important native

species are absent from parks in North
America (see Landry et al. 2001).

In contrast, protected areas in South
Africa have no such policies or paradigms
requiring a wildlife population to be self
perpetuating. Many of the protected areas
in South Africa contain predator and prey
populations that number fewer than 50
individuals, and in some cases, fewer than
10 individuals (Licht et al. 2008). Some
public and private reserves are so small that
they can support only one pride of lions.
The Makalali Conservancy provides a good
case study. In 1994, a single lioness and 4
cubs were introduced into the fenced
34,580-acre site (Druce et al. 2004). Since
then, more than 30 lions have been pro-
duced, with many surplus individuals being
translocated elsewhere because the carrying
capacity in the park had been reached.
Obviously, small populations require a
hands-on approach and there are addition-
al fiscal and management challenges. Yet as
a general statement, South Africa protected
areas have decided that those costs are out-
weighed by the economic, ecological, and
recreational benefits.

Active management and intervention is
generally counter to current NPS policies
and attitudes. Yet a hands-off approach for
purposes of “naturalness,” as promoted by
NPS, sometimes necessitates more inter-
vention than the South Africa approach.
For example, several NPS units support
populations of bison and elk (Cervus ela-
phus). In the absence of large predators the
agency must cull the herds to keep them
within park objectives. This intervention
can include lethal control, live-trapping and
translocation, and/or the use of contracep-
tives for hundreds of animals. In contrast,
the South Africa approach is to manage a
small population of top-level predators.
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We believe that small-but-important-
populations deserve greater consideration
in U.S. parks. The Wildlife Society
(1991:8) recognized the need and potential
for reintroducing small populations of
wildlife such as wolves: “if national parks
and other protected areas cannot provide
large enough areas for self-perpetuating
populations of wolves, systematic and peri-
odic reintroduction of wolves from outside
may ensure population survival.” The same
paper stated that populations which are
“ecologically functional” may be a more
suitable goal in some cases than those that
are “minimally viable.” Even small popula-
tions of wolves may, in addition to having
economic benefits, provide ecosystem serv-
ices such as limiting the spread of disease,
providing carrion, and fostering genetic fit-
ness of prey species (Licht, in prep.).

Multiple parks can be used like a
functional metapopulation. The down-
side to conserving small-but-important-
populations in closed systems (e.g., a
fenced park) is that managers must replen-
ish populations when they are extirpated,
manipulate animals to preserve genetic fit-
ness, maintain desired sex and age ratios,
manage for disease, and intervene for other
needs. Yet a hands-on approach is the norm
in South Africa and the monetary costs of
such actions are outweighed by the eco-
nomic and ecological benefits of having the
species present, even in small numbers. To
help conserve these small populations, the
numerous noncontiguous natural areas in
South Africa essentially manage some of
their wildlife as subpopulations of multi-
park metapopulations. If a park needs new
animals due to local extirpation, genetic
concerns, sex ratio imbalances, or other
needs, they translocate animals between
units. With the exception of imperiled

species (e.g., wild dog; see Gusset et al.
2006) this multi-park approach is imple-
mented with minimal government over-
sight.

In contrast, National Park Service units
in the United States have a high level of cen-
tral planning and authority, yet virtually no
between-park exchanges of animals or
metapopulation approach to conservation,
even for species such as bison that could
benefit from translocations (Halbert et al.
2006). This reluctance to use a metapopu-
lation approach is likely due in part to the
hands-off culture of the NPS. We acknowl-
edge that non-intervention is preferable,
and is especially warranted in larger areas
such as Yellowstone National Park. How-
ever, on smaller sites a hands-off approach
means that some species simply will not
exist, that inbreeding will occur, and that
natural processes such as predation and
natural selection will not occur.

Animal demographics are important.
Wildlife culling strategies in natural areas
typically focus on population abundance.
This is understandable since the primary
objective of culling is usually to reduce
overabundant populations (see McShea et
al. 1997). Consideration of other demo-
graphic variables, i.e., sex and age composi-
tion, are usually considered only within the
context of their effects on population
recruitment, genetics, and future popula-
tion trends. Only rarely do managers give
strong consideration to the importance of
herd age and sex structure as it relates to
behavior and ecological processes. Lessons
from South Africa show why herd composi-
tion is important.

Between 1981 and 1993, 82 elephants
were relocated to Pilanesberg National Park
(as part of a massive restocking program for
the recently established park similar to that

 



described above for Madikwe Game
Reserve). The elephant restocking did not
include mature bulls due in part to the diffi-
culty of transporting them. Young bull ele-
phants, once sexually mature, became
unruly and subsequently killed more than
40 white rhinoceros (Slotow et al. 2000). In
this case, the absence of mature bulls and
the social hierarchy they maintain was the
reason that the young elephants exhibited
abnormal behaviors. The killing of rhinoc-
eros ceased after six older male elephants
were introduced into the park (Slotow et al.
2000). This sequence of events repeated
itself at Hluhluwe-Umfolozi Park in eastern
South Africa.

There is evidence that the behavioral
patterns of some North American game
populations are changing due to unnatural
demographics (e.g., hunters disproportion-
ately selecting mature males; Noyes et al.
1996). The Pilanesburg example and our
knowledge of animal behavior suggest that
the conservation of biological diversity and
functioning of natural systems requires that
natural area managers follow National Park
Service policies that call for the conserva-
tion of natural demographics (National
Park Service 2006). Some progress is being
made. For example, Millspaugh et al.
(2005) recently completed a study on natu-
ral bison and elk demographics in the
northern Great Plains and developed tools
to assess the demographic responses of var-
ious culling strategies. Their results demon-
strated that some culling strategies adopted
by NPS can significantly alter the age struc-
ture of bison and elk populations. We
believe that natural age and sex structures
be given full consideration in wildlife man-
agement in U.S. parks.

Artificial water can be bad. Kruger
National Park has approximately 36 species

of large animals. This suite of megafauna
richness likely results in narrow habitat
niches and specialized adaptations for some
species. Mills and Funston (2003) describe
a case where establishment of artificial
water—intended to promote wildlife—led
to a dramatic decline in an ungulate species.
Following the introduction of artificial
water points, zebra (Equus burchelli) and
wildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus, a water-
dependent species) moved into areas occu-
pied by roan antelope (Hippotragus equi-
nus, a more water-independent species),
which resulted in increased competition for
forage. However, increased competition
may not have been the primary factor in the
subsequent decline of the roan since there
was little change in calf natality; however,
there was an increase in adult mortality.
Researchers studying the decline of the
roan suggested that the anthropogenic
water, which enticed zebra and wildebeest
to the area, also increased lion numbers.
Lion predation was the proximate cause of
the roan’s decline; however, the provision of
the artificial water was the ultimate cause.

Some NPS units historically developed
water sources for wildlife purposes, per-
haps to the detriment of biological diversity.
For example, some units developed artificial
water to distribute grazing pressure, there-
by creating a more uniform use of forage.
However, such practices reduce the natural
spatial heterogeneity of grazing which is
important for conserving the full suite of
grassland species (Fuhlendorf and Engle
2001). In some cases the establishment and
maintenance of artificial water within Na-
tional Park Service units is driven by other
agencies’ missions, the imperiled status of
some species, personal philosophies, and
politics (Broyles 1995). But based on inci-
dents from South Africa (see also Owen-
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Smith et al. 2006), and from biodiversity
principles and concepts, it seems prudent
to avoid artificial water sources unless: (1) it
is absolutely necessary, (2) there is a good
understanding of potential advantages and
disadvantages, (3) there is acceptance of
those potential impacts, and, (4) a monitor-
ing program is undertaken to study the
potential impacts.

Summary
According to Phillips (2003), protect-

ed area management is entering a new para-
digm. It appears that countries such as
South Africa are a part of this new para-
digm, whereas the U.S. still operates under
the old paradigm. For example, Phillips
(2003) stated that in the old paradigm one
of the objectives for protected areas was to
have land “set aside for conservation,”
whereas in the new paradigm an alternative
objective is to have the protected area run
“with social and economic objectives.”
Likewise, under the old paradigm protected
areas were “run by a central government,”
whereas in the new paradigm a protected
area may be “run by many partners.” Lastly,
under the old paradigm parks were man-
aged as “islands,” whereas under the new
paradigm they are part of a network or sys-
tem (Phillips 2003). Assigning the U.S. to
the old paradigm does not denigrate or
belittle past and current efforts. And as
Phillips observed, the new paradigm is not
without its challenges and criticisms.

The U.S. National Park Service and
the conservation community would benefit
from an understanding and awareness of

lessons from other countries and by using
these lessons to reassess policies and opera-
tions. The question for the NPS becomes:
should hands-off “naturalness” come at the
expense of biological diversity and natural
processes? We don’t believe so. Based on
lessons from South Africa we recommend
that the NPS and conservation agencies and
organizations in the U.S.:

• More strongly consider and use the
ecotourism and economic potential of
wildlife to develop and protect natural
areas;

• Recognize that large animals, including
large predators, have high ecotourism
and conservation value even when
abundance might be low;

• More strongly consider the use of
fences as a tool in conserving the full
suite of native species, including large
predators;

• Revise policies so that small-but-
important-populations of wildlife can
be reintroduced and conserved when
conditions and objectives warrant;

• Strongly consider managing parks in a
metapopulation context and translo-
cate individuals between closed popu-
lations to improve genetic vigor and
achieve other desirable attributes;

• Manage for natural demographics,
including sex and age ratios whenever
possible; and

• Refrain from the establishment and
maintenance of artificial water sources
unless absolutely necessary.
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Costa Rica is well known as one of the
world’s most important centers of biologi-
cal diversity; and Monteverde is one of the
most diverse and important environments
in the country. A key to this diversity is that
the Monteverde zone encompasses seven
different life zones (Holdridge 1967) found
on both the Atlantic and Pacific slopes of
the continental divide. Species turnover is
high (Harvey et al. 2000) because each life
zone has a fairly distinct composition of
flora and fauna.

It is common knowledge that simply
delineating and protecting a conservation
area, be it a national park, wildlife refuge, or

sanctuary, is normally not enough to ensure
the survival of the numerous species of flora
and fauna that utilize the habitat. Such is the
case in Monteverde, an area renowned for
its contributions to the study of tropical
ecology. Even in Monteverde, conservation
efforts have not succeeded in providing
enough critical protection for many organ-
isms.

While the Atlantic slope habitats are
well protected, with over 26,000 ha (or
>90% of the total conserved area in Monte-
verde), the Pacific side has little protection
(Powell and Bjork 1995). Many biologists
in the region realize that the conservation
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The Economic Importance of Extending 
Habitat Protection Beyond Park Boundaries: 
A Case Study from Costa Rica
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Where the northeast trade winds meet the continental divide in Costa Rica’s Cordillera de
Tilaran there grows a luxuriant forest, often cloaked in clouds and blowing mist. Here, moss
covered trunks strain against the weight of epiphytes in profusion, as bromeliads, ferns and
orchids festoon from a vine tangled canopy. This is the Monteverde Cloud Forest Preserve
(Ross 1992).

SO BEGINS THE CORNELL LAB OF ORNITHOLOGY’S TESTAMENT to the biodiversity of
Monteverde, Voices of the Cloud Forest, thirty-three minutes of bird calls, frog tinks, monkey
howls, and rain—lots of rain. Monteverde is deservedly well known and admired as a model
for conservation. Its extensive network of public and private protected areas cover more than
70,000 acres, or 28,000 ha (Harvey et al. 2000), supporting more than 650 species of but-
terflies (Stevenson and Haber 2000), over 100 species of mammals, and approximately 426
species of birds (Young and McDonald 2000). The diversity of flora is equally impressive,
with over 3,000 plant species, including 500 species of orchids and 870 species of epiphytes
(Haber 2000).
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work in Monteverde is not complete and
many Pacific slope species are in jeopardy.

Of particular concern are two threat-
ened bird species, the resplendent quetzal
(Pharomacrus mocinno) and three-wattled
bellbird (Procnias tricarunculata), both of
which play an important role in the eco-
tourism economy of the Monteverde
region. These species, among others, mi-
grate up and down the mountain slopes fol-
lowing seasonal food sources in the various
life zones (Powell and Bjork 1995). This
makes the fundamental conservation of
these species challenging. There has been a
noted decline in population sizes of these
birds due to the lack of protected Pacific
slope habitat where they migrate during
their post-reproductive season (Powell and
Bjork 1985; Hamilton et al. 2000).

It is no exaggeration to say that people
come from all over the world for the oppor-
tunity to see these particular species in the
wild. If these birds did not exist, or were
lost due to a lack of Pacific slope habitat, the
economic consequences for the Monte-
verde area would be significant. Many stud-
ies document the ecological importance of
buffering protected areas with additional
habitat to ensure the well-being of organ-
isms. In this study, we present an economic
argument for the extension of habitat pro-
tection beyond the protected area bound-
aries in Monteverde.

Monteverde’s economy is indeed
based on ecotourism, but this is a relatively
recent development (Baez 1996). In 1951, a
group of American Quakers looking for a
peaceful place to farm moved to a moun-
taintop in north-central Costa Rica. Shortly
thereafter they set aside approximately one-
third of the original tract as the Bosqueter-
no (Eternal Forest) to protect the water sup-

ply for their new cheese factory and dairy-
ing operation. These Quakers also brought
along with them Monteverde’s first chain-
saw. It was in this community that George
Powell, a biologist, and Wolf Guindon, one
of the original Quaker settlers in Monte-
verde, spearheaded efforts that led to the
creation of the Monteverde Cloud Forest
Preserve.

Over the next few decades, visitation to
the area transformed the primary focus of
the economy from dairy farming to tourism
(Echeverria et al. 1994). Local residents
soon realized that it was much easier to
work in ecotourism than to milk cows. As
the numbers of visitors grew, so too did the
number and diversity of “natural” attrac-
tions. Visitation to the Monteverde Cloud
Forest Preserve alone has grown to 77,000
annual visitors (Friends of Monteverde
Cloud Forest 2005). The resulting demand
for hotels, restaurants, natural history
guides, and other services has resulted in a
standard of living for Monteverde’s resi-
dents that is much higher than most other
regions of Costa Rica.

In recent years, the prosperity of the
Monteverde community has become in-
creasingly threatened by a number of envi-
ronmental problems, including water pollu-
tion, solid waste disposal, deforestation,
and climate change. Of particular concern is
the accelerated loss of Pacific slope habitat
with the encroaching development and
growth in worker housing for the eco-
tourism businesses. The Pacific slope habi-
tat is essential to the survival of altitudinal
migrants, especially quetzals and bellbirds,
two of the major attractions for ecotourists
visiting the region.

The altitudinal migration of both
species involves seasons on both the

 



Atlantic and Pacific slopes of the continen-
tal divide, up to six months of the year on
each side for the three-wattled bellbird
(Powell and Bjork 1985; Hamilton et al.
2003). In the dry season, these birds follow
Lauraceous fruiting trees upslope to the
Monteverde area where more than 26,000
hectares of forest are protected within the
privately run Monteverde Reserve Complex
(Powell and Bjork 1995). It’s here that these
species nest and fledge their young.

It is along the Pacific slope and Guana-
caste lowlands that these birds encounter an
increasingly degraded and disturbed habi-
tat. Guanacaste Province begins just below
the boundary of the Monteverde Cloud
Forest Preserve. Much of the province lies
in the rain shadow of the Tilaran Mountains
and is the principal locale for both the cof-
fee and cattle industries in the region.
These industries were well established long
before conservation joined the list of nation-
al priorities in Costa Rica. Further downs-
lope, the rain shadow forest gives way to
tropical dry forest. Here, major govern-
ment-sponsored agricultural development
has created a landscape of cattle pasture,
sugarcane, rice, and cotton (Edelman
1992). Today, the once-exuberant forests of
Guanacaste, from the Pacific coastline to
the cloud forest, are almost completely
eliminated. As a result, the migrating quet-
zals and bellbirds are forced to crowd into a
small number of remnant forest fragments
(Hamilton et al. 2003). While this extreme
localization is a boon to birdwatchers, it
places the birds in an increasingly precari-
ous situation. In this context, even the loss
of a single large tree is significant.

Over the past decade, a number of con-
servation organizations have engaged in a
campaign to restore these Pacific slope
habitats through public and private efforts.

These efforts include improved forest man-
agement, habitat acquisition, reforestation
projects, and increased environmental serv-
ice payments.

One of the major conservation chal-
lenges in Costa Rica (and elsewhere) is con-
vincing policy-makers, as well as citizens, of
the economic importance of biodiversity
protection. The effort to place an economic
value on individual species is myopic in
many ways. Aldo Leopold (1949) may have
said it best when stating that “by making
conservation easy, we have made it trivial.”
That is, the economic arguments for con-
servation are trivial when compared to our
moral obligations to the rest of creation.
And yet—in the development context of
Costa Rica—the legitimate desire for a bet-
ter standard of living demands that conser-
vation provide short-run economic bene-
fits. Resolving this dilemma, in many ways,
is what sustainable development is all
about.

Our paper examines the direct eco-
nomic benefit of habitat conservation to the
Monteverde community by measuring the
local economic importance of two bird
species: the resplendent quetzal and three-
wattled bellbird. To better understand the
contribution of these two species to the
Monteverde economy, we conducted a per-
sonal-intercept survey (in either Spanish or
English) of 515 visitors to the Monteverde
region under the auspices of the Monte-
verde Camera de Turismo (the local
tourism Chamber of Commerce). The sur-
vey was conducted at three “conservation-
neutral” locations between October 2004
and June 2005.

Surveys were conducted at various
times of the year to account for the seasonal
nature of tourism in Monteverde. Budowski
(1992) has identified two separate tourist
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markets in Costa Rica. The dry-season mar-
ket (November–May) attracts older, more
affluent visitors. These tourists tend to stay
for short periods of time, spending signifi-
cant amounts of money each day. The wet-
or “green-”season (June–October) visitors
tend to be younger and less affluent, staying
for a longer period of time but spending less
money each day. Data for each market were
collected and analyzed both separately and
collectively.

Respondents were asked a series of
questions to establish their reasons for visit-
ing Monteverde, length of stay, daily eco-
nomic expenditures in the area, and interest
in the threatened birds. These data were
combined with the estimate of yearly visita-
tion to the Monteverde area provided by the
Monteverde Camera de Turismo to arrive at
the total economic value of tourism in the
Monteverde area. Finally, this figure was
multiplied by the percentage of visitors stat-
ing in the survey that they would not visit
Monteverde if the bellbird and quetzal
became extinct.

It is important to point out that our
project measures only the direct tourism
benefits associated with the two birds and
does not attempt to measure the indirect
and non-market ecosystem services that the
species and their habitats may provide. It
does not capture other non-consumptive
values, such as option values and existence
values, that accrue to Monteverde area resi-
dents and others as well.

Responses to the survey indicate that
the average length of stay for visitors to
Monteverde is 2.54 days and the average
total visit expenditure per person is $464.
The Monteverde Camera de Turismo esti-
mates the total number of yearly visitors to
the Monteverde area at 135,000 (Molina,
personal communication). Therefore, the

total annual economic value of tourism to
the Monteverde area is estimated at
$62,640,000.

To determine the economic impor-
tance of the resplendent quetzal and three-
wattled bellbird, we asked visitors whether
they would still visit Monteverde if the bell-
bird and quetzal became extinct. At least
28% of our survey respondents indicated
that they would not visit Monteverde in the
absence of the birds. This cohort of dedi-
cated birders is the key link between the
protection of Pacific slope habitats and the
Monteverde economy. Applying this figure
of 28% to the total annual value of tourism
in the Monteverde area ($62,640,000)
yields a figure of $17,539,200. This num-
ber represents the direct annual economic
contribution of the quetzal and bellbird to
the Monteverde economy.

Demonstrating the value of these birds
and their Pacific slope habitat should play
an important role in furthering conservation
efforts in the region. The intended audience
for this study includes environmental
activists, policy-makers, and local citizens
(especially farmers, with land still in forest
cover). A number of groups, most notably
the Fundación Conservacionista Costar-
ricense (the Costa Rican Conservation
Foundation) are actively working to estab-
lish a biological corridor on the Pacific
slope to connect the Monteverde Reserve
Complex to other protected areas downs-
lope. Clarifying the links between habitat
conservation and economic development
provides a strong foundation for these
efforts.

Conclusions
There are clear links between the econ-

omy and the integrity of the natural envi-
ronment; however, for many people, these

 



links remain an abstraction. This paper
seeks to make these links tangible to people;
in particular, the to decision-makers of
Monteverde. The conclusions of this study
are as follows:

• Despite the growth of other “attrac-
tions” in the Monteverde area, the
resplendent quetzal and three-wattled
bellbird still play an important role in
attracting visitors to Monteverde.

• Efforts to expand the Monteverde
Reserve Complex are clearly justifi-
able, both in ecological and economic
terms. This expansion should be
focused on protecting habitat on the

Pacific slope.
• In all likelihood, there is a “tipping

point” at which the population of a
given species becomes so small, and
the possibility of seeing an individual
of that species so remote, that the
species (despite its nominal presence)
is no longer a significant factor in visi-
tor decision-making.

• Given the visibility and prominence of
conservation efforts in Monteverde, a
major decline in the presence of quet-
zals and bellbirds could undermine
efforts to find a balance between con-
servation and economic development
in other tropical environments.
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In recent decades, however, people
have begun to question the feasibility of
maintaining natural conditions in protected
areas. Growing awareness of Native Ameri-
can influence and recognition of the dynam-
ics of natural systems raise questions about
what naturalness even is. And with increas-
ing recognition of the potential effects of cli-
mate change, there is a dawning awareness
that it may not even be desirable to maintain
naturalness. Is the concept of naturalness
still sufficient to guide protected area stew-
ardship? Should it be reinterpreted or more
precisely defined? Are there other concepts

that should complement it or take its place
(Box 1)? 

In April 2007 we convened a small
workshop to explore this question. In this
paper, we share some of what was discussed
in that workshop. We examine the various
meanings of naturalness and why it is
increasingly problematic (as commonly
defined) as a central goal for protected area
management. We detail the case for and
against human intervention in ecosystem
processes. We explore how naturalness
might be redefined or reinterpreted, and
how concepts such as ecological integrity
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Introduction
FOR MOST LARGE U.S. PARKS AND WILDERNESS AREAS, enabling legislation and management
policy call for preservation of these protected areas unimpaired in perpetuity. Central to the
notions of protection, preservation, and unimpairment has been the concept of maintaining
“naturalness,” a condition imagined by many to persist over time in the absence of human
intervention. As will be discussed below in more detail, the goal of naturalness has been cod-
ified in legislation and protected area policy and built into agency culture. For much of the
20th century, the adequacy of naturalness as the guiding concept for stewardship of protect-
ed areas remained largely unchallenged. Scientists, managers, and conservationists assumed
that natural conditions could be preserved and that doing so would assure long-term conser-
vation of biodiversity and ecosystems within protected area boundaries.
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and resilience might supplement or replace
it. We suggest the need for a pluralistic,
adaptive, and flexible approach to protected
area management. We conclude by describ-
ing some of the ways protected area man-

agers might move forward given current
conditions and uncertainties about the
future.

In a world changing as rapidly as ours,
clear articulation of goals and objectives is

Box 1. Would a Joshua Tree National Park without Joshua trees be natural?

In a recent attempt to predict vegetation response to future climate change, Cole et
al. (2005) reported that Joshua trees may no longer be able to persist within Joshua Tree
National Park. While such a prediction is based on numerous untestable assumptions,
there is a real chance that Joshua Tree National Park will lose its icon and signature
botanical element. This provides a dramatic example of the issues we are raising in this
paper. How should the National Park Service respond to this? How does this influence
their ecosystem stewardship goals and objectives within park boundaries? And does the
National Park Service have an obligation to help secure the future persistence of Joshua
trees on lands outside park boundaries? 

The primary premise of our article is that the concept of naturalness—which tradi-
tionally has guided ecosystem stewardship in parks—is not very helpful in answering
such questions. Which of the available stewardship options is more natural: (1) maintain-
ing Joshua trees in the park through artificial means, (2) allowing Joshua trees to disap-
pear from the park, despite the likelihood that this loss reflects modern technological
human influence, or (3) actively assisting the migration of Joshua trees to more norther-
ly locations where they are more likely to persist? Decisions will reflect descriptors of
park purpose other than naturalness—biodiversity preservation or nostalgia (maintaining
park icons) perhaps—descriptors that currently are not clearly articulated in park policy.

Joshua Tree National Park landscapes would look very different without any Joshua trees. Photo
courtesy of Richard Frear; Joshua trees “removed” by Suzanne Schwartz.

 



vital to preservation of park values. The
typical response to rapid change is to take
action, but action without a clear notion of
desired outcomes can be more harmful than
inaction. We hope that this paper will cat-
alyze healthy debate about the purposes of
parks and wilderness areas now that we rec-
ognize how rapidly everything is chang-
ing—debate that will lead to clarity suffi-
cient to guide action.

Managing for naturalness
The centrality of naturalness as the

guiding principle behind management is
clear in the management policies developed
to implement the National Park Service Act
(1916). The Organic Act declared that the
fundamental purpose of the parks is “to
conserve the scenery and the natural and
historic objects and the wild life therein . . .
unimpaired for the enjoyment of future gen-
erations.” The policies developed to meet
this purpose, from Secretary of Interior
Franklin Lane’s letter to Director Stephen
T. Mather (Sellars 1997), stated that “every
activity of the Service is subordinate to
duties imposed upon it to faithfully pre-
serve the parks for posterity in essentially
their natural state.” More recent policies
state that national parks will preserve “com-
ponents and processes in their natural con-
dition,” defining “natural condition” as “the
condition of resources that would occur in
the absence of human dominance over the
landscape” (National Park Service 2006).
The Wilderness Act (1964) similarly de-
fines wilderness (among other things) as an
area “protected and managed so as to pre-
serve its natural conditions.” But what does
it mean to preserve natural conditions and
manage for naturalness?

One sense of the word “natural” refers
to everything other than the supernatural

(Rolston 2001), so we need a more restrict-
ed definition when thinking about park and
wilderness stewardship. Most commonly
the natural world has been contrasted with
the human-dominated world. In this sense,
two related characteristics of naturalness
are a lack of human effect on ecosystems
and a lack of human control of ecosystems
(Table 1). Interwoven with this has been the
notion that natural ecosystems are stable,
self-regulating, and equilibrial. Another
commonly perceived characteristic of natu-
ralness, then, has been a high degree of his-
torical fidelity (Higgs 2003): natural eco-
systems should appear and function much
as they did in the past. This has led protect-
ed area managers to use past conditions as
benchmarks for the future.

These meanings reflect scientific and
societal assumptions about ecosystems that
persisted for much of the twentieth century.
The idea that North American ecosystems
had been stable for long periods of time
prior to European settlement dominated
conservation discourse. Native Americans
were believed to have had little, if any, role
in shaping these ecosystems. Protected
areas were assumed to be large enough to
sustain themselves over time, so it seemed
possible to preserve the ecosystems and
species currently occupying protected areas
simply by avoiding commercial exploitation
and development. Little intervention in the
biological and physical processes of pro-
tected area ecosystems should be necessary.
Maintaining naturalness would simultane-
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Table 1. Common traditional meanings of nat-
uralness.
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ously meet such diverse goals as conserving
biodiversity, maintaining vignettes of primi-
tive America (Leopold et al. 1963) by keep-
ing ecosystems relatively unchanged over
time, and respecting nature’s autonomy
(Ridder 2007) by avoiding intervention.

Naturalness challenged
The adequacy of naturalness as the

guiding concept for park and wilderness
stewardship has been challenged as protect-
ed area goals have evolved, scientific knowl-
edge has improved, and the sphere of
human influence has gone global. Initially,
national parks were largely about scenery
and spectacle (Graber 1983). Management
emphasis revolved around nostalgia—keep-
ing things the way they were—and aesthet-
ics. Managers were not reluctant to actively
manage for this purpose—from feeding
bears to shooting coyotes and wolves.
Scenery, spectacle, and aesthetics remain
worthwhile park pursuits. But over the past
century the list of park values and purposes
has grown.

The Leopold Report (Leopold et al.
1963) called for active management (restor-
ing or maintaining disturbance and succes-
sional processes) so that “the maintenance
of naturalness shall prevail.” Management
policies also emphasize intervening as little
as possible in biological and physical pro-
cesses (National Park Service 2006), reflect-
ing new appreciation for a value that Ridder
(2007) calls respecting nature’s autonomy.
More profoundly, the conservation of bio-
logical diversity has become a core goal for
parks and wilderness, with the definition of
biological diversity expanding to include
preservation of genetic diversity, species,
plant and animal communities, the funda-
mental physical and biological processes
which organisms depend on and which

structure communities, as well as rates of
natural change (National Park Service
2006).

With increased complexity in park val-
ues and purposes comes increased conflict
between those values and purposes.
Managing for some of the meanings of natu-
ralness negate other meanings. In contrast
to mid-20th-century beliefs, we know that
natural ecosystems are highly dynamic (Wu
and Loucks 1995). Therefore, if we are to
allow for the free play of natural processes,
including evolutionary change, we cannot
expect future park landscapes to look like
they did in the past (White and Bratton
1980). To some degree we must choose
between aesthetic, nostalgic park values and
certain ecological values. We have learned
that many so-called natural park and
wilderness ecosystems in North America
have been profoundly affected by indige-
nous peoples, particularly through burning
and hunting (Kay 1995; Mann 2005; Pyne
1997). Past human influence has not been
profound everywhere (Vale 2002). How-
ever, in many parks and wildernesses, if we
are to conserve native biodiversity, it will be
important to maintain some past human
influences. We must give up the notion of
natural park ecosystems as being unaffected
by humans.

We have also learned that even the
most remote park and wilderness ecosys-
tems already have been and will continue to
be affected substantially by modern human
activities (Cole and Landres 1996). Again,
the magnitude of influence—past and
future—has been variable. But in many
places, conservation of native biodiversity
will compel us to actively manage ecosys-
tems, compromising our interest in respect-
ing nature’s autonomy by avoiding inter-
vention.



In short, it is increasingly clear that nat-
uralness is no longer the umbrella under
which all protected area values comfortably
sit. We must choose among protected area
values and among the traditional meanings
of naturalness. In particular, we must con-
front the dilemma of intervention. Then we
must articulate desired future conditions for
park ecosystems in terms that carry greater
clarity and specificity than traditional
notions of naturalness (Figure 1).

The dilemma of intervention
Given that human activities are altering

park and wilderness ecosystems, the first
decision protected area managers face is
whether or not (or under what circum-
stances) to intervene through active man-

agement. Much of what we call intervention
and active management involves ecological
restoration—“the process of assisting the
recovery of ecosystems that have been dam-
aged, degraded or destroyed” (SERI 2006).
We use the more generic term “interven-
tion” to include any prescribed course of
action that intentionally alters ecosystem
trajectories and to avoid the connotation of
a return to past conditions. In many cases,
redirection might be a better term than
restoration. Interventions range from light-
ing fires to culling ungulate populations,
from thinning forests to assisted migration
of individuals or species better-adapted to
changing conditions. Some are one-time
actions, such as introducing a species and
stepping back to see if it can thrive in a new
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Figure 1. Landscapes dominated by open-grown, old-growth pines, like these in Kings Canyon
National Park, have been characterized as aesthetic, nostalgic, anthropogenically structured, and
high in ecological integrity. Are such landscapes natural? Do we increase or decrease naturalness
by actively restoring forest structure using management ignitions and/or mechanical thinning? Is a
forest thinned by wildfire more natural than one that is thinned mechanically? Photo courtesy of
David Parsons.
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site. Others are ongoing, such as liming
water bodies to mitigate the effects of acid
deposition (Figure 2). Some interventions
are small in scale (e.g., actively maintaining
a ten-acre sequoia or Joshua tree forest at a
location no longer ideal for the species)
while others might be large in scale (e.g.,
burning tens of thousands of acres each
year).

In making decisions about whether or
not to intervene, the concept of naturalness
offers little guidance. Since naturalness
implies both a lack of human effect and a
lack of human control, one of the meanings
of naturalness will be violated whatever is
done—or not done (Sydoriak et al. 2001).

Decisions must be made using some other
guidance, most often a choice between the
values of preserving biodiversity and
respecting nature’s autonomy—to use
Ridder’s (2007) terminology. Protected
area managers can deliberately intervene in
ecosystems to restore them, to maintain cur-
rent systems (resist change), to conserve
specific aspects of biodiversity, or assist in
their transformation to perhaps better-
adapted systems (for example, in response
to climate change). Box 2 provides an exam-
ple of intervention for the primary purpose
of conserving regional biodiversity (and
recreational opportunities) at the expense
of pre-European conditions.

Figure 2. In the Saint Mary’s Wilderness, Virginia, atmospheric pollution has lowered pH so much that
native invertebrate and fish populations are substantially reduced. In response, a helicopter has been
used to dump limestone sand adjacent to creeks. This treatment, projected to be repeated every 5–8
years, raised pH levels as well as taxa richness and the population of native invertebrates and fishes.
Photo courtesy of Steven Brown.

 



Or managers can choose not to inter-
vene and allow ecosystems to adapt and
change as they will, absent human inten-
tion. This, of course, is also a deliberate and
intentional management decision, with very
different outcomes than active manage-
ment. Some of the language in the Wilder-
ness Act—where wilderness is defined as a
place “where the earth and its community
of life are untrammeled by man”—argues

against intervention. To be untrammeled, a
place should not be intentionally controlled
or manipulated for any purpose, even the
conservation of biodiversity (Cole 2000).
National Park Service policy is more
amenable to intervention, stating that inter-
vention in natural biological or physical
processes will be the exception not the rule,
but that it is appropriate “to restore ecosys-
tem functioning that has been disrupted by
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Box 2. Assisted migration into designated wilderness: 
Biodiversity conservation trumps naturalness

Recently, in the Bob Marshall Wilderness, Montana, stewardship decisions have
been made that some might consider inconsistent with wilderness. These decisions con-

done assisted migration—helping species relo-
cate to places where they are more likely to per-
sist—and they place more importance on species
conservation than on naturalness. The decisions
pertain to management of fish populations in
about 20 lakes in the Bob Marshall Wilderness
that historically were fishless but that have been
stocked with non-native trout for many decades.
The plan—approved but not yet implemented—
is to remove all non-native trout from these lakes.
Then, rather than leave the lakes fishless as they
originally were, they will be stocked with geneti-
cally pure westslope cutthroat trout. These lakes,
which fish are unable to migrate to themselves,
offer a refuge from other fish that hybridize with
westslope cutthroat and pollute them genetically.
Wilderness provides the most inviolate refuge

and, therefore, is considered necessary to the preservation of this species, even though
the requisite action compromises naturalness.

This situation is complicated by states’ rights issues. This intervention, pushed by
the Montana Fish, Wildlife and Parks Department, would almost certainly not have been
proposed if the species at risk were not a game species. Nevertheless, it illustrates the
potential to give precedence to a conservation goal other than preserving natural condi-
tions, even in wilderness. It also illustrates the potential to use techniques like assisted
migration, despite the degree to which they seem like “playing God.”

Historically fishless lakes in the Bob
Marshall Wilderness, Montana, will be
used as refuges to preserve genetically
pure westslope cutthroat trout. Photo
courtesy of David Cole.
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past or ongoing human activities” (National
Park Service 2006).

Workshop participants agreed that
protected area managers will need to oper-
ate across this entire spectrum from non-
intervention to active transformation. There
was general agreement that it was best to
intervene only when necessary and that the
threshold for intervention should be partic-
ularly high in wilderness. Wilderness lands
should be managed with a light touch—
with restraint and humility. They have par-
ticular importance as “controls” within a
landscape of more actively managed land-
scapes. But there were divergent opinions
about how widespread non-intervention
strategies should be and the criteria for
deciding whether or not to intervene. The
concept of naturalness does not provide
clarity regarding criteria and thresholds for
intervention, so better guidance must be
developed. We agreed that the need for
intervention increases:

• As protected area size decreases (small
protected areas are less buffered from
human influence);

• Where pre-settlement influence was
substantial and as current human influ-
ence increases (adverse effects are pro-
nounced);

• As the social value of attributes increas-
es (more valued entities are at risk);
and

• As the scale of stressors increases
(impacts are widespread, as in fire sup-
pression or climate change).

However, we also noted that although inter-
ventions may be particularly beneficial
where stressors are operating at large scales
and affecting highly valued attributes, inter-
ventions in such situations are also particu-
larly risky. The costs of failure (like the ben-

efits of success) are high because the values
at risk are so large and the effects are so
widespread.

Desired outcomes of interventions
Decisions to intervene in park and wil-

derness ecosystems should be based on
goals (White and Bratton 1980) and the
desired outcomes of interventions should
be made specific in the form of operational
objectives and targets that identify “what
should be preserved” (which elements and
processes) and “in what state” (Christensen
1988). NPS Management Policies (2006)
state that decisions to intervene must “be
based on clearly articulated, well-supported
management objectives.” This is where the
ambiguities and divergent definitions of
naturalness are most problematic—where
the guidance it provides is particularly
insufficient. Objectives and outcomes need
to be knowable, attainable, and desirable.
By most definitions, naturalness has few to
none of these attributes.

What is natural is not knowable be-
cause ecosystems are dynamic (White and
Bratton 1980). To set intervention targets,
change must be parsed into natural change
and unnatural change. The concept of his-
torical or natural variability has become a
popular means of accounting for temporal
variability when developing target condi-
tions for managed lands (Landres et al.
1999). For parks and wilderness, the impli-
cation is that restoration is likely to be
required if current conditions lie far outside
the range of natural variability (Franklin and
Aplet 2002). But how far is too far?

Paleoecologists have simultaneously
advocated that historical data inform man-
agement but cautioned that such data
should not be used as targets for the future.
Ecosystems are unique in time and space,

 



so it is seldom possible or desirable to re-
turn them very precisely to a former state
(Gillson and Willis 2004). Millar and Bru-
baker (2006:331) argue that:

Predisturbance or pre-Euro-American
impact conditions are used routinely
as reference models or desired targets
for ecological restoration. This
assumes, however, that climate hasn’t
changed between the historic target
time and the present and that human
influence hasn’t confounded historic
conditions. These assumptions are
tenuous, and the likelihood of their
validity decreases with time between
the historic target and present. . . .
Long-term confounding of human
with nonhuman influences challenges
use of historic conditions as models for
pristine or natural conditions in
restoration.

Long-term historical data may be more use-
ful in determining where thresholds have
been exceeded than in defining the desired
outcome of a management intervention
(Willis and Birks 2006).

Natural conditions are not attainable
given the ubiquity of human impact. Cli-
mate change provides the best example, but
the prevalence of invasive species provides
another. Future climates that have no ana-
logue will be reflected in no-analogue
ecosystems (Fox 2007). We can reinterpret
or redefine naturalness to accept substantial
ongoing human impact, but what guidance
is there for decisions about which types to
accept and how much is too much? NPS
Management Policies (2006) direct man-
agers to “maintain the closest approxima-
tion of the natural condition when a truly
natural system is no longer attainable.” But
this traditional approach is problematic

because past and even current systems may
be unstable under future climatic condi-
tions (Harris et al. 2006). Near-natural con-
ditions may be undesirable and attempting
to restore them may be counterproductive.
In light of the pervasive global changes that
are occurring, Stephenson (2005) suggests
that “the NPS and similar wilderness man-
agement agencies need to reexamine their
missions”—perhaps focusing on “maintain-
ing native biodiversity, even if community
structure and composition are no longer
natural.”

Beyond naturalness
Workshop participants generally

agreed about these concerns with the mean-
ings of naturalness and that varied interpre-
tations of the concept can lead to inconsis-
tent and, possibly, inappropriate manage-
ment. However, opinions about how to
respond varied. Some participants advocat-
ed reinterpretation of the term “natural-
ness” to reflect new ecological understand-
ing and the realities of global change. While
they recognized a need for more precise and
consistent definition (Landres et al. 1998),
they felt that naturalness continues to pro-
vide a useful goal for park and wilderness
management—an ideal to strive for—a con-
straint to the range of interventions that
might be attempted in the absence of a
foundation in historical fidelity. They val-
ued the emphasis that naturalness places on
conservation of native, indigenous elements
and processes and on systems that are dom-
inated by nature as opposed to humans.
Other participants felt the concept was
fatally flawed and should be replaced.
Whether a supplement to or a replacement
for naturalness, there was widespread
agreement about a need for conceptual
guidance beyond the notions of historical
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fidelity and a nature-dominated world that
are inherent to the concept of naturalness.
Two concepts explored during the work-
shop were ecological integrity and resilience.

Ecological integrity 
The concept of ecological integrity has

been advocated as a goal for ecosystem
stewardship for decades (e.g., Frey 1975).
Ecological integrity implies wholeness,
completeness—the presence of all appro-
priate elements and processes operating at
appropriate rates (Angermeier and Karr
1994). Ecological integrity appears to be a
desirable attribute for park and wilderness
ecosystems and seems largely consistent
with the implications of natural ecosystems.
Indeed, some have defined integrity as the
ability to support a community of organ-
isms “comparable to that of natural habitat
of the region” (Karr and Dudley 1981).
Others reject such a simple definition, sug-
gesting that integrity is context-dependent,
varying with scale, with hierarchy, and par-
ticularly with societal values (Kay 1993).

In 1988, the Canada National Parks
Act replaced the notion of “natural” as a
management endpoint with the concept of
ecological integrity, legally defined as “a
condition that is determined to be charac-
teristic of its natural region and likely to per-
sist, including abiotic components and the
composition and abundance of native
species and biological communities, rates of
change and supporting processes.” With
ecological integrity as the goal, Parks
Canada emphasizes retention of native eco-
system components. Biodiversity, ecosys-
tem function, and stressors are carefully
monitored. One of the key implications is
that active management will often be
required to maintain or restore ecological
integrity and to keep park ecosystems with-

in threshold conditions. Thresholds are set
through consideration of reference ecosys-
tems, standards and guidelines, historical
reconstructions, biological patterns, trends,
and expert opinion (Woodley 1993; Parks
Canada 2005).

Under the guidance of ecological
integrity, Canadian park managers do not
attempt to eliminate every form of human
disturbance. Rather, park managers work to
mimic some of the effects of aboriginal pop-
ulations where ecosystems coevolved with
aboriginal management. Moreover, since
specific landscapes can support many alter-
native ecosystem states while retaining eco-
logical integrity, Parks Canada must deter-
mine preferred states to provide clear guid-
ance and direction for interventions. Every
five years, Parks Canada requires the prepa-
ration of state of park reports for each
national park, complete with detailed indi-
cators, measures, thresholds, and targets for
management. These feed into park manage-
ment plans, which set an ecological vision
and the required management actions for
the park (Parks Canada 2005).

Conserving biodiversity is a key feature
of ecological integrity. Protected areas that
adopt ecological integrity as a goal might
maintain native biodiversity, even if commu-
nity structure and composition is no longer
natural. Species distributions and abun-
dances might fall outside the range of his-
toric variability. Management interventions
might be ongoing and large in scale to pre-
serve particular ecosystem components.

Resilience 
Resilience has also emerged as a con-

cept that is useful when dealing with dra-
matic but uncertain and unpredictable
change. Holling (1973) defines “resilience”
as the capacity of a system to absorb change

 



and still persist without undergoing a state
shift or fundamental loss of character. Hol-
ling and others distinguish ecological (or
socioecological) resilience from engineering
resilience (the rate at which a perturbed sys-
tem returns to its initial state), which
emphasizes efficiency rather than adaptive
capacity. More critically, resilience is a
meaningful goal only if one specifies what is
to be resilient, and to what it should be
resilient. Resilience is a means to an end, so
protected area managers must still decide
on specific goals and objectives.

The growing literature about resilience
conceptualizes social and ecological sys-
tems as interlinked (e.g., Folke et al. 2002;
Gunderson and Holling 2002; Walker and
Salt 2006) arguing for management across
scales, with an understanding that protect-
ed areas must be managed in the context of
larger landscapes and regional social, cul-
tural, political, and ecological systems.

According to resilience theory, attempting
to prevent or resist change is likely to
increase the risk of larger future change—
the past should not be preserved if it comes
at the cost of reduced resilience. Several
broad strategies for promoting resilience,
along with specific ways to promote each
strategy, have been articulated (Table 2).

Managing protected areas for ecologi-
cal resilience, rather than naturalness, might
emphasize retaining ecosystem function
over preserving specific species in situ. It
might require letting go of the way land-
scapes look today as conditions change and
identifying key processes to retain in the
face of change, such that although many
other variables shift around, core functions
and processes maintain their resilience.
Recommended tools for building resilience
include experimentation, active adaptive
management, and structured scenario plan-
ning—“envisioning alternative futures in
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Table 2. Strategies for promoting the resilience of desired systems.
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ways that expose fundamental variables and
branch points that may be collectively
manipulated to evoke change” (Folke et al.
2002:52).

Adopting a pluralistic and adaptive
approach: Complementary but diverse
goals and strategies

Although there was concern about
some of the meanings of naturalness, there
was general support among workshop par-
ticipants for the notion of historical fideli-
ty—the importance of continuity between
future ecosystems and those of the past.
The group felt that there was substantial
overlap between the concepts of historical
fidelity, ecological integrity, and resilience,
as well as with the goal of conserving biodi-
versity. We might look to the nexus of these
four concepts for guidance regarding the
specifications of desired future conditions
for protected area ecosystems (Figure 3). At
the nexus, park and wilderness ecosystems
would be characterized by a relatively low
level of human influence (compared with

the developed world), managing with as
light a “touch” as possible, substantial sim-
ilarity to past landscapes (including expert-
ly mimicking aboriginal influence), persist-
ence of most native elements and processes,
and a high capacity to adapt to an unpre-
dictable future (through collaborative goal-
setting, experimentation and adaptive man-
agement, and managing across landscapes).
Advocates of the naturalness concept might
argue that naturalness implies all four of
these elements; so might advocates of the
ecological integrity concept.

Despite their overlap, however, each
concept also has unique meanings. The
value of parks and wildernesses can be opti-
mized by providing for a diversity of man-
agement objectives, particularly given
uncertainty about the impacts of climate
change and other stressors. While a core
goal of protected areas is biodiversity con-
servation, more specific goals might include
preserving historic communities and land-
scapes (vignettes of primitive America, as
proposed by Leopold et al. 1963), conserv-
ing specific endangered or endemic species,
maintaining forest structure and function,
allowing ecosystems to respond to change
without human intervention (a hands-off
approach), sustaining subsistence activities
(as in some Alaska protected areas), or en-
hancing the resilience of a particular grass-
land. Managing to preserve historic land-
scapes will likely be more the exception
than the rule, since in many cases such
efforts are the equivalent of swimming up-
stream (i.e., maintenance of such land-
scapes will often require ongoing interven-
tion and investment of resources). At the
opposite end of the spectrum, managers
may need to anticipate and guide change, to
actively transform systems rather than let
them passively degrade—to create novel

Figure 3. Historical fidelity, biodiversity conserva-
tion, ecological integrity, and resilience fit togeth-
er.



ecosystems in new places, for the purpose
of protecting something of value and
enhancing system resilience.

A single protected area might adopt
different goals in different areas. Protected
areas should also employ a diversity of man-
agement strategies to achieve a particular
goal, since there is substantial uncertainty
about the effectiveness of different strate-
gies. However, redundancy is also impor-
tant; similar strategies should be employed
in multiple locations to ensure replicated
experiments and buffering. Currently, goals
and management strategies are diverse, but
for the wrong reasons. Diversity is often the
result of personal preference, available
resources, lack of coordination, even neg-
lect. It should reflect a large-scale planned
and deliberate effort that considers the
appropriateness of interventions, scale,
boundary effects, and how any particular
area fits within a larger system of protected
areas and the regional landscape.

Putting pluralism in a landscape context
Although much has already been writ-

ten about the need to conduct conservation
planning at large scales (e.g., Margules and
Pressey 2000; Liu and Taylor 2002; Han-
sen and DeFries 2007), there are few suc-
cessful examples in park and wilderness
stewardship. Even without climate change,
our existing parks and wilderness are not
large enough to sustain our natural heritage
by themselves. Conservation planning must
extend beyond the boundaries of protected
areas, and climate change makes this scale
of planning even more imperative. With cli-
mate change, political boundaries are fixed
but the biological landscape is not (Lovejoy
2006). When combined with habitat frag-
mentation, species are less able to migrate to
new sites as conditions change, making cor-

ridors and connectivity between protected
areas and between protected areas and adja-
cent lands even more important than in the
past.

Since a pluralistic approach to protect-
ed area conservation requires both diversity
and redundancy to maximize future
options, protected area managers must
work with each other and with other types
of landowners to ensure that particular
ecosystems are managed in both similar and
dissimilar ways. Scale needs to be carefully
considered as managers make decisions
about conservation strategies and interven-
tions. Planning must occur at multiple
scales, so that protected area managers
understand how conditions are changing
across the landscape and recognize key
opportunities.

We must become better at understand-
ing the consequences of localized, short-
term change at large spatial and temporal
scales (White and Jentsch 2005). Localized
changes are likely to occur rapidly.
Approaches to managing specific protected
ecosystems need to be situated within an
overall strategy for protected areas within
particular ecoregions. Creating and main-
taining connectivity and conserving biodi-
versity across landscapes is challenging
institutionally, politically, and ecologically,
but it is absolutely necessary in the context
of global change and diverse and novel
stressors.

Toward more flexible and adaptive
planning

Traditionally, protected area managers
have translated goals into operational objec-
tives and specific targets—statements of
desired future conditions. The concept of
desired future conditions implies an under-
standing of alternative future states to
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choose among, the costs and benefits of dif-
ferent alternatives, the resources required to
achieve each state, and the likelihood of
success. But the specter of climate change
suggests a future where change is rapid and
directional and the thing we can be most
certain about is uncertainty (Saunders et al.
2007). As change and uncertainty increase,
managers are less likely to possess the requi-
site knowledge to specify desired future
conditions. Attempts to achieve long-term
objectives, as conditions change, could lead
to loss of biodiversity, decreased resilience,
and ecosystem degradation.

Climate change and other novel stres-
sors call for a very different type of planning
model—one built around objectives that are
frequently assessed and renegotiated. Goals
may be enduring, but objectives may need
to be more flexible. The time frame for
objectives may need to be shortened. What
appear to be realistic future options may
prove unrealistic, while new options may
appear. Managers will need to be more
adaptive, regularly revisiting objectives and
management decisions and changing them
as knowledge advances and uncertainty
retreats (Folke et al. 2002). Managers need
the flexibility to respond to deliberate
experimentation and effectiveness monitor-
ing.

What can we do now?
The primary conclusion of our work-

shop was that new attention needs to be
given to the purposes and values of parks
and wilderness areas. Philosophical issues
need to be raised and resolved so that more
clarity can be provided regarding the stew-
ardship of ecosystems in parks and wilder-
ness. That is the first order of business.
Scientists might contribute to this process
by (1) raising questions about naturalness

(as we do in this paper) and continuing to
explore new definitions and concepts and
(2) predicting the likely outcomes of alter-
native policy goals.

At the workshop, we also spent some
time articulating management options for
dealing with rapid and unexpected change
in protected areas. To some degree, the
appropriateness of these strategies can only
be evaluated after basic philosophical issues
have been resolved. Therefore, these
options are listed in an Appendix rather
than the main body of our paper.

Summary
The key challenge to stewardship of

park and wilderness ecosystems is to decide
where, when, and how to intervene in phys-
ical and biological processes to conserve
what we value in these places. To make such
decisions, planners and managers must
more clearly articulate park purposes: what
is valued and what needs to be sustained.
These values likely include biodiversity
conservation, ecological integrity, historical
fidelity, aesthetics, and nostalgia, as well as
ensuring that some of the lands in the
United States are managed with restraint
and humility, where nature is allowed to
take its own course. Where interventions
are needed, planners and managers need to
more precisely define what outcomes are
desired.

The concept of naturalness provides
insufficient guidance to make such deci-
sions, as does the admonition to intervene
as little as possible. Perhaps it is unfortunate
that people are so familiar with the word
“natural.” This familiarity leads both lay
people and scientists to assume they know
what it means. But the varied notions of nat-
uralness are often tangled and they have
evolved over time. Although there have

 



been efforts to disentangle meanings (e.g.,
Landres et al. 1998), naturalness continues
to mean different things to different peo-
ple—depending on their knowledge, their
experience, and their values. Inconsistent
and imprecise definitions ultimately are
manifested in poor stewardship.

Although workshop participants dis-
agreed about the desirability of retaining
naturalness as the core concept in protected
area stewardship, there was general agree-
ment that the concept has both desirable
and undesirable implications. Some of the
valued notions implicit within the concept
of naturalness are intervening as little as
possible, valuing past landscapes and sys-
tems, and avoiding human dominance of
ecosystems. Notions to reject include
attempting to make landscapes of the future
replicates of the past and not acknowledg-
ing the major effects that humans have had
on park landscapes for millennia and will

have in the future. Beyond naturalness, park
and wilderness stewardship needs to be
guided by concepts such as ecological
integrity and resilience.

Given the unprecedented rate of
change that we face, it is time for a re-exam-
ination of the goals and purposes of parks
and wilderness areas. What seems possible
now is very different from what seemed pos-
sible 50 or 100 years ago. Priorities have
changed as well. What attributes of these
places are we most concerned about pro-
tecting—or most concerned about losing—
in the face of rapid change? Beyond new
guidance and policy, there is also a need for
institutional change. For ecosystems to be
resilient, institutions need to be resilient. In
particular, planning processes will need to
be more adaptive and more learning-
focused, and be capable of operating at
large spatial scales and across diverse land
ownerships.
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Appendix: Recommended strategies and things to consider in responding to rapid
and unexpected change

This is a toolbox of options to be used on a case-by-case basis, not as a one-size-fits-all
prescription.

Planning and prioritizing
• Work to clearly define the goals and objectives for each protected area. In some cases,

current goals may need to be redefined (e.g., from “maintain giant sequoias at this site”
to “maintain soil, forest cover, and species diversity”). Goals will need to be revisited as
conditions change and knowledge evolves.

• Prioritize current and future threats and changes. Focus on actions that have the most
potential to make a difference. Practice triage when necessary.

• Decide which changes are acceptable and to what degree they are acceptable (e.g., some
invasive species, like cheatgrass, are impossible to control in large areas).

• Define undesired future conditions. Determine what to avoid (e.g., extinctions, sudden
loss of vegetation and soil).

• Be prepared for surprises, as change might not always be directional and may occur in
spurts.

• Carefully consider the philosophical and practical implications of proposed interven-
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tions. If possible, base decisions on established criteria and thresholds, as well as a plan
for implementing different levels of intervention in different places.

• Consider the appropriate scale for management actions. In some cases, starting at a
small scale might be desirable. However, in others—where the threat is widespread, the
effectiveness of the intervention has been established, and the resources are available—
consider larger-scale interventions.

• Implement different strategies in different sections of each protected area (provide
buffering in case one or more strategies fail). At the same time, pursue redundancy
(implement similar approaches in several areas).

• Experiment to determine the effects of different management actions. Where possible,
try out management interventions at small scales and more than one site, then monitor
interventions along with control (untreated) areas to maximize learning. Experiment
with new tools at an appropriate scale (small pilot projects) before utilizing in large
areas.

• Be cautious about models that predict the responses of particular communities to
changing conditions. Biological models are much less certain than climate models,
which still cannot determine the precise amount of temperature change or future precip-
itation. Seek information about the responses of particular species, but view the infor-
mation as general guidance rather than specific predictions. Use models to explore a
range of scenarios in planning processes, not to predict specific future conditions.

• Monitor for change and early detection of changes to populations and ranges. Monitor
to understand the effects of management actions. Monitor smart, not hard; simple infor-
mation collected consistently and with a plan is more valuable than complex, detailed
data collection with no particular strategy for learning from it.

• Of particular importance, determine how you will know when a system is undergoing a
state change to which resistance is futile. So far as possible, know beforehand whether
you will passively accept the change or actively assist in transformation to a new system.

• Plan at multiple temporal and spatial scales. Identify short-term and long-term goals and
actions. Manage both short-term processes (such as disturbance events) and long-term
processes (such as the accumulation of soil fertility). Consider individual protected
areas within a larger landscape context.

• Inform the public of the impacts of climate change, pollution, and other stressors on
protected areas. Ensure that policy-makers understand the implications of climate
change and other environmental changes on protected areas.

• Promote policies that encourage connectivity and conservation across the larger land-
scape. Develop incentives for private landowners to provide habitat for migrating
species.

• Maintain and enhance a variety of human relationships with protected areas. Cultural,
social, and material connections with protected areas will ensure that the public under-
stands, supports, and participates in management actions.

• Consider socially important and symbolic species and landscapes in planning. Values
such as wildness, nostalgia, and humility will influence the public debate about protect-
ed area conservation.

 



• Engage the public in the planning process in a meaningful and ongoing manner. Collab-
orative approaches that emphasize dialogue can build public support for management
actions and policy change.

• Conduct scenario planning (with public involvement). Consider multiple possible
futures and multiple possible outcomes for proposed management actions. Develop
portraits that detail desirable and undesirable futures for protected area ecosystems. Use
these portraits to determine which management actions are most likely to lead to desired
future options.

Mitigation and conservation
• Restore disturbance regimes, such as fire and flooding, where they favor native species

and maintain important ecological processes. Consider using disturbance to reset
ecosystem trajectories. For example, after a wind event consider replanting species bet-
ter adapted to warmer temperatures.

• Restore extirpated species (consider whether the species are likely to survive at that site
in the future or will be able to migrate to new sites).

• Prevent and mitigate threats, such as non-native invasive species, using a variety of tools.
Often, prevention greatly reduces the need for later, more costly interventions, as when
exotic species are prohibited from establishing in a protected area rather than having to
be controlled or extirpated after they have been established.

• Sustain “slow variables,” such as soil characteristics and regional species pools, that may
require managers to consider longer time scales and larger spatial scales, to maintain
ecosystem capacity to recover on its own from shocks and to boost adaptive capacity.

• Conserve dominant and seemingly minor species. Species or plant communities that are
not currently abundant, such as pockets of desert vegetation in California grasslands,
may become more important as conditions change.

• Create conditions resistant and resilient to climate change and other stressors. For
example, consider overthinning some forests, seeding restoration sites with a wider
range of species or ecotypes, or seeding with native species known to resist problem
invaders. Resistance implies the ability to stay the same despite changing conditions;
remain alert to the distinction between the need for resisting versus adapting to change.

• Consider and, if necessary, prepare for assisted migration of species in response to cli-
mate change.

• Although controversial, consider functional substitutes for species that cannot survive
under current conditions. Consider realigning systems to current conditions, especially
where the system is already well beyond the range of natural variability. And consider
active transformation to a new system if building resilience of the current system to
change seems impossible. Weigh the possibility that passive degradation will occur if
active transformation is not pursued.
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Transportation legislation
and national parks

There are currently over 8,055 miles of
roads and parkways, 1,252 bridges, 60 tun-
nels, and extensive parking facilities within
units of the national park system. To solve
the growing congestion problem through-
out the national park system, there are 63
visitor transit systems in 50 parks that vary
in size ranging from single vehicles to bus
fleets. The following federal transportation
bills, dating from the early 1990s, have been
a source of funds for the National Park Ser-
vice to actively explore a variety of transpor-
tation modes to accommodate visitors:

• Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA; 1991); 

• Transportation Equity Act for the 21st
Century (TEA-21; 1998); and

• Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient
Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy
for Users (SAFETEA-LU; 2005).

These bills have brought increasing
responsibilities (and resources) for trans-
portation planning in the National Park Ser-
vice, include the transportation enhance-
ment, park roads and parkways, recreation-
al trails, and scenic byways programs.

ISTEA and subsequent acts have
encouraged the adoption of a transporta-
tion planning framework within the Na-
tional Park Service that must integrate local,
regional, and statewide transportation deci-
sion-making. There are increased opportu-

Transportation Research Needs in National Parks: 
A Summary and Exploration of Future Trends

John J. Daigle

THIS PAPER BRIEFLY EXPLORES PERTINENT FEDERAL LEGISLATION that has propelled efforts to
study and address transportation issues in national parks. Interdisciplinary research involv-
ing fields ranging from engineering to social science is needed as transportation issues
become more prevalent, both within park boundaries and surrounding communities. Two
entities are discussed as being important to help guide managers as well as researchers given
the complexity and interdisciplinary nature of transportation issues. The first is the
Alternative Transportation Program within the National Park Service, and second is a newly
formed committee entitled “Transportation Needs in National Parks and Public Lands” that
is part of the Transportation Research Board (TRB), a unit of the National Research Council
(NRC), a private, nonprofit institution that is the principal operating agency of the National
Academy of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. Under a congressional
charter granted to the National Academy of Sciences, the NRC provides expertise in science
and technology to the government, the public, and the scientific and engineering communi-
ties. The focus of current research and the likely future direction of research, particularly in
the social science field, is explored with respect to transportation issues in national parks.

 



nities for national parks to work with states
and local governments on transportation
projects, with matching grants for a number
of federally funded transportation pro-
grams. Since the department of transporta-
tion in each state is responsible for setting
transportation policy with regard to future
projects and funding decisions, it is critical-
ly important that the National Park Service
be a partner in the transportation planning
process.

Notable within the TEA-21 legislation
was the directive for the secretary of trans-
portation, in coordination with the secre-
tary of interior, to “undertake a comprehen-
sive assessment of transportation needs in
national parks and related federal lands.”
This included the formation of a distinct
program within the National Park Service
called the Alternative Transportation Pro-
gram. Also, a number of studies to examine
transit needs, transit strategies, and feasibil-
ity studies were conducted and guided in
part by this new program.

Alternative Transportation Program
The Alternative Transportation Pro-

gram was launched in 1998. It is responsi-
ble for coordinating policies, projects, and
activities related to planning and imple-
menting alternative transportation systems
within and to national park system units.
The program also develops strategies and
recommendations for servicewide applica-
tion on issues crossing agency and
state–federal jurisdictions. The mission
statement of the program is: “Preserve and
protect resources while providing safe and
enjoyable access to and within the national
parks by using sustainable, appropriate and
integrated transportation solutions.”

The program’s website (www.nps.gov/
transportation/alt) provides information on

transportation issues, legislation, and plan-
ning documents. A principal document
available at the site is the National Park Ser-
vice Transportation Planning Guidebook
(1999) that covers, among other items,
National Park Service transportation plan-
ning policy, federal transportation legisla-
tion in relation to the National Park Service,
principles of success through partnerships,
and the ABCs of transportation planning.
As the director of the Park Service noted on
the occasion of the guidebook’s initial pub-
lication: “I believe that as we move forward
into the next century, some of our greatest
threats to national parks will come from
encroaching development and activities
outside the park boundaries. For that rea-
son, our ability to understand transporta-
tion planning and laws is vital to our suc-
cess as managers.”

To help cooperatively develop and
integrate transportation planning into nor-
mal NPS activities, the Department of
Interior signed a memorandum of under-
standing (MOU) with the Department of
Transportation in November 1997. Several
demonstration parks were identified in the
MOU because of their complex transporta-
tion issues. All of the demonstration parks
highlight one important principle that has
become increasingly significant service-
wide: to solve transportation and conges-
tion problems, the NPS must look at these
issues holistically, in a regional context,
involving all partners. Working with various
partners, especially federal transportation
entities, the National Park Service has also
been more successful at understanding and
utilizing various surface transportation pro-
grams (Figures 1 and 2) and linking into a
broader transportation research entity, such
as the Transportation Research Board.
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Transportation Research Board
One of the important outcomes of a

closer working relation between the
National Park Service and federal trans-
portation programs is the committee on

Transportation Needs in National Parks
and Public Lands, which, as already noted,
is part of the Transportation Research
Board (TRB), a unit of the NRC. The com-
mittee was established by the TRB “to

Figure 1. The National Park Service (NPS)
has long relied on partnerships with outside
organizations to enhance resource protec-
tion and the visitor experience. Chapter 3 of
The National Park Service Transportation
Planning Guidebook outlines steps in identi-
fying potential partners; tools and approach-
es that can be used to successfully organize
and formalize the role of partners; and how
to build a “win–win” partnership. Ford
Motor Company supports a partnership be-
tween the NPS, the National Park Founda-
tion, and the Eno Transportation Foundation
to place Masters- and Ph.D.-level scholars in
national parks to assist in the development
of transportation planning and analysis,
coordination with local communities, and
environmental and traffic studies. Transporta-
tion interpreter Brandy Brooks presents infor-
mation to park visitors on the Fort Sumter
National Monument ferry. Photo courtesy of
NPS.

Figure 2. Through the coordinated efforts of NPS, the National Park Foundation, Ford
Motor Company, the concessionaire Glacier Park, Inc., and other groups, 33 historic
White Motor Company red buses have been restored. Operating on the Going-to-the-
Sun Road in Glacier National Park, the red buses provide a great experience for visitors.
Photo courtesy of the Transportation Research Board.

 



serve as a national forum for transportation
issues and public use as they relate to the
management and conservation of the natu-
ral, cultural and scenic values of the nation-
al parks and other federal public lands. . . .”

The committee maintains a website
(http://refugedata.fws.gov/trb) with infor-
mation on members, past meetings (with
minutes as well as links to presented re-
search papers), and links to future meetings
and other related transportation programs.
There is a diversity of research findings pre-
sented at these meetings, ranging from vari-
ous social science and engineering perspec-
tives, including intelligent transportation
technologies (ITS), economic impacts, and
integration of alternative transportation,
including motorized and nonmotorized
forms. Some of the goals of the committee
are to: 

• Strengthen the organization and opera-
tion of the committee;

• Identify constituencies and audiences;
• Coordinate with other groups;
• Promote research on federal lands

transportation issues; and
• Promote the dissemination of informa-

tion on transportation on federal lands.

The committee is made up of represen-
tatives of diverse groups, including mem-
bers from federal land management agen-
cies (National Park Service, U.S. Forest Ser-
vice, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service), feder-
al transportation agencies (Federal Highway
Administration, Department of Transporta-
tion), universities (Maine, Texas A&M,
West Virginia), transportation research cen-
ters (Volpe, Western Transportation Insti-
tute, Texas Transportation Institute), pri-
vate consultants, and nonprofit organiza-
tions such as the National Parks Conserva-
tion Association. One of the important

functions of this group in the future will be
to help define and develop research initia-
tives that will improve transportation plan-
ning within national parks and other public
lands.

Current and future research
There is a growing body of research

related to transportation issues in national
parks. Some of the early studies that coordi-
nated with the National Park Service Alter-
native Transportation Program included
the Island Explorer bus transit system in
Acadia National Park (Daigle and Lee
2000), which was supplemented with stud-
ies associated with ITS such as real-time
arrival, parking conditions, automated next
stops, etc. (Zimmerman, Coleman, and Dai-
gle 2003; Daigle and Zimmerman 2004a;
see Figure 3). Other studies have been
important to evaluating transportation and
perspectives of local communities (Daigle
and Zimmerman 2004b; Dunning 2005).
Research also continues to build on identi-
fying potential indicators that are important
to the visitor experience (Dilworth 2003;
Turnbull 2003; Davenport and Borrie
2005; White 2007). Some of these studies
have used multiple qualitative methods to
refine elements of the visitor experience.
Finally, research on the feasibility of alterna-
tive transit in national parks needs to con-
tinue (CSI/BRWGI 2001).

Some of the key issues identified by the
Alternative Transportation Program are the
following: 

• Resource impacts must be managed; 
• The automobile cannot always be the

primary mode of transportation; 
• Visitor transit systems are not simply

utilitarian in nature; 
• Baseline data generally needed to make
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informed decisions are often not readi-
ly available; 

• Transportation systems regularly tran-
scend park boundaries; 

• The park’s resources are the attraction,
not the mode of transportation;

• Existing infrastructure is often at or
beyond capacity; 

• Growing visitation requires complex,
integrated transportation solutions; 

• Visitors expect a consistent design
standard within national parks; and 

• New transportations systems are not
always the solution.

Research suggests that more work
needs to be completed to better understand
community impacts, and to gauge partner-
ships that might include the local communi-
ty, other natural resource agencies such as
the Forest Service, state and federal trans-
portation agencies, tourism entities, friends’
groups, etc. Also, better monitoring pro-
grams based upon management objectives
are needed. For example, at Acadia work
was completed to assess differences in park-
ing lot conditions (Figure 4) resulting from
use of alternative transportation technolo-
gies (Daigle and Zimmerman 2004a), but

Figure 3. Acadia National Park was selected by the U.S. Departments of Transportation and Interior
to test the effectiveness of intelligent transportation systems (ITS) in dealing with transportation problems
within a national park setting. Real-time travel information was collected and disseminated to visitors on
Island Explorer buses via an automated annunciator that transmitted an audio message and displayed
the next bus stop on an electric sign within the bus. In addition, electric signs displayed real-time depar-
ture times of the next Island Explorer bus at bus stops. Pictured here is an electric bus departure sign at
Village Green, Bar Harbor, Maine.

 



additional monitoring was suggested to
assess the relationship of the alternative
technologies to conditions of trails and
other environmental factors. In fact, it was
monitoring of these baseline conditions
before and after the implementation of the
alternatives that received the most discus-
sion among participants at the 2007 George
Wright Society conference session on
examining transportation issues in national
parks.

Conclusions
It is important to keep building a criti-

cal mass of information through research on
transportation issues in national parks. Find-
ings suggest that transportation issues in
national parks are complex and challenging
especially given the seasonal nature and
rural location of many parks. In many cases,
the visitor experience associated with using
alternative transportation is much more
than getting from point A to point B. While
variables traditionally associated with tran-
sit use, such as efficiency and reliability, are
important, there is evidence that suggests
other variables, such as the transit provid-
ing information about the area, and environ-
mental considerations in terms of reducing
traffic congestion and pollution, play an
equally important if not more important
role for some visitors in terms of their moti-
vation for using alternative transportation
(Figures 5 and 6). Research will continue to
play a vital role in the development of spe-
cific, measurable management objectives re-
lated to transportation issues in national
parks. Baseline information and monitoring
are important as indicators are identified for
transportation-related management objec-
tives, and standards for measuring progress
towards those objectives are developed.

Finally, there are diverse research fields
within social science, engineering, etc.,
through which scientific information relat-
ed to transportation planning in national
parks is scattered. It is important that enti-
ties such the TRB committee be utilized to
help build a strong and cohesive research
program and be a communication source
between federal agencies, universities, the
private sector, and nonprofit entities. The
Alternative Transportation Program pro-
vides managers in national parks a vital link
to useful planning documents and research
that can help guide interactions with local
communities and visitors. Updates and
refinements of the relevant websites are
important, as these will be utilized more fre-
quently as national parks face more trans-
portation-related issues.
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Figure 5 (top). A free shuttle bus system was introduced in
Zion National Park in Utah in 2000. The shuttle buses
operate on the six-mile dead-end scenic roadway in the
main canyon. The shuttle buses, which are the only way
visitors can access the canyon during the peak summer
months, connect to buses serving the gateway community
of Springdale.

Figure 6 (bottom). Interpretive signage explains to visitors
the need for a Zion shuttle.
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A Very Large Array: 
Early Federal Historic Preservation—The Antiquities
Act, Mesa Verde, and the National Park Service Act

Richard West Sellars

But at the same time, those places are now occupied by a higher form of life, if you will, the
spirits of our ancestors. . . . So these places for us are sacred, living places. . . . that’s one of
the vital connections that we have that’s really not captured in any way by archaeologists, in
any shape or form.

— Joseph H. Suina, descendant of the ancient Puebloan people 
who lived on Northern New Mexico’s Pajarito Plateau

I saw it, on that first morning, through a veil of lightly falling snow. Far up above me, a thou-
sand feet or so, set in a great cavern in the face of the cliff, I saw a little city of stone, asleep. It
was as still as sculpture—and something like that.

— Willa Cather, “Tom Outland’s Story,” in The Professor’s House

The immensity of man’s power to destroy imposes a responsibility to preserve.
— U.S. Congressman John F. Lacey, 1901

CENTURIES AGO, BEGINNING ABOUT THE LATTER HALF OF THE FIRST MILLENNIUM AD, people
living in what is now the southwestern United States developed techniques for constructing
large, often multi-storied, communal dwellings made of stone or adobe. They located these
pueblo structures, which included open plazas for work and socializing and kivas for reli-
gious and civic ceremonies, close to water sources and tillable lands. The village-like pueb-
los provided shelter from the elements and defense against enemies. There, over many gen-
erations, these different Indian tribes lived and worked, tended their young and old, buried
their dead, and altered their buildings and villages according to need. Mainly during the first
half of the second millennium AD, and under such pressures as drought, resource depletion,
and warfare, many of the tribes left their pueblos, seeking more favorable locations in which
to settle. They left behind buried remains of their forebears, as well as scattered objects—
tools, household utensils, and other items of daily life. Yet they carried away a reverence for
their past, their ancestors and their homelands, and the structures set in vast, unbounded
landscapes.



By the early twentieth century, the
ancient Indian pueblos in the southwestern
United States, with their dramatic settings,
imposing structures, and carefully crafted
objects, had become the most renowned
archeological sites in the country and were
of increasing interest to scholars studying
past cultures.1 Although across the South-
west vast numbers of smaller and earlier
sites had existed for thousands of years, for
the most part it was the architecturally out-
standing structures that first drew attention
from modern-day European Americans.
Early in the European exploration of the
Southwest, a legend arose that linked these
architectural wonders to another civiliza-
tion of great builders, the Aztec Indians. It
was believed that the Aztecs had built the
large southwestern structures and in time
abandoned them, moving south to the
Valley of Mexico. By the latter part of the
nineteenth century, however, explorers and
others who studied the Southwest had
become aware that these and similar sites
were not built by the Aztecs. Instead, these
structures had been built by ancestors of the
Pueblo Indians, who themselves had never
forgotten their connections to the ancient
sites.2

Genesis of the national park system
The southwestern archeological sites

had also by the beginning of the twentieth
century become tied to the modern market
economy, with pot hunters, wealthy collec-
tors, and others acutely aware of the profits,
prestige, and personal satisfaction that
acquisition of ancient artifacts could be-
stow. A kind of “archeological frontier” had
reached the American Southwest, with
unrestrained destructive extraction of thou-
sands of valuable objects from age-old
Indian sites that paralleled the rampant

extraction of natural resources, such as tim-
ber and minerals, taking place throughout
the West. The uncontrolled digging and
relic hunting in ancient sites set up increas-
ing conflict with another faction of Euro-
pean Americans, mainly anthropologists
and educators, who sought to preserve sites
for what they could reveal about the past.
Seeking to put a halt to the extensive relic
hunting, this competing faction turned to
the federal government, since most of the
outstanding archeological sites were on
public lands—the vast national domain
administered by the national government,
mostly by the Department of the Interior.
Meanwhile, the tribes of the Southwest,
many of whom had cultural and historical
ties to the ancient sites, lacked any substan-
tial influence in federal policy. The Indians
were generally relegated to the sidelines,
while non-Indians determined the fate of
the ancient ancestral places. The choices to
be made—continued rampant extraction or
some form of protection and preservation
for the archeological sites—remained fun-
damentally a struggle between competing
European-American factions.

The federal government, having very
limited experience in protecting historic
places, only slowly roused itself to action.
Its response to the worsening situation in
the Southwest was cautious and erratic,
coming in the form of laws intended to pre-
serve and protect ancient sites located on
public lands that were, of course, public
property. Indeed, the government would
ultimately set aside many of these areas for
preservation and research. Most of these
preserved sites would be designated
“national monuments,” as distinct from
national parks.

The early preservation of a number of
national monuments and other archeologi-
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cal sites in the Southwest served, in effect,
as a western counterpart to the preservation
of the Civil War battlefields in the East and
South. There, during the 1890s, the federal
government had authorized establishment
of five national battlefield parks: Chicka-
mauga and Chattanooga battlefields (ad-
ministratively combined) in Georgia and
Tennessee, 1890; Antietam in Maryland,
1890; Shiloh in Tennessee, 1894; Gettys-
burg in Pennsylvania, 1895; and Vicksburg
in Mississippi and Louisiana, 1899. All of
the battlefield parks were associated with
national cemeteries (Union Army burial
grounds) and were administered by the
U.S. War Department. Except for Antietam,
all of them were sizeable. For example, Con-
gress authorized up to 7,600 acres for
Chickamauga, 6,000 acres for Shiloh, and
provided that Gettysburg acquire acreage
on essentially an “as necessary” basis. The
large majority of the acreage that would be
included in the new parks was not public
land, but private farmlands and woodlands.
This made federal acquisition of these bat-
tlefields for historic preservation purposes,
and with considerable use of eminent
domain procedures, even more remarkable
than had the battlefields been on public
lands.

The early battlefield parks constituted
by far the federal government’s greatest
effort in historic preservation through the
nineteenth century. Most of these parks
were much larger than any other protected
historic sites, private or public, in the coun-
try. Steadily improving transportation in the
East and South and the proximity of sever-
al of the battlefields to growing population
centers meant that the military parks were
accessible to increasing numbers of people.
In contrast, for the vast majority of Ameri-
cans the southwestern archeological sites

were remote and difficult to reach. By 1906,
at a time when few tourists had visited the
ancient southwestern Indian sites, it was
claimed that approximately 250,000 people
had visited Chickamauga and Chattanooga
National Military Park.3 Surely, visits to the
battlefield parks provided many Americans
with their first exposure to formally pre-
served and developed historic places.

Together, the archeological areas in the
Southwest and the early Civil War military
parks in the East and South comprised the
true genesis of the United States’ federal
historic preservation programs. They rep-
resented highly significant aspects of
American history and culture, places that
the national government first deemed wor-
thy of its special care and attention. They
were also vastly different kinds of sites: The
battlefield parks commemorated history of
a very brief duration, when opposing fac-
tions of a modern nation sought to annihi-
late one another through technologically
advanced military engagements lasting from
one day to a number of weeks. By contrast,
the archeological sites represented the cul-
ture and lifeways of ancient communities in
periods of peace or war extending over cen-
turies of time.

The federally preserved battlefield
parks and southwestern archeological areas
would eventually join their larger siblings,
the national parks, which protected huge
tracts of magnificent natural scenery, to
comprise the three early major components
of America’s national park system, altogeth-
er a diverse array of preserved areas deemed
of special importance to the American pub-
lic. At the beginning of the twentieth centu-
ry, soon after the five battlefield parks were
created under the War Department and
when the legislative campaign for compre-
hensive archeological site protection was

 



just getting started, the scenic national
parks still represented a relatively novel
idea. After Yellowstone’s establishment in
1872, Congress created no more truly size-
able national parks until the 1890s, when it
established Sequoia, Yosemite, and Mount
Rainier. Thus by 1900 there were only four
large national parks. They marked an early
attempt to save especially majestic land-
scapes from the onslaught of European-
American settlement in the West and ex-
ploitation of resources on public lands.4

The General Land Office, the public
land management arm of the Department of
the Interior, had long pursued a policy of
disposing of public lands to private, state, or
other non-federal ownership. Such meas-
ures as grants to states for education and
other purposes, vast land grants to railroad
companies, transfer of lands to timber com-
panies, and the Homestead Act of 1862
were viewed as part of the nation-building
process through extracting resources,
improving public education, and increasing
national wealth.

However, by the latter decades of the
nineteenth century, second thoughts had
arisen. Certain parts of the public lands,
mainly those that were scenically spectacu-
lar, came to be perceived as possessing spe-
cial qualities and values beyond purely eco-
nomic factors and therefore worthy of being
retained by the federal government as a
public trust, not to be disposed of and treat-
ed in the customary ways. Direct federal
intervention that set aside these select
places for preservation, and then actively
managed them for the general public good,
arrived most emphatically on March 1,
1872, with the creation of Yellowstone
National Park—more than two million acres
reserved from sale or other disposition and

dedicated to the “benefit and enjoyment of
the people.”5

The rush to dispose of the public lands
was checked to some degree by the rising
concern for preservation and conservation,
which became a significant priority in the
Progressive Era. During this period of polit-
ical, social, and economic reform, which
extended from about the late 1890s through
the World War I era, the federal government
asserted greater control over the national
domain. In 1916, as part of this effort, Con-
gress created the National Park Service as a
bureau within the Department of the
Interior, assigned to administer the gradual-
ly expanding national park system.

The archeological frontier 
in the Southwest

As the United States expanded west-
ward in the nineteenth century, the federal
government, as well as many private groups,
repeatedly probed the trans-Mississippi
West seeking more information about the
country and its potential—assessing lands
that the nation was acquiring in huge incre-
ments through conquest, purchase, and
treaty. These expeditions amassed data on
the natural and human history of the Great
Plains, Rocky Mountains, and beyond to
the Pacific Coast, informing the government
and the public on topics including climate,
topography, soils, minerals, geology, forests,
rivers, wildlife, railroad routes to the Pacific,
and the native people who inhabited west-
ern lands.

A resurgence of exploration in the
post-Civil War years brought more inten-
sive research on Native Americans in the
West than ever before. At a time when west-
ward expansion was forcing Indians into
ever-smaller reservations, the federal gov-
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ernment and newly formed anthropological
organizations sought to learn more about
Indian lifeways that were in upheaval, being
greatly impacted by disease, warfare, and
removal of tribes from their homelands.
Anthropologists pursued answers to ques-
tions such as the origins of people who had
no European cultural roots, the characteris-
tics of different tribes—including social sys-
tems, religion, language, and food acquisi-
tion, plus complex intertribal relationships.
Of more practical and immediate concern,
information about Indians could provide
clues as to how different tribal ways might
be influenced, changed, and regulated by
the government and its representatives.6

American Indians living in the pueblos
of the Southwest attracted particular intel-
lectual interest among non-Indian scholars.
The sedentary Puebloans had deep roots in
their long-established villages and sur-
rounding lands, making them and their tra-
ditional ways accessible for close study.
Moreover, by the latter decades of the nine-
teenth century it had become clear to most
informed Americans that the Puebloans
were the descendants of the people who
built the great ancient structures made of
stone or adobe and found in the Southwest.
Within the United States, only Native
Americans (and particularly the Puebloan
groups) had the special continuity of living
in age-old villages while also having direct
ancestral ties to even more ancient home
sites that included structures built in archi-
tectural styles somewhat akin to modern
European-American construction and aes-
thetics. The Puebloans provided an espe-
cially enticing prospect for anthropological
research, including comparative studies of
the continuity and change between ancient
and contemporary cultures.

In the late 1870s, two important organ-
izations were launched to pursue American
Indian studies: the Smithsonian Institu-
tion’s Bureau of Ethnology (later the Bur-
eau of American Ethnology) and the pri-
vately established Archaeological Institute
of America. The Bureau of Ethnology was
founded with the intention of advancing
ethnographical and archeological knowl-
edge of Indian tribes. The Archaeological
Institute included among its goals increased
understanding of American archeology,
although most of its leaders were intently
focused on classical archeology and related
studies of the ancient Mediterranean world.
Still, both organizations included the Amer-
ican Southwest in their agendas. The
ethnographers were to study and compare
the cultures of contemporary Indians,
focusing on social systems, religion, lan-
guage, and related cultural phenomena.
Their studies would connect with the work
of those who employed archeological tech-
niques seeking to comprehend ancient
Indian cultures. These endeavors became
part of a succession of numerous govern-
ment and non-government expeditions that
made their way to southwestern Indian sites
in the 1880s and 1890s in pursuit of various
combinations of knowledge, adventure, and
personal or institutional status. The reports
and activities coming from the ethnograph-
ic and archeological expeditions would
raise public alarm about the increasing
destruction of ancient sites and the market-
ing of artifacts, alarm that would reach into
the halls of Congress and highlight the need
for federal action to halt the vandalism and
looting and to protect the sites in the inter-
est of the American public.7

In Congress, the first show of concern
about the ongoing destruction of ancient

 



southwestern sites came soon after the
Archaeological Institute of America sent
Adolph Bandelier, a Swiss-born student of
American archeology and ethnography, to
undertake research on the pueblos of the
Southwest. Bandelier initiated his fieldwork
in the summer of 1880 at the Pecos Pueblo,
located near Santa Fe, the territorial capital
of New Mexico, beginning what became a
long and distinguished professional career
in southwestern studies. He prepared nu-
merous detailed measurements and de-
scriptions of the remains of the pueblo
structures and the adjoining Spanish mis-
sionary church. Bandelier found Pecos
badly vandalized by relic hunters, and in his
1881 report he vividly described the exten-
sive damage, noting that the site had been
“thoroughly ransacked,” and “recklessly
and ruthlessly” pillaged by relic hunters.

Bandelier’s account of the antiquities
destruction at Pecos appalled members of
the Archaeological Institute and its sup-
porters in the Northeast—one of whom,
U.S. Senator George F. Hoar of Massachu-
setts, introduced a petition in the Senate in
May 1882 condemning those who “plun-
dered and destroyed” ancient sites. The
petition did not specify preservation of the
Pecos Pueblo, but instead made a broad
recommendation that “at least some” of the
ancient sites “be withheld from public sale
and their antiquities and ruins be pre-
served” for scholarly studies of the past.
Hoar’s 1882 petition, the first formal rec-
ommendation in Congress for federal
preservation of southwestern archeological
remains, went nowhere. A reluctant Senate,
inexperienced in such matters and appre-
hensive about the prospect of protecting an
undetermined number of sites on the vast
public lands, took no action on the peti-
tion.8

The next congressional move toward
antiquities protection did not come until
1889. Again, it had the backing of Senator
Hoar and his colleagues in the Northeast.
This time the focus was on preserving the
Casa Grande site, a huge, multi-storied,
earthen structure located in south-central
Arizona Territory. Unlike Hoar’s 1882 peti-
tion, this effort received a positive response,
due in large part to reports of vandalism and
of erosion resulting from nearby irrigation
that was weakening Casa Grande. A small
group centered in Boston and including
such prominent figures as jurist Oliver
Wendell Holmes, historian Francis Park-
man, and poet John Greenleaf Whittier
reacted by petitioning Congress to preserve
Casa Grande.

With Senator Hoar’s backing, the peti-
tion succeeded. On March 2, 1889, an act
was signed to “repair and protect” Casa
Grande. To this end, the law (a rider on a
Sundry Civil Appropriations Act) author-
ized the president to “reserve [the site] from
settlement and sale” and to include in the
reserve as much of the adjacent public lands
“as in his judgment may be necessary” for
protecting the major structure and its asso-
ciated village. The legislation also author-
ized $2,000 for stabilizing the structure,
which began before President Benjamin
Harrison signed the executive order in June
1892, officially creating the Casa Grande
Ruin Reservation (later Ruins Reservation).
Harrison’s order established a 480-acre
protected reserve, including Casa Grande’s
main structure and remnants of the sur-
rounding village. This reserve, to be man-
aged by the Interior Department’s General
Land Office, marked the beginning of feder-
al historic preservation in the Southwest.9

However, Congress did not grant any
broad, general proclamation power for
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presidents to set aside other historic or
archeological remains located on public
lands. This one-at-a-time approach sug-
gested that the preservation community,
which included Interior Department offi-
cials, especially in the General Land Office,
could well face lengthy legislative struggles
in seeking to set aside permanently other
important sites. Still, despite Harrison’s
long delay in executing the Casa Grande
authority, the utility of using presidential
proclamations as a means of creating arche-
ological reserves had been demonstrated.

Yet even before Harrison’s Casa Grande
proclamation, the use of presidential
proclamation authority was on its way to
becoming a major factor in the disposition
of huge areas of forested public lands, thus
providing a clear example of the means by
which any number of archeological sites
might someday be set aside. In March of
1891, President Harrison signed into law
the Forest Reserve Act, which allowed pres-
idents to establish “forest reserves” on pub-
lic lands by proclamation. The Interior
Department’s General Land Office would
manage them. Significantly, the law placed
no limits on the number or size of such
reserves. Congress would later declare that
these areas were to “furnish a continuous
supply of timber for the use and necessities
of citizens of the United States,” thus con-
firming that, unlike the national parks and
historic areas, the forest reserves were open
to extractive economic uses such as timber
harvesting. The forest reserve proclamation
authority was aggressively used, with a total
of about 151 million acres set aside by 1907
(Theodore Roosevelt having proclaimed far
more acres than any other president). In
that year, Congress rescinded this authority
with respect to a number of the public land
states. Members of Congress, especially

many from the West, opposed the creation
of forest reserves that were to be perma-
nently held by the national government; and
after the rescission, use of the proclamation
was curtailed.10 The reserves became
known as national forests, and collectively
they dwarfed the combined acreage of
national parks, national monuments, Civil
War battlefield parks, and other federal his-
toric sites.

By the time President Harrison signed
the Casa Grande proclamation in 1892, de-
structive digging in the ancient Indian sites
on Mesa Verde in southwestern Colorado
had begun to attract attention, provoking
more demands for federal intervention. A
few exploring parties from the East had
come upon Mesa Verde sites in the years
after the Civil War. But the encounter with
Mesa Verde that ultimately brought nation-
al recognition to the area came when two
ranchers saw one of its largest cliff
dwellings, Cliff Palace, from a distance on a
cold December day in 1888. By nightfall
the next day they found two more of the
area’s most spectacular sites: Spruce Tree
House and Square Tower House. Nestled
in protective, overhanging alcoves eroded
into the sides of steep cliffs, these ancient
stone villages, which are still known by the
names the ranchers gave them, would great-
ly inspire archeologists and the American
public and gain international renown.

This encounter, legendary in the
annals of southwestern archeology, was
made by members of the Wetherill family,
who ranched along the Mancos River and
often pastured their cattle on the high mesa
cut by streams and deep canyons. Soon
after their initial encounter, the Wetherills
began a determined pursuit of Mesa Verde’s

 



antiquities, a potential bonanza and a means
of augmenting the income from their strug-
gling ranch operations. Of the family’s six
siblings, Richard Wetherill became the
most enterprising and the most widely
known. Working with family and friends,
Wetherill collected and sold pottery and
other artifacts and guided tourists from the
ranch headquarters to some of the most
awe-inspiring sites. Although Wetherill’s
buyers included tourists and other private
individuals, he became interested in the
practice of archeology and sold various arti-
facts to, and cooperated with, professional
archeologists and their institutions. Yet,
overall, his collecting and selling of artifacts
earned him a reputation as a threat to the
integrity of ancient southwestern sites.11

The Wetherills soon became peripher-
ally involved in a highly publicized conflict
over shipping Mesa Verde artifacts out of
the United States. In July 1891, the family
hosted Gustav Nordenskiold, a young,
tubercular, Swedish-Finnish nobleman who
had studied archeology and arrived at the
ranch to learn about Mesa Verde. Assisted
by the Wetherills, Nordenskiold began
research that involved excavation of sites on
the mesa that were not already badly
impacted by relic hunters, including the
Wetherills. Nordenskiold’s detailed investi-
gating, mapping, and photographing pro-
vided valuable data, while serving to
instruct Richard Wetherill in archeological
methods and theory. However, when arti-
facts from the excavations were sent to
Durango, Colorado, to be shipped to Swe-
den, the railroad, responding to local and
statewide outrage, refused to handle them.
An angry confrontation broke out, center-
ing directly on the issues of removing arche-
ological materials from public lands and
disposing of them at will—in this case out of

the country. After a brief legal skirmish,
Nordenskiold won the right to ship the
Mesa Verde materials on the solid grounds
that there was no state or federal statute
prohibiting the removal of archeological
properties from public land. Ancient
remains located on the national domain
were subject to unfettered access and dispo-
sition. Legally, these artifacts could be
shipped anywhere, and they were eventual-
ly placed in the Finnish National Museum
in Helsinki.

The Nordenskiold dispute increased
calls for legal solutions, as Colorado news-
papers demanded laws to halt the indis-
criminate removal of Mesa Verde artifacts.
Public rancor about taking the collection
abroad seems to have been much stronger
than concerns about shipping artifacts
within the United States. Still, the con-
frontation raised public apprehension
about archeological looting on public lands,
whatever the ultimate disposition of the col-
lections. And the affair increased concern
about the Wetherills’ commercial collecting.
Even considering their ties with profession-
al archeologists and the 1893 World’s Col-
umbian Exposition in Chicago, the family
set an example of artifact collecting and
marketing in the Southwest that still
remains under question.12

Richard Wetherill went from Mesa
Verde to excavate Indian sites in Arizona
Territory and Utah before relocating in the
mid-1890s to Chaco Canyon in northwest-
ern New Mexico Territory, where his activi-
ties again drew criticism. At Chaco, he and
members of his family established opera-
tions near the massive stone structure
known as Pueblo Bonito, one of the South-
west’s largest and most majestic ancient
buildings. Funded by wealthy philanthro-
pists and affiliated with the American
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Museum of Natural History in New York
City, the Wetherills began extensive collect-
ing, predominantly at Pueblo Bonito. Work-
ing at this site intermittently over several
years, they excavated almost 200 rooms and
shipped huge collections of artifacts to the
American Museum, including complete
contents from a number of rooms.

Richard Wetherill played a pivotal role
in early southwestern archeology and re-
mains an enigmatic figure. Although having
learned from, as well as advised, experts in
the archeological profession, he continually
needed money and made a portion of his
living by selling ancient Indian artifacts.
Even though excavating under the supervi-
sion of the American Museum, Wetherill
came under criticism from archeologists
concerned about alleged slipshod artifact
hunting and probable profit-making from
selling ancient objects taken from public
lands. His critics included the Santa Fe
Archeological Society, spurred on by Edgar
Lee Hewett—then president of the New
Mexico Normal School in Las Vegas—who
had a deep interest in Southwest archeolo-
gy, to which he would soon turn full time.
The Interior Department’s General Land
Office responded to the criticism by con-
ducting several investigations into the com-
plex situation, and it eventually stopped
Wetherill’s excavations altogether.13

In the meantime, aware of the extensive
use of the presidential proclamation author-
ity for creating forest reserves, yet stuck
with the Casa Grande model of piecemeal,
one-site-at-a-time archeological site protec-
tion by Congress, frustrated General Land
Office officials resorted to land “with-
drawals” to protect against vandalism. Be-
ginning in the 1890s, they declared selected
archeological and natural sites threatened
by vandalism and looting and located on

public lands to be temporarily set aside
from sale or other disposition. Prior to pas-
sage of the Antiquities Act in June 1906, the
Office had withdrawn a number of archeo-
logical areas, including Chaco (partly in
response to the Wetherill’s activities there)
and El Morro in New Mexico Territory,
Montezuma Castle in Arizona Territory,
and portions of Mesa Verde, in addition to
natural areas such as Devils Tower in
Wyoming and Petrified Forest in Arizona
Territory.

The General Land Office commission-
ers, with support from the Department of
the Interior secretaries, proved potent allies
in the antiquities protection efforts, making
withdrawals in urgent situations, and
repeatedly expressing concern for ancient
Indian sites on public lands. In 1905, how-
ever, the Land Office lost its authority over
the forest reserves—including their archeo-
logical sites—when Congress transferred
administrative control over the reserves
from the Department of the Interior to the
Department of Agriculture. Thus, Agricul-
ture’s U.S. Forest Service would administer
the reserves (soon designated as national
forests) and oversee the withdrawn archeo-
logical sites within the national forests. This
transfer of authority did not affect the
General Land Office’s administration of the
Department of the Interior’s remaining
lands, which still constituted far and away
the most extensive part of the national
domain.14

The 1906 Antiquities Act and
Congressman John F. Lacey

Near the very end of the nineteenth
century, President William McKinley
signed two important preservation bills into
law within a few days of each other. The
first, signed in late February 1899, estab-

 



lished at Vicksburg the last of the early
national battlefield parks. Nine days later
another law created Mount Rainier Na-
tional Park, the last of the large, scenic
national parks established before the centu-
ry closed. Then, in the early months of
1900, four separate bills for the protection
of American antiquities on federally con-
trolled lands were introduced in the House
of Representatives. These four bills reflect-
ed a far greater governmental concern than
ever before for confronting the exploitation
and vandalism of ancient southwestern
Indian sites. Also, this surge of preservation
laws and pending bills evidenced a broad
and growing interest in direct federal action
to protect especially important places, from
historic and archeological areas to the sce-
nic national parks.

On April 26, Congressman John F.
Lacey of Iowa put forward the last of the
four antiquities bills, a version recommend-
ed by Department of the Interior officials. A
prolonged legislative campaign to protect
ancient sites had begun. It would conclude
in June 1906 with the passage of the Anti-
quities Act, one of the true cornerstones of
American preservation and conservation
law. This statute became informally known
as the “Lacey Act” (not to be confused with
an earlier wildlife act given the same desig-
nation) as a tribute to the conservative Iowa
Republican who, as the influential chair of
the House Committee on Public Lands,
had steered the antiquities bill safely
through Congress in the spring of 1906.15

Named in honor of Congressman Lacey,
this act would provide authority for the ini-
tial setting aside of more than half of the
total acreage in the national park system as
it exists in the early twenty-first century.

Lacey was not acting alone when he
introduced this comprehensive bill. Rather,

he had allies and was the bill’s sponsor, not
its author. In 1899, responding to a deepen-
ing concern over desecration of archeologi-
cal sites in the Southwest, two leading sci-
entific professional organizations, the
American Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS) and the Archaeological
Institute of America, had created special
committees to seek statutory protection for
antiquities. Their efforts, which included
drafting an antiquities bill that also con-
tained strong nature conservation compo-
nents, provided the primary impetus for the
legislative campaign that followed. Before
introducing his bill, Lacey had requested
comments from the Department of the
Interior on the three earlier antiquities bills
of 1900. Top Interior officials, who were
steadfast advocates for antiquities preserva-
tion, provided Lacey with a new draft pro-
posal, and Lacey introduced his bill on
April 26, 1900. It had much in common
with the proposals of the AAAS and the
Archaeological Institute, as well as with the
very first one of the antiquities bills that had
been introduced earlier in the year.16

Lacey’s April 1900 antiquities bill
bears special notice because of its farsight-
ed, visionary scope, endorsing preservation
of places significant in both human and nat-
ural history. Remarkably, it included not
only early versions of all of the major ele-
ments that would appear in the 1906 Anti-
quities Act, but also most of the principal
elements of the 1916 National Park Service
Act. Studies of these two important acts
have generally focused on one or the other
of them, not both.17 Yet when viewed in tan-
dem, the legislative histories of these acts,
together extending (with some interludes)
from 1899 to 1916, reflect common goals
regarding preservation of historic and natu-
ral resources, as do the language and the
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intent of both acts. The extended efforts to
pass these legislative proposals reveal the
political and intellectual connections that
existed among a very large array of preser-
vation and conservation issues in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

Among those who have deeply influ-
enced preservation and conservation on a
truly national scale, John F. Lacey remains
one of the least appreciated in American
history. Not only do lands that were initially
set aside as “national monuments” under
the Antiquities Act comprise more than 50
percent of the total acreage in today’s
national park system, but also, of the 20
areas in the United States having the special
prestige of being designated World Heri-
tage sites (places deemed to have outstand-
ing international significance), seven were
initially preserved by authority of the act.
Moreover, the act has provided decades of
greatly enhanced protection for archeologi-
cal and paleontological sites on federally
controlled lands.18

Lacey usually carried on his congres-
sional work without fanfare, and he received
no great public exposure or acclaim
through his speeches or writings. (He also
did not keep copies of much of his outgoing
conservation correspondence, making it
difficult for scholars to document his
accomplishments.) Yet Lacey was the first
member of Congress to make preservation
and conservation truly central to his politi-
cal agenda, an agenda that advocated feder-
al intervention to curb what he saw as waste
and misuse of both natural and historical
aspects of the American scene.19 His dedi-
cation to these causes during his congres-
sional career was extraordinary and highly
consequential. The scope of Lacey’s efforts,
of which the national park system was one
of the chief beneficiaries, makes him an

archetype through which to view historic
and natural resource preservation at the
turn of the nineteenth and twentieth cen-
turies.

The breadth of Lacey’s April 1900
antiquities bill, prepared at his request by
his Interior Department allies and based on
earlier bills and proposals, is evident in its
opening paragraph, which authorizes the
president to reserve by proclamation certain
significant public lands. The lands were to
be chosen “for their scenic beauty, natural
wonders or curiosities, ancient ruins or
relics, or other objects of scientific or his-
toric interest, or springs of medicinal or
other properties” that were considered
desirable to protect in the public interest.
These varied types of reserves were to be
administered by the secretary of the interi-
or. Lacey’s bill went far beyond the limited,
single-site Casa Grande statute and, unlike
the Forest Reserve Act, focused on resource
preservation rather than harvesting and
extraction.

Moreover, the bill authorized the secre-
tary of the interior to establish a “service” to
manage and care for the protected areas.
This service was to make certain that the
reserves remain essentially unimpaired: It
would ensure the “preservation from injury
or spoliation of any and all objects therein
of interest or value to science or history.”
And, recognizing the tourism potential of
the reserves, the bill authorized the service
to provide for the “accommodation of visi-
tors,” one of the few specific references to
tourism in the Antiquities Act legislative
campaign.

To protect the reserves’ scientific
knowledge base, Lacey’s bill called for a
research permitting process, plus penalties
for vandals and looters. First, the permits
would limit the “examination, excavation,

 



and gathering” of artifacts and other objects
of interest to those who were “properly
qualified,” as determined by the secretary of
the interior. Conversely, those who would
“appropriate, injure, or destroy any game,
fish, timber, or other public property there-
in, or injure or destroy any caves, ruins, or
other works or relics” were to be subject to
possible fines or imprisonment. Overall, the
Lacey bill of 1900 included much of what
anthropologists, national park proponents,
and other preservationists would seek to
legislate over the next 16 years for federal
preservation of selected public lands.20

In addition to support from the
Department of the Interior and other
sources, Lacey had his own personal inter-
ests in natural and human history to draw
from; and, given the broad impact of his
preservation and conservation efforts, his
career is worth examining. Having served in
the United States Army during the Civil
War, and afterwards practiced law (he
became a specialist in railroad law), Lacey
won a seat in the U.S. House of Representa-
tives in 1888, entering office the following
year. Except for one term when he was not
re-elected (1891–1893), he remained in
Congress until early 1907, chairing the
House Committee on Public Lands for 12
years beginning in 1895 and using this
influential position to further his conserva-
tion agendas.21

Regarding the out-of-doors, Lacey had
none of the rough-and-ready ways of the
conservationist Theodore Roosevelt. In-
stead, he seems to have possessed a kind of
low-keyed, yet decided, interest in nature.
Lacey’s essays and speeches often reveal
strong aesthetic feelings about landscapes,
plants, animals, and other aspects of the nat-

ural world. Many such statements typified
the sentimental, romantic nature rhetoric of
the times, while also connecting directly to
his patriotic sentiments and conservation
concerns. A hunter and a lover of birds, for
two decades Lacey also corresponded occa-
sionally with Louis H. Pammel, one of
Iowa’s most distinguished biologists and a
leading figure in the state’s conservation
movement. Such factors likely helped nur-
ture Lacey’s long-time commitment to pro-
tecting aspects of the natural world, which,
with his legal knowledge and political acu-
men, he was able to help transform into
statutory law.22 Also, as a patriotic Union
veteran, Lacey favored preserving and
memorializing the Civil War battlefields and
cemeteries. And, in line with his conserva-
tion interests, he sought to preserve other
remnants of the human past, especially
southwestern archeological sites.

Although Lacey’s Progressivism was
pretty much limited to conservation and
public land issues, his efforts covered a
range of natural and historic resource con-
cerns that gained widespread support dur-
ing the Progressive Era. The conservative
congressman from a small town in Iowa in-
fluenced congressional policy on such im-
portant matters as national forests, national
wildlife refuges, national parks, nationwide
bird and game protection, and preservation
of significant historic, archeological, and
paleontological sites. At the time that he
introduced his 1900 antiquities bill, howev-
er, Lacey’s growing reputation as a conser-
vationist rested almost entirely upon his
repeated advocacy for laws protecting the
country’s natural resources.

Even in his freshman congressional
term, Lacey had helped draft the Forest
Reserve Act, an indication of his willingness
to set aside certain public lands and place
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restrictions on the disposition and use of
those lands. His work on this act also
involved him with two precedents that
would bear directly on his later efforts to
enact an antiquities protection law: first,
using presidential proclamations as a means
of determining the use of certain public
lands; and second, placing no specific limits
on the size of individual reserves.

Lacey intensified his conservation
efforts upon returning to Congress in 1893.
He supported the setting aside of areas for
protection of bird and game populations
that would ultimately bring about the
national wildlife refuge system. As part of
this effort, Lacey aggressively backed an
1894 law that strengthened wildlife protec-
tion in Yellowstone National Park, where
the declining bison population was of spe-
cial concern. The following year, he gained
the chairmanship of the House Committee
on the Public Lands.23 Then, in 1900, after
years of persistent politicking by Lacey,
Congress passed his bird and game protec-
tion act, which remains today a major cor-
nerstone of wildlife protection in the United
States. President William McKinley signed
it into law on May 25, about a month after
Lacey introduced his first antiquities bill.

As with the Antiquities Act that would
come later, this highly significant bird and
game law became commonly known as the
“Lacey Act” in recognition of the congress-
man’s determined efforts to gain its passage.
It is still widely referred to by that designa-
tion. Knowledgeable about interstate com-
merce through his extensive work in rail-
road law, Lacey made use of the federal gov-
ernment’s constitutional authority over
interstate commerce. The statute outlawed
the almost unbelievably massive slaughter
of birds and game for commercial shipment
(mainly for the restaurant and millinery

markets) across state boundaries whenever
the animals were killed illegally under state
law. Congressman Lacey considered the
bird and game law to be one of his most
important accomplishments.24

The act came in response to the dra-
matic population decline of several Ameri-
can species, most prominently the bison
and the passenger pigeon. The bison sur-
vived, perhaps partly through Lacey’s
efforts, but the passenger pigeon did not.
The renown of this bird species and the sci-
entific and historical significance of its
extinction make it especially illustrative of
the bird and game concerns that Lacey
shared with many Americans, including
President McKinley and a majority of the
Congress. The passenger pigeon popula-
tion is estimated by modern-day experts to
have been two to three billion during the
early nineteenth century. This attractive,
varicolored species amounted to perhaps as
much as 25 to 40 percent of all birds in
what is now the United States, and may
have been the most populous bird species
ever to have existed. As Lacey feared, his
bird and game law came too late for the pas-
senger pigeon, and the last known member
of this species died in 1914—a stunning
symbol of the squandering of America’s
natural bounty. In a speech to the League of
American Sportsmen in 1901, Lacey re-
vealed the depth of his concerns about such
waste and misuse of natural resources—
about, as he put it, mankind’s “omni-
destructive” ways. If such destruction con-
tinues, he warned, the world would become
“as worthless as a sucked orange.”25

In the 1890s, Lacey supported the
establishment of the only large national
parks created during that decade. In 1890,
the House passed the Sequoia and Yosem-
ite bills without objection; and, in 1899, it

 



passed the Washington National Park bill
with Lacey’s clear support, including his
amendment to change the park’s name to
Mount Rainier. It was, however, the follow-
ing year, 1900, that marked a turning point
for the congressman regarding national
parks. Backed by Interior Department offi-
cials, Lacey promoted his own national
park proposals, beginning with the Petrified
Forest in eastern Arizona Territory, with its
extensive aggregation of fossilized prehis-
toric trees. The park was intended to cover
41,600 acres, more or less. In statements
made both early and late in his Petrified
Forest efforts, Lacey denounced “reckless
tourists” who had used dynamite to blast
out souvenirs of petrified wood, and con-
demned the “genius of greed” that would
destroy the ancient forest whenever “some
use can be found that will transform it into
money.” He believed that “[n]othing short
of permanent reservation by law will pre-
serve [the forest] from destruction.”26

Late in 1900, Lacey introduced anoth-
er national park bill, this time seeking to
preserve about 153,000 acres of the Pajarito
Plateau, located west of Santa Fe, just be-
yond the Rio Grande. In this effort, he was
again heavily influenced by Interior offi-
cials, but also by the New Mexico-based
archeologist Edgar Lee Hewett, whom he
met in Washington sometime in 1900.
Hewett had an intense interest in preserving
the vast array of archeological sites on the
Pajarito, and he had begun building
alliances with educators, anthropologists,
and Washington bureaucrats and politi-
cians, among them Lacey. Still a college
president and teacher, Hewett was soon to
become a full-time archeologist and would
prove a crucial ally in Lacey’s antiquities
legislation efforts, which helped make the
New Mexican a major figure in the ferment-

ing southwestern archeological world.
When introducing his Pajarito bill, Lacey
quoted a statement of Hewett’s that urged
protection of the plateau’s archeological
sites and asserted that the “wanton vandal-
ism” that had occurred there in recent
months surpassed any previous such
destruction in the region. Although neither
the Pajarito Plateau nor the Petrified Forest
proposals made any headway in Congress,
officials in the Interior Department used
their land withdrawal strategy to provide
temporary protection for both areas.27

Already by the end of the nineteenth
century the federal government had made
its first truly substantial commitments to
historic preservation through legislation on
Casa Grande and the Civil War battlefield
parks. Lacey had no chance to vote on the
1889 act that granted the president procla-
mation authority over Casa Grande, as his
first session in Congress came after the act
had been signed into law. Yet Lacey, an
ardent supporter of veterans’ causes, was in
Congress when each of the first five nation-
al battlefield park proposals came to a vote
during the 1890s. Having risen during the
Civil War to the rank of brevet-major in the
army (for the rest of his life he was known as
“Major Lacey,” a rank also noted on his
gravestone), he later became a charter mem-
ber of the local Iowa chapter of the Grand
Army of the Republic, the largest and most
powerful Union veterans’ organization. The
Grand Army’s membership reached more
than 400,000 by 1890 and greatly influ-
enced the agenda of the Republican Party.
Republican presidents from Ulysses S.
Grant through William McKinley were
members of the Grand Army, as were many
older members of Congress from the north-
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ern states, Lacey included. The organiza-
tion promoted pensions and other concerns
of Union army veterans that Lacey support-
ed. In 1880, the Grand Army gained domi-
nance within the Gettysburg Battlefield
Memorial Association, which oversaw the
battlefield before it became a federally
administered national military park. Under
the leadership of the Grand Army of the
Republic, Gettysburg Battlefield became
extensively developed and monumented,
thereby setting the standard for treatment of
the early national battlefield parks.28

Records are inadequate to state defini-
tively that Lacey actually voted for all of the
five Civil War military parks created in the
1890s. However, his support is clear
regarding Vicksburg, and nearly so with
Chickamauga-Chattanooga. And it is strong-
ly inferred from his ties to the Grand Army,
his conservation and preservation efforts
during that decade, and his interest in the
battlefields as expressed in his speeches.
Almost all of the battlefield legislation was
passed with no record of votes made by
individual members of the House of
Representatives. Even in the one instance
when an actual count was recorded—for the
1890 House vote on the Chickamauga and
Chattanooga battlefield park—the final tally
was “ayes 120, noes 8,” but no list of each
congressman’s vote was provided. (The fact
that Chickamauga was a Confederate victo-
ry and Chattanooga a Union victory meant
that the bill gained strong support in
Congress from both Southerners and Nor-
therners.) It is difficult to conceive that
Congressman Lacey, a conservationist and
Civil War veteran dedicated to supporting
his fellow veterans, would have been among
the eight individuals who voted against pre-
serving the battlefield. For the 1899 House
vote on Vicksburg National Military Park,

the record states only that “in the opinion of
the Chair, two-thirds having voted in the
affirmative, the rules were suspended and
the bill was passed.” Records of votes on
other battlefield parks provide even less
detail. However, Lacey’s support for legisla-
tion establishing the Vicksburg battlefield
park is strongly suggested by at least four
resolutions he presented to the House
Military Affairs Committee on behalf of his
constituents for passage of the Vicksburg
bill. And, on at least one occasion before the
House, in 1898, he petitioned the same
committee for Iowa troop positions to be
marked at Gettysburg Battlefield.29

Lacey’s dedication to the battlefield
parks was evident in an 1895 address to
Iowa veterans (given a few months after
Gettysburg National Military Park had been
established), when he stated that the battle-
field parks “will teach while time lasts,”
with each generation passing this legacy
down to the next generation. In a comment
that resonates with early twenty-first centu-
ry preservation rhetoric, Lacey added that
in “commemorating the past, we are guard-
ing safely the heritage of the future.”
Speaking in 1906, the congressman assert-
ed that the same “public sentiment” and
“spirit” that preserved the country’s nation-
al parks had brought about the preservation
and memorialization of the battlefields. And
in an address given at Shiloh National
Military Park in April 1912, on the fiftieth
anniversary of the battle, and entitled “Why
Do We Create Battlefield Parks and Erect
Monuments Thereon?”, the former con-
gressman proudly claimed that, as at Shiloh
(by then encompassing well more than
3,000 acres), it took Americans to make “a
memorial or monument of [a] battlefield
itself.” Having visited famous historic sites
during his extensive travels in America and

 



abroad, Lacey stated his conviction that
“places where great issues have been fought
out are worthy of special commemora-
tion.”30 Lacey’s support for the military
parks and the Antiquities Act (as well as the
support given by many of his congressional
colleagues and other allies) reflects the
political and intellectual connections be-
tween federal preservation of the Civil War
battlefields in the East and South and antiq-
uities in the Southwest.

Building on his experiences with an
array of conservation and preservation
causes, Lacey entered the struggle for antiq-
uities preservation. Although his April
1900 antiquities bill died in Congress, he
expressed his continuing interest in antiqui-
ties by accepting Edgar Lee Hewett’s invita-
tion in the summer of 1902 to visit the
archeological sites on northern New Mexi-
co’s Pajarito Plateau. Lacey recalled that
Hewett urged him to “see for myself the
necessity and propriety of the enactment of
a law to protect and preserve the ancient
aboriginal ruins of the Southwest.” An
inveterate tourist, Lacey especially valued
the educational aspects of travel, and he
wrote home detailed accounts of his visit to
the Pajarito, including line drawings of par-
ticular features that interested him. In an
account of his trip to the Pajarito written
much later, Lacey recalled how his experi-
ences, in effect, strengthened his resolve to
gain statutory protection for ancient sites
and for “scenic and scientific” places such
as Petrified Forest and Mount Olympus (the
latter in the state of Washington). Certainly,
his growing friendship with Hewett greatly
benefited their common cause of antiquities
protection. Meanwhile, Lacey backed two
other national park proposals, Crater Lake
and Wind Cave, which were established in
1902 and 1903 respectively.31

Then, early in 1904, Lacey reintro-
duced his broad antiquities bill from 1900,
again with backing from the Interior De-
partment. His was one of several antiquities
proposals made in the early part of that year.
As before, Lacey’s bill was comprehensive,
calling for presidential proclamations to
create protected areas related to human and
natural history, and for the accommodation
of tourism and a “service” to administer
these reserves. It gained little support com-
pared with that given to a similar, but less
expansive bill sponsored by Senator Henry
Cabot Lodge of Massachusetts and Con-
gressman William Rodenberg of Illinois.
Well-organized supporters, including
nationally known anthropologists and edu-
cators, pushed the Lodge-Rodenberg pro-
posal further toward passage than any pre-
vious antiquities bill.32

Edgar Hewett’s role in promoting
antiquities legislation increased significant-
ly during the politicking over the Lodge-
Rodenburg proposal. In September 1904,
responding to a request from the Depart-
ment of the Interior, the New Mexico arche-
ologist prepared a study of “all the districts
of the Southwest that are rich in prehistoric
remains”—the most informative overview of
southwestern archeological areas to reach
Interior officials and Congress during the
entire antiquities legislative drive. These
places, Hewett wrote in his study, could
become “a perpetual source of education
and enjoyment” for American and foreign
travelers. In a statement accompanying the
overview, Hewett urged not just archeologi-
cal preservation, but also general legislation
providing for the creation and administra-
tion of reserves in areas that had abundant
“historic and scientific interest and scenic
beauty.” The inclusion of the phrase “scenic
beauty” (wording not unlike that in Lacey’s
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1900 and 1904 bills) suggests that Hewett
may have been willing to accept a broader
focus beyond antiquities preservation, and
was perhaps open to accommodating
tourism, as Lacey had twice officially pro-
posed. In early 1905, support for the
Lodge-Rodenburg proposal diminished
partly because of the bill’s potential to
intensify bureaucratic rivalries over control
of antiquities. With Hewett emerging as one
of its most effective critics, the bill failed in
Congress.33

Frustrated by the lack of progress, the
American Anthropological Association and
the Archaeological Institute of America
jointly appointed Hewett to chair a new
committee created to promote antiquities
legislation. Hewett responded with a re-
vised and less complex antiquities bill,
intended to reduce opposition from various
interests. Lacey introduced it in early
January 1906. Hewett’s awareness of the
concerns of the archeological profession for
a law that would provide more effective
bureaucratic control of archeological sites
and research, combined with Lacey’s adept
congressional skills, helped assure the two
professional associations and Congress that
the bill properly addressed the protection
and preservation issues at hand, and it was
passed.

The wording of the bill was Hewett’s,
except for a few modifications, perhaps at
least one by Lacey. There is some indication
that the congressman may have insisted on
including “scientific” interest as one of the
characteristics for which public lands could
be preserved under the act in order to boost
the chances that the Petrified Forest would
be proclaimed a national monument, given
that Lacey’s quest to make that area a
national park had failed. On June 8, 1906,
President Theodore Roosevelt signed the

antiquities bill into law, and it soon bore the
honorary designation of the “Lacey Act.”
Shortly after passage of the act, Lacey wrote
to W.H. Holmes, then head of the Bureau of
American Ethnology: “I appreciate your
friendly statement in regard to my work for
the Archeological Bill. I have no doubt this
law can be so construed as to protect sub-
stantially all the important ruins yet remain-
ing on the public lands in the Southwest.”
Indeed, it did much more than that.34

Considering Lacey’s many preserva-
tion and conservation interests, the bird and
game law and the Antiquities Act are his
two most significant contributions, and
both bear the “Lacey Act” designations.
These twin designations pay tribute to the
Iowa congressman for his foresighted lead-
ership and his persistence in advancing the
federal government’s emerging efforts to
preserve natural and historic features of
special value to Americans, including the
great archeological sites of the Southwest.

In the realm of historic and natural
preservation on the nation’s public lands,
no law had ever approached the scope of
the 1906 Antiquities Act. Much more
broadly than with individual national park
enabling legislation, the act made explicit
that preservation of historic, archeological,
and other scientific sites on lands controlled
by the federal government was indeed a fed-
eral responsibility. Somewhat analogous to
the government’s concern for protecting
private interests on private property, the
national government accepted its obligation
to protect the broad public interest on pub-
lic lands, in this instance at places contain-
ing important remnants of the American
past and significant scientific areas. The act
also made it clear that, unlike the forest

 



reserves, the primary value of such special
places lay not in their commercial value—in
economics, sustainable harvesting, and
profits—but in their contribution to educa-
tion and knowledge for the general public
good through research conducted and
information disseminated by scientific and
educational institutions.35

In what was from the first its most
prominent section, the act authorized the
president to reserve special places located
on lands controlled by the federal govern-
ment: to “declare by public proclamation
historic landmarks, historic and prehistoric
structures, and other objects of historic or
scientific interest.” These places were to be
designated “national monuments,” a term
Hewett devised, which distinguished them
from national parks.36 While it employed
the same proclamation procedure that had
been used to establish the Casa Grande
Ruin Reservation, it gave the president far
greater authority, moving from the one-site
authority for Casa Grande to placing no
limits on the number of sites presidents
could set aside. It thus significantly
advanced the preservation authority of the
Executive branch, from not only managing
preserved places such as archeological sites,
battlefields, and national parks, but also
establishing areas to be preserved. The act’s
inclusion of the phrase “scientific interest”
opened the way for presidential proclama-
tions that ultimately would set aside a huge
array of scenic national monuments having
important scientific values. (In 1978, the
“scientific interest” wording of the
Antiquities Act would help provide statuto-
ry authority for President Jimmy Carter to
proclaim national monuments in Alaska
that added more than 40 million acres to the
national park system.)37

The act also mandated who could—
and who could not—work with archeologi-
cal sites on all federally owned or controlled
lands. It authorized a formal permitting
process to restrict research and examination
of sites (which would include excavation
and the collection of objects) to institutions
deemed “properly qualified.” Investigations
were to be permitted only for the purposes
of benefiting “reputable museums, universi-
ties, colleges, or other recognized scientific
or educational institutions,” with the intent
of “increasing the knowledge of such
objects.” The objects were to receive “per-
manent preservation in public museums.”
In contrast, the law criminalized the distur-
bance of sites on federally controlled lands
without an official permit and provided
penalties and fines for violators.

Soon after passage of the act, President
Theodore Roosevelt began to proclaim na-
tional monuments, with many of the early
ones converted from withdrawals made by
the General Land Office. Some of the mon-
uments protected scientifically important
natural areas, such as Devils Tower in Wyo-
ming (America’s first national monument),
Petrified Forest in Arizona Territory, Na-
tural Bridges in Utah, and Muir Woods in
California. (Muir Woods was created from
lands donated to the federal government by
William Kent, a wealthy Californian des-
tined to enter Congress and play a major
role in creating the National Park Service.)

Early historical and archeological mon-
uments included El Morro and Chaco Can-
yon in New Mexico Territory and Montezu-
ma Castle and Tumacacori (an old Spanish
mission and associated Indian sites) in
Arizona Territory. Despite the overwhelm-
ing emphasis on archeological areas during
the legislative campaign, the larger portion
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of these early national monuments was set
aside for natural, or “scientific,” impor-
tance. And, most of these early monuments
were rather small—but not all of them.
Chaco Canyon, for example, was 10,643
acres, while the Petrified Forest National
Monument was initially proclaimed at
60,776 acres.38

Both of these monuments touched on
the important question of size—the congres-
sional intent regarding the areal extent of
individual national monuments. In fact, the
final wording of the Antiquities Act had
been intended to alleviate concerns (mainly
from western politicians, a number of
whom sat on Lacey’s public lands commit-
tee) that presidents might proclaim too
many national monuments too great in size.
In light of past experience with the forest
reserves, critics of the Antiquities Act
believed that the monuments could take
even more of the public domain out of the
reach of private ownership or use. In the
act’s language, the use of the word “objects”
in indicating what might be declared a
national monument (“objects of historic or
scientific interest”) did not mean something
very small like an Indian pot or other hand-
held item. Instead, the term “national mon-
uments” is variously characterized in the act
as “landmarks,” “structures,” and “parcels
of land”—all indicating something far larger
than a hand-held object.

From the very beginning, size—the
extent of lands to be set aside—was an issue
that antiquities advocates had to confront.
During the legislative campaign, the pro-
posed size limit crept up from 320 acres, to
640 acres, to the final wording—which
Hewett purposely made vague—that the
monuments would be “confined to the
smallest area compatible with proper care

and management of the objects to be pro-
tected. . . .” An open discussion about size
occurred on June 5, 1906, just before the
bill passed the House of Representatives.
Congressman John Stephens of Texas,
apprehensive that too much public land
would be, as he stated, “locked up” by the
act, asked Lacey if the antiquities bill
would, like the Forest Reserves Act, keep
large tracts of public land under permanent
federal control. Essentially avoiding the
heart of the question, Lacey replied, “Cer-
tainly not. The object is entirely different. It
is to preserve these old objects of special
interest and the Indian remains in the pueb-
los in the Southwest. . . .”39

No evidence has been found to indi-
cate that Lacey, the leading congressional
proponent of the Antiquities Act, protested
the size of any of the large, early national
monuments. Instead, using as an example
the congressman’s Petrified Forest National
Park proposals, he had sought to preserve
an area just over two-thirds the size of what
Theodore Roosevelt would proclaim for
Petrified Forest National Monument in
December 1906. After the Antiquities Act
had passed, but before the president signed
this proclamation in December, Lacey reit-
erated his intent to establish a national park
at Petrified Forest, a goal he had “endeav-
ored for six years” to attain, and which he
was sure Roosevelt would sign. He recount-
ed his efforts to gain majority support
through three consecutive Congresses and
lamented the crippling indifference of the
Senate Committee on the Public Lands.
Then, several months after passage of the
Antiquities Act, President Roosevelt pro-
claimed not only Chaco Canyon with more
than 10,000 acres, but also Petrified Forest
National Monument—the first federal pale-

 



ontological preserve—with 60,776 acres,
later reduced to 25,625 following a closer
survey of fossilized trees in the area. Surely
even Roosevelt’s initial and extensive Pet-
rified Forest proclamation was satisfactory
to Congressman Lacey, who had sought to
create a national park of about 41,600
acres, approximately two-thirds as large.

As for Roosevelt, he had few, if any,
misgivings about size. In early 1908, he pro-
claimed the huge, 808,120-acre Grand
Canyon National Monument. Then, in May
1909 he proclaimed the 629,200-acre
Mount Olympus National Monument in
Washington state. These early and vast
proclamations set a precedent (upheld in
1920 by the U.S. Supreme Court in a
Grand Canyon case) that would influence
future presidents’ willingness to create
extensive national monuments. Further-
more, in 1916, a portion of the Pajarito
Plateau would be proclaimed by President
Woodrow Wilson as Bandelier National
Monument, at more than 23,000 acres.
Earlier, Congressman Lacey’s proposals for
a Pajarito National Park had sought to set
aside a much larger area (approximately
153,000 acres), another indication of his
willingness to preserve very large tracts of
land.40

Confronted by the rising Progressive
movement in Iowa, Lacey suffered defeat in
the November 1906 congressional race.
With his local constituency, other issues
trumped conservation. During the ensuing
years, Lacey continued to lobby sports-
men’s organizations and his contacts in
Congress to enact a migratory bird protec-
tion law. Also, as evidence of his genuine
personal interest in Southwest archeology,
in the summer of 1911 the former congress-
man returned to New Mexico’s Pajarito Pla-
teau to attend an archeological field school

conducted by his friend, Edgar Lee
Hewett.41 Just over two years later, in late
September 1913, Lacey died suddenly at
his home in Oskaloosa, Iowa.

In the early 1970s, former National
Park Service Director Horace M. Albright
recalled his appreciation—and that of his
predecessor Stephen T. Mather—for “the
significance and importance of the Lacey
Antiquities Act” and its enrichment of the
national park system. Albright added that
Lacey “was far ahead of his time in demand-
ing protection for prehistoric sites and arti-
facts on the public domain.”42 Today,
Lacey’s name is best known by the individ-
uals, organizations, and bureaucracies that
oversee the nation’s bird and game laws. Yet
his legacy also includes the statutory
authority for enormous increases to the
national park system and the protection and
preservation of significant places on other
lands under federal control. In addition, he
helped lay the groundwork for the nation-
wide development and perpetuation of his-
torical, archeological, and scientific educa-
tion and research programs. Despite this,
John F. Lacey has remained unheralded by,
and in fact virtually anonymous to, both the
National Park Service and the public at
large.

Mesa Verde National Park
In February 1901, during the very early

stages of the legislative drive for the Anti-
quities Act, a bill was introduced to create a
Colorado Cliff Dwellings National Park
(later changed to Mesa Verde). The bill
failed, and for the next several years propos-
als for broad antiquities protection and a
Mesa Verde park followed more or less par-
allel tracks, with repeated failures in Con-
gress. In 1906, however, in a sudden burst
of legislative energy, both bills were passed
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and signed into law by Theodore
Roosevelt—the Antiquities Act in early
June, followed by the Mesa Verde statute on
June 29.43 Backed by Colorado politicians
and determined, politically enterprising
women’s organizations, Mesa Verde be-
came the first area to be designated a “na-
tional park” because of its archeological val-
ues. (Indeed, it remains the only “national
park” established solely for archeological
significance.)

Curiously, these two major preserva-
tion laws contained significant redundan-
cies. To be sure, the Antiquities Act includ-
ed the all-important presidential proclama-
tion authority to create national monu-
ments, whereas the Mesa Verde Act created
a single archeological national park. How-
ever, in two other key sections, the Mesa
Verde statute virtually replicated the antiq-
uities law. In one of those sections, the Mesa
Verde Act provided for research and educa-
tion through a federal permitting process to
allow universities, museums, and other edu-
cational institutions to conduct research in
the national park. In another section, it out-
lawed vandalism and looting in the park.
Approved only three weeks earlier, similar
mandates in the Antiquities Act had applied
to all lands controlled by the federal gov-
ernment, and thus to the lands that would
soon be included in Mesa Verde National
Park. The Mesa Verde Act’s redundant sec-
tions seem mainly to have reaffirmed and
strengthened sections of the Antiquities Act
within the new park. The final wording of
both acts reflected close philosophical and
policy ties, with clear and specific mandates
for preservation, research, and education.44

Yet the Interior Department’s newly
arrived supervisors of Mesa Verde quickly
and aggressively sought to accommodate
public use of the park, thereby beginning a

significant transition away from the
Antiquities Act’s dominant concerns for
archeological preservation, research, and
education. In contrast to the infrequent ref-
erence to tourism as a rationale for the Anti-
quities Act, Mesa Verde’s emerging public
appeal had been a principal factor in the
park’s establishment. Even as early as 1889,
a suggestion was made that Cliff Palace be
“converted into a museum and filled with
relics of the lost people and become one of
the attractions of southern Colorado.” This
never came to pass, but soon the ancient
structures set in cliff-side alcoves were
steadily attracting small numbers of visitors,
and Mesa Verde’s supporters more fully
recognized the tourism potential.

In the mid-1890s, the Colorado Fed-
eration of Women’s Clubs became intensely
interested in preserving Mesa Verde’s rich
archeological heritage. Their plans for the
park included development for tourism that
was typical of the several large scenic
national parks then in existence, including
roads, trails, and hotels. Railroad compa-
nies also took interest, and communities
near Mesa Verde vied to become the main
tourist hub whenever the rush began. On
the other hand, an impressive number of
anthropologists from leading universities,
museums, and associations lobbied for the
preservation of Mesa Verde’s ancient sites,
just as many of them campaigned for pas-
sage of the Antiquities Act. Thus, unlike the
lobbying for the Antiquities Act, strong
support for Mesa Verde came from both
preservation- and research-minded anthro-
pologists and their allies, and from tourism
proponents.45

However, neighboring Indians, the Ute
Mountain Ute tribe, had serious concerns
of an altogether different sort when it was
discovered that a number of the major cliff

 



dwellings were not actually within the pro-
posed boundaries of the new park, but on
their tribal lands. In the spring of 1906, not
long before the Mesa Verde act passed,
Edgar Lee Hewett had participated in a sur-
vey of Mesa Verde sites. He then suggested
that a clause be added to the draft bill,
which Congress and President Roosevelt
soon approved. Intended to resolve the sit-
uation with the Ute lands, the clause
allowed the Interior Department to admin-
ister “all prehistoric ruins that are situated
within five miles of the boundaries . . . on
Indian lands and not on lands alienated by
patent from the ownership of the United
States.” The Utes responded that they had
preserved the sites simply by leaving them
alone, but their concerns were overridden
by Interior officials and other national park
proponents. In 1911, Interior Department
representatives pushed through a land-
swap agreement with the Utes that con-
firmed the major sites to be within expand-
ed park boundaries. In 1913, President Taft
signed an act to that effect.46

Even though interest in the tourist
trade was an important factor in the legisla-
tive drive, the wording of the 1906 Mesa
Verde Act contained no clear indication
that tourism was intended for the new park.
The statute termed Mesa Verde a “public
reservation” and a “public park,” but went
no further. It contained none of the specific
language regarding on-site public enjoy-
ment typical of earlier national park
enabling legislation, beginning with Yellow-
stone in 1872 and including parks created
just before Mesa Verde. For instance, laws
creating Crater Lake and Wind Cave
national parks, in 1902 and 1903 respec-
tively, spoke directly to the matter of the
“accommodation of visitors” and elaborat-
ed on what that might include.47

The absence of specific congressional
authority for tourism accommodations in
Mesa Verde did not go unnoticed. The first
superintendent reported that the act creat-
ing the park was “defective” and lacked any
provision for the park to provide for the
“entertainment and accommodation of
tourists.” His remarks were echoed by the
Interior Department and by members of
Congress. A special “Memorandum” at the
end of a House bill to correct this problem
confirmed that “no authority” existed to
provide for the “accommodation and com-
fort of visitors to the park.” Nevertheless,
preparations for public access and enjoy-
ment at Mesa Verde continued essentially as
if there were no deficiency. The superin-
tendent and his staff, with approval of the
Interior Department, let contracts for sur-
veying and constructing a wagon road to the
mesa top. The park hired rangers to protect
the archeological sites and guide visitors
through them, and initiated restoration and
stabilization work on the ancient structures
to better interpret them to the public.48

The interest in tourism to the park was
closely tied to educating the public about
archeology. This was particularly apparent
when in May 1908 archeologist Jesse Wal-
ter Fewkes began his work at Mesa Verde,
on assignment from the Smithsonian Insti-
tution and having already done stabilization
projects at Casa Grande. Similar to his
efforts at Casa Grande, Fewkes excavated,
stabilized, and repaired portions of Mesa
Verde’s Spruce Tree House, which, with a
campground nearby, was usually the first of
the famous sites that visitors encountered.
In the introduction to his report entitled
“Educational Ideals” (included in the
superintendent’s report to Washington),
Fewkes discussed his restoration work and
stated that the “impressions which a visitor
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obtains from [the site] are lasting, and . . .
must be of great aid in the interpretation” of
other sites that would be encountered in
Mesa Verde. Overall, he sought to make
Spruce Tree House “more attractive to visi-
tors and to increase its educational value.”
Seemingly unaffected by any deficiency
regarding on-site public use in the 1906 leg-
islation, Fewkes planned a similar project to
help visitors understand Cliff Palace.49

On June 25, 1910, Congress finally
corrected the statute’s deficiency with a
brief clause in a general appropriations act.
It stated merely that “leases and permits”
may be granted “for the use of the land or
development of the resources,” provided
that such “leases or grants” not “exclude
the public from free or convenient access”
to the ruins. For the superintendent and
everyone else, this seems to have put the
issue at rest. With statutory authorization,
progress on tourism accommodations in the
national park, involving roads, camp-
grounds, and archeological site restoration,
continued apace.50

The 1910 law confirmed Mesa Verde
as a park in transition, moving from a con-
gressional mandate much like the Antiqui-
ties Act, with preserved sites intended to be
researched and protected, to also include
the more typical national park concept that
embraced both preservation and public
use. Similar to the Antiquities Act, educa-
tional activities would serve the public
good, first via research, then through muse-
ums and universities. But at Mesa Verde,
education would also be on-site—in a na-
tional park setting near the ancient
dwellings themselves. In such regards, Mesa
Verde’s legislation reflected the broader
“double mandate” for preservation coupled
with public use and enjoyment that Con-
gress had declared for the earlier national

parks. Its legislation thus foreshadowed the
double mandate that Congress would
employ when creating the National Park
Service in 1916.

Colorado supporters had long lobbied
to establish Mesa Verde as a national park, a
designation that would give it high status
and that had a proven record for attracting
tourists, which could enhance the whole
state’s reputation as a travel destination.
The designation “national monument” had
not been used before passage of the Anti-
quities Act, so that it had no cachet, where-
as the term “national park” had earned dis-
tinction in association with increasingly
popular attractions such as Yellowstone and
Yosemite.

Likely, supporters of both the antiqui-
ties and Mesa Verde bills could not have
been absolutely certain which, if either, of
the bills would become law. Thus, the pro-
posal for a national park at Mesa Verde at
least offered the possibility of protecting
this famous archeological area should the
broader antiquities legislative proposal fail
in Congress. On the other hand, if the Mesa
Verde bill had failed, and with portions of
the area already withdrawn by the Depart-
ment of the Interior, an excellent chance
existed that with passage of the Antiquities
Act President Roosevelt would have pro-
claimed Mesa Verde a national monument
in order to preserve it permanently. It seems
clear that proponents of both the
Antiquities and Mesa Verde bills sought to
maximize the chances that Mesa Verde
would receive full federal protection.

Historic preservation and the 1916
National Park Service Act

It took a natural resource issue of epic
proportions—the proposal to dam Yosem-
ite National Park’s magnificent Hetch

 



Hetchy Valley—to spark what would
become a prolonged campaign to establish
a central federal office to administer the
national parks. In 1910, deeply disturbed
by the Hetch Hetchy dam proposal, J. Hor-
ace McFarland, a widely influential horti-
culturalist and conservationist based in
Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, who had previ-
ously lobbied for creation of a national
parks bureau, began a more determined
campaign for unified and efficient oversight
of the parks that could defend them against
dams and other adverse intrusions. The
effort that McFarland initiated would culmi-
nate on August 25, 1916, when President
Woodrow Wilson signed the National Park
Service Act (usually referred to as the Park
Service’s “Organic Act”), officially creating
the new bureau.

Before the National Park Service was
established, the emerging national park sys-
tem had no truly coordinated administra-
tion. McFarland was correct: The system
existed only under a haphazard arrange-
ment (“mixed up and inefficient manage-
ment,” as one high-level critic put it). As
detailed in a later hearing before the House
Committee on Public Lands, park superin-
tendents reported to the “Miscellaneous
Section” of the Interior Department’s
Office of the Chief Clerk, in Washington,
which lacked the staffing and expertise to
provide effective supervision and coordina-
tion of the parks. When President Wilson
signed the Organic Act in 1916, the clerk’s
office had responsibility for 14 national
parks, of which only Mesa Verde had been
set aside for significance in human history.
The office also oversaw about 20 national
monuments, plus the Casa Grande Ruin
Reservation (which would remain under
Interior’s General Land Office until 1918)

and the Hot Springs Reservation in
Arkansas, established in 1832 to protect
natural spring waters for their medicinal
purposes. Indicating yet further complica-
tions, McFarland expressed frustration that
federally preserved areas were managed by
three different departments—Interior, War,
and Agriculture—with no uniform rules for
managing the areas. This was true for his-
toric and archeological, as well as scenic,
national monuments such as Grand Canyon
and Mount Olympus, both of which were
then on U.S. Forest Service lands.51

Studies of the legislative history of the
National Park Service Act have paid little
attention to historic preservation matters;
instead, they have focused mainly on efforts
to establish a federal bureau that would pro-
vide efficient and coordinated management
to preserve the scenic national parks and
make them more accessible for public use
and enjoyment.52 Yet, broad historical and
archeological issues were present from early
in the legislative drive to create a national
parks central office. At stake in the legisla-
tive campaign was the difficult question of
bureaucratic control of historic sites:
Should the proposed parks bureau have
jurisdiction not only over the existing parks
and monuments under the Interior Depart-
ment, but also over the War Department’s
battlefield parks, national monuments, and
other historic sites, as well as those national
monuments, including archeological areas,
controlled by the Agriculture Department’s
Forest Service? Moreover, leading propo-
nents insisted that a national parks act con-
tain a fundamental “statement of purpose”
as a central mandate for managing the
national park system. Yet during the legisla-
tive campaign, even with these important
issues at hand, historic preservation played
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a generally marginal role, always eclipsed by
the compelling interest in the large, scenic
national parks.

Horace McFarland’s quest to establish
a national parks bureau gained early sup-
port, and his influence reached to the high-
est levels. In December 1910, Secretary of
the Interior Richard A. Ballinger, persuad-
ed by McFarland, endorsed a new bureau,
stating that the parks needed to be “opened
up for the convenience and comfort of tour-
ists and campers and for the careful preser-
vation of their natural features.” McFarland
also anticipated presidential support, and in
a December 1911 address, incorporated
two months later in a special message to
Congress, President William Howard Taft
urged that “proper management” be given
the national parks. Both of Taft’s statements
were aimed almost entirely at the large sce-
nic parks.53

In the fall of 1910, McFarland recruit-
ed from the private sector a particularly
influential supporter, his friend, the talented
Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., widely consid-
ered to be the nation’s leading landscape
architect. In Congress, Senator Reed Smoot
of Utah and congressmen John Raker and
William Kent of California provided critical
support for creating an office to run the
national parks. This small group was later
joined by Stephen T. Mather, a wealthy,
retired borax mining executive who had
become a passionate champion of the parks.
Mather brought in a publicist, Robert Ster-
ling Yard, and a young assistant, Horace
Albright, who had been working on nation-
al park matters for the Department of the
Interior since arriving in Washington in
1913 and who had completed studies at the

Georgetown University Law School. All of
these enthusiastic advocates sought a con-
tinued alliance with Secretary of the Interi-
or Franklin K. Lane, who entered office
under President Wilson in 1913 intent
upon establishing a central office for the
national parks. Along with McFarland and
Olmsted, this highly influential group com-
prised the chief “founders” of the National
Park Service. With support from many oth-
ers, they provided the stimulus, influence,
leadership, and persistence to carry the day
politically. Mather, appointed as Secretary
Lane’s top assistant for national parks,
would spearhead the legislative campaign.
Among the founders, Horace Albright
appears to have had the strongest personal
interest in American history.54

In marked contrast to the earlier Anti-
quities Act legislative drive, backed mainly
by prominent educators and anthropolo-
gists, the efforts to establish a national parks
bureau enjoyed especially close ties to the
tourism industry, including major railroad
companies, the American Automobile
Association, and state automobile associa-
tions. The founders drew support from
such business-oriented groups, which were
focused overwhelmingly on the need for a
new office to provide improved, efficient
management of the scenic national parks
and ensure public access and enjoyment.
This direct link between the tourism indus-
try and national parks reflected economic
and utilitarian motives that were inter-
twined with an altruistic sense of serving
the greater public good—a link that had
existed from the beginning of the movement
for large, scenic parks. As the archetypical
example, the Northern Pacific Railroad
Company was the principal lobbyist for the
Yellowstone legislation of 1872. It then

 



helped develop the park for tourism (for the
“benefit and enjoyment of the people,” as
stated in the 1872 act), from which the
company hoped to profit.55

Tourism proponents found strength in
numbers at the three national park confer-
ences held during the legislative campaign.
For the first conference, held in Yellowstone
in 1911, the list of attendees indicates that
general tourism advocates together with
concessionaires already doing business in
the parks had more delegates at the meeting
than did the Department of the Interior,
including those from its Washington office
and the national parks. Tourism and the
scenic national parks dominated the agenda
of the first conference. National monuments
were discussed; but, as the head of the Gen-
eral Land Office noted, the majority of the
monuments were natural, rather than his-
torical, and they seemed to be smaller ver-
sions of national parks. Of all the areas set
aside because of human history, only Mesa
Verde got much attention, which tended to
be perfunctory. Similar to the 1911 meet-
ing, attendees at subsequent park confer-
ences in 1912 and 1915 placed great em-
phasis on the scenic national parks and on
public use and enjoyment.56

As passage of the National Park Service
Act grew nearer, the early large national
parks had proven that they could attract the
touring public, who were enticed in part by
the promotional efforts of railroads, auto-
mobile associations, and local tourism
backers. And with the campaign intensify-
ing, nationwide publicity on the parks
increased, boosted by the tourism industry,
major coverage in the National Geographic
and Saturday Evening Post, and the public-
ity efforts of Robert Sterling Yard, Mather’s
publicist.57 Even with nationwide attention

to the parks, proponents remained vigilant
and were determined to ensure that the
national park concept succeed.

It comes, then, as no surprise that, like
the national park conferences, the congres-
sional hearings on the proposed new bur-
eau held in 1912, 1914, and 1916 reflected
the dominant interest in continuing the
development of the large national parks for
tourism—while also revealing a general lack
of interest in the lesser-known historic and
archeological areas, with the exception of
Mesa Verde. Repeatedly these hearings fo-
cused on the pragmatic necessities for effec-
tive management of individual parks, plus a
central office for coordinated oversight of
an expanding system of parks. Specific top-
ics of discussion included roads, bridges,
automobile traffic, trails, campgrounds,
park entrance fees, concessionaires, hotels,
sanitation, sewage treatment, livestock graz-
ing, the need for engineers and “landscape
engineers” (landscape architects) in parks,
the need for foresters to protect park
scenery from devastating fires, the impor-
tance of coordination among parks, and
funding, salaries, and positions for the new
bureau.58

Meanwhile, following J. Horace
McFarland’s initial maneuvers in 1910,
Reed Smoot, chair of the Senate Committee
on Public Lands, introduced a bill in Janu-
ary 1911, and another the following
December, for establishing a national parks
bureau. Significantly, Smoot’s December
bill called for the new bureau to have exten-
sive historic preservation responsibilities.
The following year, John Raker, a freshman
congressman, introduced a parks bureau
bill similar to Smoot’s. The Smoot and
Raker bills both provided that the new serv-
ice would control not only the national
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parks and monuments under the Depart-
ment of the Interior, but also those lands
“reserved or acquired by the United States
because of their historical associations.”
This provision contained no exceptions.59

This broad “historical associations”
mandate would have handed the new
bureau a far-flung domain of historic and
archeological sites. Not only would the
bureau administer Mesa Verde and the na-
tional monuments already under the Interi-
or Department, but also the War Depart-
ment’s military parks, national monuments,
and other historic sites, plus the Agriculture
Department’s archeological national monu-
ments managed by the U.S. Forest Service.
Although McFarland seems not to have
been concerned about historic areas, the
“historical associations” wording was much
in line with his efforts to consolidate federal
park and monument management nation-
wide. And repeatedly through the end of
1915, Smoot and Raker kept their “histori-
cal associations” wording intact. It appears
in bills they introduced in December 1915,
as late as about eight months before passage
of the National Park Service Act.60

In the meantime, Horace Albright,
since moving to Washington in 1913, had
broadened his interest in American history
to include the places where history occurred.
He often spent his personal time exploring
sites in and near the nation’s capital, includ-
ing Civil War battlefields and fortifications.
In late 1915, farther afield on his first visit to
Chickamauga and Chattanooga National
Military Park, Albright was deeply im-
pressed by this War Department site, as well
as by the analysis of the battles given by two
Confederate veterans who guided him
around the park. These experiences raised
his awareness of the fate of sites where sig-

nificant human events had played out, par-
ticularly the battlefield parks.

Immediately after leaving Chattanooga,
Albright wrote to Stephen Mather asking,
“Why should a military department be in
charge of lands which are predominantly an
attraction for all people?” He added that he
had “real determination to plunge into this
thing with the War Department. . . .” What
is more, his epiphany fit perfectly with the
broad “historical associations” proposal
still included in the Smoot and Raker bills.
Years later, Albright would recall his visit to
Chickamauga and Chattanooga, stating that
he “never forgot that day,” and he was “sure
that it marked the germination” of his idea
that “battlefields and other historic places”
should come under control of the proposed
National Park Service.61

By early 1916, however, this possibility
lay out of reach. Albright was keenly aware
of the bills before Congress, as creation of a
national parks bureau was then his overrid-
ing concern. And the pending legislation
had brought him in steady contact with
members of Congress, one of whom, William
Kent, hosted frequent meetings (in his red-
brick Washington mansion at F and 18th
streets) with the founders and other key
strategists for the proposed service. Surely
with Albright almost always in attendance,
the implications of the broad “historical
associations” responsibilities included in
the bills was a topic of discussion. Yet the
founders included powerful, influential
advocates in and outside Congress who had
spent much time and energy promoting the
creation of a new bureau dedicated to man-
aging and protecting the large, scenic
national parks. Even Mather, Albright’s
close friend and mentor, seems not to have
had a particularly strong interest in the bat-

 



tlefield parks, national monuments, and
other historic places. Albright would come
to refer to the national monuments as “or-
phan monuments,” which, like the battle-
field parks, received insufficient attention
and interest in his opinion.62 Only in his
mid-twenties and a newcomer to Washing-
ton politics, Albright lacked the status and
political contacts—and thus the persuasive
power—that most of the other founders
enjoyed. Whatever arguments in support of
broad historic preservation responsibilities
that he (and perhaps others) may have made
failed to convince.

Indeed, throughout the legislative cam-
paign there were many voices urging pro-
tection of the large, scenic parks, but no
truly influential advocates repeatedly and
emphatically speaking out for historical
parks and monuments. It is significant that
while McFarland, Olmsted, Smoot, and
Raker had been involved with the drafts that
included the “historical associations” word-
ing, none of these founders provided much
support for historical parks and monu-
ments, either rhetorically in congressional
hearings, at conferences, or in written corre-
spondence. And in the political give-and-
take as passage of the National Park Service
Act approached, the Smoot-Raker “histori-
cal associations” mandate providing that
the new bureau control the broadest possi-
ble array of federally protected historic sites
became a kind of pawn: It could be traded
off if necessary to achieve passage of the bill.

In fact, a complete turn-about occurred:
The final wording of the 1916 National
Park Service Act did not include the all-
inclusive “historical associations” mandate,
and the act changed nothing regarding
existing bureaucratic territory. The Na-
tional Park Service would manage only
those historical and archeological national

monuments, plus Mesa Verde—the very
responsibilities previously carried out by
the Office of the Chief Clerk within the De-
partment of the Interior.63 Maintaining the
territorial status quo that left the monu-
ments and other historic sites under sepa-
rate departments seems to have resulted
from compromises made with the intent of
deflecting existing or potential opposition
to creating a national parks bureau that
might be given control of special places that
the War and Agriculture departments did
not want to lose.

The War Department, especially with
its widely known Civil War military parks,
was in a strong position to discourage any
challenge to its jurisdiction over historic
sites. It also controlled two small national
monuments: Big Hole Battlefield in south-
western Montana, the site of an 1877 con-
flict between the United States Army and
the Nez Perce Indians; and a one-acre
memorial to the Portuguese explorer Juan
Rodriguez Cabrillo on the hills above the
San Diego harbor. In addition, the depart-
ment also oversaw sites in the District of
Columbia (such as the Washington Monu-
ment) plus the Statue of Liberty located on
the grounds of Fort Wood in the New York
harbor and, in Montana, the National
Cemetery of Custer’s Battlefield Reservat-
ion—surely a site guaranteed to be non-
negotiable.64

Although the passing of time, the death
of many Civil War veterans, and the ongoing
war in Europe had somewhat diminished
the War Department’s concern for the bat-
tlefield parks, it nevertheless used Chicka-
mauga-Chattanooga (and later Gettysburg)
for military purposes. As far back as the
spring and summer of 1898, during the
short-lived Spanish-American War, approx-
imately 72,000 troops spent time at
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Chickamauga battlefield park, where they
encamped and held field exercises and
maneuvers. Military use of Chickamauga
declined after the war with Spain; but, in
1902 Congress authorized a permanent
facility, Fort Oglethorpe, on adjacent lands,
plus a small portion within the park. The
outbreak of World War I in Europe in the
summer of 1914 brought about a gradual
increase in military use of the park. In 1916,
the year the National Park Service Act
passed and the year before America entered
World War I, the fort and the park were also
being used as a convalescence facility for
wounded and sick from the ongoing con-
flict along the U.S.-Mexican border.

At Gettysburg, military use of the bat-
tlefield park focused on strategic and tacti-
cal studies, which slowly built up after the
war began in Europe—and while Congress
was still considering bills for the possible
transfer of all federal historic sites to the
proposed National Park Service. (Not until
1917 did the Army establish training
encampments, which ultimately led to the
formal designation of Camp Colt at Gettys-
burg in March 1918.)65 In most respects,
the War Department seems not to have felt
threatened by the “historical associations”
wording of the Park Service bill. The war in
Europe and military activities at the two
most visited Civil War battlefield parks pro-
vided substantial reason for leaving the
department’s historic areas alone.

Nevertheless, the War Department
seems to have decided not to let the matter
rest. In July 1915, it issued Bulletin no. 27,
which proclaimed as “national monu-
ments” a huge number of sites that the
Department itself administered, including
historic forts, national cemeteries, and even
individual memorials commemorating events
or heroes. The department specifically—

indeed, blatantly—based its actions on the
Antiquities Act’s proclamation authority
and inserted the complete text of the act in
the bulletin. Included on its list of “national
monuments” were Fort Wood (location of
the Statue of Liberty), several other active
military installations, the Arlington Na-
tional Cemetery, the National Cemetery of
Custer’s Battlefield Reservation, additional
national cemeteries such as those adjacent
to the battlefield parks, a few Confederate
cemeteries under the department’s control,
and ancient Indian mounds in Shiloh
National Military Park. Overall, the list
included more than sixty entries, some con-
taining multiple components. According to
Bulletin no. 27, management of these mon-
uments would continue to be handled by
military personnel, “without extra ex-
pense.”66 The Antiquities Act of course pro-
vided no authority whatsoever for the War
Department to declare national monu-
ments, as that power was vested only in the
president—a detail that seems not to have
fazed the upper departmental echelons.

This extraordinary move may have
come as an effort to ensure that bureaucrat-
ic jurisdiction over historic sites controlled
by the department would continue—at least
there is unusual evidence suggesting this
possibility. As it happened, the Army Chief
of Staff, General Hugh L. Scott, signed
Bulletin no. 27 only four months after a
chance meeting with Stephen Mather,
Horace Albright, and a group of top park
supporters in March 1915 on board a train
heading to California for the third national
parks conference. Albright recalled that he
invited General Scott to join them in the
posh railroad car Mather had obtained for
the trip. The group held almost continuous
discussions on park issues, and Mather
“took advantage of the opportunity to talk

 



with the general about national park prob-
lems.”

Albright stated further that they dis-
cussed the army’s continued involvement in
Yellowstone, where troops had been sta-
tioned since the mid-1880s to protect
against the poaching of wild animals and
other kinds of vandalism. It thus seems
quite plausible that other topics involving
parks and the military would have arisen,
given that the language of the bills before
Congress would transfer the battlefields
away from the War Department if the “his-
torical associations” mandate survived. The
issuance of Bulletin no. 27 in July 1915,
four months after the meeting on board the
train, suggests that while enjoying the cama-
raderie and park discussions General Scott
may have become more fully alerted to the
possibility that the War Department could
soon lose its historic sites. The outside
chance that Scott intended instead to iden-
tify sites that he was willing to see Congress
or the president (via a national monument
proclamation) take away from the War
Department is negated by the fact that some
of the individual sites included on the list
were located on active military posts, such
as Fort Oglethorpe and the Presidio of
Monterey.67 The fortuitous meeting with
General Scott occurred before Albright’s
first visit to Chickamauga in December
1915 that would heighten his interest in the
battlefields.

The “historical associations” mandate
disappeared from the National Park Service
bills before Congress in early 1916. In part,
this resulted from a shift of congressional
strategy in which Senator Smoot and
Congressman Raker, having led the fight
unsuccessfully, asked Congressman William
Kent to lead the legislative efforts. In Janu-
ary 1916, Kent introduced the first of sever-

al National Park Service proposals that he
would submit that year, and he had
removed the “historical associations”
clause. As planned, Smoot and Raker
actively supported Kent’s efforts, yet Raker
continued to introduce his own bills.
Perhaps seeking to make amends for his
exceptionally controversial role in promot-
ing the act authorizing the Hetch Hetchy
dam—known informally as the “Raker
Act”—the California congressman in an
April 1916 hearing on his national parks
bill passionately spoke out that “my whole
soul is wrapped up in this legislation.”68

Beyond Kent’s January 1916 bill,
another indication of compromise came
that same month when Kent cautioned the
American Civic Association (of which
McFarland was president) that to gain pas-
sage it might even be necessary “to consid-
erably change” the bill, including abandon-
ing the idea of a new bureau—perhaps
essentially to accomplish efficient oversight
of the national parks by expanding the
authority and capability of Interior’s Office
of the Chief Clerk. Similarly, Horace Al-
bright recalled a general sense of the neces-
sity to “strike out items that seemed poten-
tially troublesome.”69 Kent, Albright, and
others thus recognized that compromises
might have to be made—and, indeed, some
of them would affect the status of historic
preservation in the final act.

Although abandoning the “historical
associations” clause, which had been in
place since Smoot’s December 1911 pro-
posal, William Kent’s January 1916 bill
would still have had all national monu-
ments come under the National Park
Service. It would have left the War Depart-
ment in full control of its historic battle-
fields and other sites, but the department
would lose control of its two monuments,
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Big Hole and Cabrillo.70 Yet, removal of the
“historical associations” wording amounted
to a substantial change, given the breadth of
commitment to historic preservation that
the language of the earlier bills would have
mandated for the Park Service, and given
Albright’s desire to gain control of the Civil
War battlefields. By the wording of Kent’s
bill, the battlefield parks, with their high
public visibility, had moved beyond reach
of the proposed National Park Service.

Evidence suggests that a compromise
was indeed seen as a temporary expedient
to gain passage of the legislation, as once the
National Park Service came into being it
quickly and openly stated its interest in the
battlefield parks and other historic sites. In
June 1917, Horace Albright, top assistant
for the newly appointed director, Stephen
Mather (who was ill at the time), completed
the Park Service’s first annual report. In it,
Albright argued that the new bureau should
have control of the battlefields and other
sites under the War Department “in order
that the administration and promotion of all
of these reservations may be conducted
according to a uniform policy.”71 Bringing
this out in a public document, and so very
soon after the Park Service was firmly estab-
lished (it had gotten its first appropriation
and formally opened an office only weeks
earlier, in mid-April 1917), strongly indi-
cates that Albright, and perhaps others,
never really abandoned the idea of control-
ling the battlefield parks. Their chief goal
had been to establish the National Park
Service, and a struggle over the battlefields
might have blocked that.

At first, U.S. Forest Service spokesmen
bluntly opposed even the basic idea of cre-
ating a national parks office. Gifford Pin-

chot, first chief of the Forest Service, from
1905 to 1910, who still maintained his in-
fluence and high-level connections, fully
recognized a huge and threatening territori-
al issue: the prospect of a new, rival land
management bureau that could gain control
of some of the Forest Service’s most prized
scenic landscapes—a threat not without
substance. Early in the legislative drive,
Pinchot argued to Horace McFarland that
the national parks must be “handled by the
Forest Service, where all the principles of
good administration undeniably demand
they should go.” Emphasizing the parks as
playgrounds, he stressed the similarities
more than the differences between national
parks and national forests, contending that
creating a parks bureau would mean “need-
less duplication of effort” and “would not
. . . be wise.” McFarland, who had fractious
disagreements with Pinchot, replied bluntly
to the former chief forester, accusing him of
being “an unsafe man in regard to national
parks in general.”72

Upon taking office in 1910, Henry S.
Graves, Pinchot’s successor as head of the
Forest Service, took a similarly hard line
against creating a national parks bureau.
And he, too, tangled with McFarland, who
lectured him on the differences between the
national park system and the national forest
system: The former was the “nation’s play-
ground” and the latter the “nation’s wood-
lot.” The new chief forester later accepted
the idea of a National Park Service; never-
theless, he fought with determination to
retain full authority over the Forest Ser-
vice’s national monuments. But still, as was
the case with the War Department, in Con-
gressman Kent’s January 1916 bill the For-
est Service would have lost control of its
national monuments. Graves was more like-
ly concerned about the natural, or “scientif-

 



ic,” monuments, given that by early 1916
they outnumbered the archeological monu-
ments by eight to four and collectively were
much larger in size. In the latter half of
March 1916, Graves wrote separate letters
to Kent and McFarland confirming that he
supported having a “separate organization.”
He even added that Grand Canyon Na-
tional Monument—the largest and most
well-known of all the monuments—should
become a national park, to be “handled
together with the other National Parks.”
But, he told Horace McFarland that the
Forest Service’s other national monuments
should not be placed under the proposed
parks office. Playing his trump card, Graves
revealed to McFarland that both he and the
secretary of agriculture had discussed this
matter directly with Congressman Kent.
Subsequently, in hearings held before the
House Committee on the Public Lands, the
committee chairman revealed that he had
been astonished to read an Agriculture
Department report on Kent’s bill indicating
the department’s “quite strenuous objec-
tion” over losing national monuments.
This, he feared, could create a “stumbling
block” for the bill.73

Kent was hearing from others besides
Graves. Writing to the secretary of agricul-
ture, the congressman noted that he had
received “a number of letters” from the
Agriculture Department, including from the
Forest Service itself, that “superficially, at
least, appear to be hostile.” Without admon-
ishing the secretary, Kent let it be known
that he had revised his national park bill so
that the Forest Service would retain control
of its existing national monuments. His
revision soon appeared in a new draft of the
bill; and, indeed, the final wording of the
National Park Service Act, approved

August 25, 1916, left both the agriculture
and war departments in full control of
national monuments on their lands. The
National Park Service would administer
only those monuments that were under the
Department of the Interior.74

Looking back, had the all-inclusive
“historical associations” wording been
retained in the National Park Service Act, it
would have bequeathed to the Park Service
at birth an extensive domain of historic
sites, a fledgling bureaucratic empire
stretching from coast to coast and including
the well-known Civil War battlefield parks
in the more populous and politically influ-
ential East. Especially with the battlefields,
such an array of sites had the potential to
bestow the Park Service’s incipient historic
preservation program with a stronger pres-
ence within the early organizational struc-
ture of the new bureau—and thus perhaps a
greater political heft and status with which
to promote historic preservation policies
and goals and to articulate a vision for
future directions in historic preservation.
That could come later, but for the time
being, the newly created Park Service had
responsibility for nearly a dozen historical
and archeological national monuments,
plus Mesa Verde National Park.

Theoretically at least, all of these areas
were available for professional research and
analysis, but the monuments themselves
had received minimal congressional fund-
ing for management and protection. As an
Interior Department report noted a year
before the National Park Service Act was
passed (it repeated verbatim what had been
said in earlier reports), the very limited
supervision of the archeological sites was
“wholly inadequate and has not prevented
vandalism, unauthorized exploitation or
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spoliation of relics found in those prehis-
toric ruins, whose preservation is contem-
plated” by the 1906 Antiquities Act.
(Somewhat of an exception to this criticism
resulted from the determined protection—
and education—efforts by Casa Grande’s
custodian, Frank “Boss” Pinkley, who
would become Interior’s most influential
manager of its southwestern archeological
areas.) In any event, none of the archeologi-
cal monuments had much potential to
attract large numbers of visitors any time
soon—surely a factor that dampened con-
gressional interest.75 Only Mesa Verde
National Park had truly widespread name
recognition, and the research and develop-
ment underway there was, in effect, aimed at
making it a showcase archeological park.

Significantly, the wording of the 1916
National Park Service Act makes it clear
that the Department of the Interior’s na-
tional monuments, both historical and natu-
ral, had come under new, additional man-
dates. The 1916 act mentions “monu-
ments” no less than ten times, in eight of
which the word “monuments” is coupled
directly with “national parks.” Collectively,
then, monuments and parks were made
subject to the same mandates in regard to,
for instance, the disposition of diseased tim-
ber, the destruction of animals and plants
“detrimental to the use” of the areas, and
the allowance of livestock grazing “within
any national park, monument, or reserva-
tion” except for Yellowstone, but in all cases
only when grazing “is not detrimental to the
primary purpose” for which an area was
established. In addition, the act called for
the granting of “privileges, leases, and per-
mits for the . . . accommodation of visitors

in the various parks, monuments, or other
reservations.” It imposed restrictions on the
leases to protect important features and to
ensure public access.76

In this manner, the National Park
Service Act of 1916 modified and expand-
ed the Antiquities Act mandates, which
included establishing national monuments
and permitting “recognized scientific and
educational institutions” to conduct profes-
sional research on federal lands. To this, the
National Park Service Act added the man-
date to leave the national monuments—and
parks—“unimpaired for the enjoyment of
future generations,” a mandate for the mon-
uments that had not been specifically stated
in the Antiquities Act. The 1916 act’s
authorization for a variety of tourism devel-
opment and resource management activities
within the national monuments was chiefly
aimed at enhancing public use and enjoy-
ment. This act did not alter the authoriza-
tion and facilitation of professional research
in the monuments. But it did specifically
authorize public use and enjoyment to take
place on site in the monuments, a mandate
that differed from the Antiquities Act’s
emphasis on education through universities
and museums. Thus, like the national
parks, the national monuments would
themselves become outdoor education cen-
ters.

Indeed, these statutory modifications
amounted to a significant shift for national
monuments, one that would become
increasingly apparent through the decades.
Accommodating tourism by developing the
monuments with roads, trails, museums,
and other facilities to enable the public to
visit them satisfactorily would become a
driving force in their management. Over
time, tourism and public use needs would

 



contend with archeological matters for
management’s support, and very often pre-
vail.

Horace Albright’s observation that
national monuments were like orphans pro-
vided one indication of their lesser status in
the minds of national park leadership and
the American public. Yet, statutorily at
least, with the Antiquities Act’s research
mandates and the Organic Act’s emphasis
on public use and enjoyment, the national
monuments under the National Park
Service were authorized to provide not only
scientific research opportunities for muse-
ums and universities, but to become tourist
attractions whenever the demand—and the
funding—would arise.

Historic preservation and the National
Park Service statement of purpose

From very early in the legislative cam-
paign for creating a national parks bureau,
leading advocates believed that Congress
must include in the act a declaration of fun-
damental doctrine by which the parks and
monuments would be managed. They
sought, as Frederick Law Olmsted, Jr., put
it, a “legal safeguard” to ensure that man-
agers through the years would adhere to the
parks’ “primary purpose.” In Horace
McFarland’s words, they needed a “Gibral-
tar,” a statement of true principles and pur-
poses. McFarland believed that such a state-
ment was “extremely important” and that
even the new bureau itself needed a clear
understanding of the “true and high func-
tion” of the parks.77

During the campaign, the statement of
purpose went through several versions, in
which concern for historic preservation was
marginal. The first version came as early as
December 1910, in a draft bill prepared
mainly by McFarland and Olmsted, on

behalf of the American Civic Association
and in cooperation with the Interior Depart-
ment. It declared that the parks and monu-
ments must not be used “in any way detri-
mental or contrary to the purpose for which
dedicated or created by Congress.” This
version died quickly, as Olmsted had con-
cerns about its lack of specificity and clarity
necessary for a fundamental statement of
purpose. Later that December, the Civic
Association submitted a second draft state-
ment written by Olmsted, stating that the
parks and monuments were for

promoting public recreation and pub-
lic health through the use and enjoy-
ment by the people of the said parks,
monuments, and reservations,… and
of the natural scenery and objects of sce-
nic and historic interest preserved
therein. . . . 78

However, Senator Reed Smoot’s Janu-
ary 1911 bill included a significant change
of wording in this statement. Before this bill
was introduced, Olmsted had reworded the
phrase “objects of scenic and historic inter-
est” (which identified the intended focus of
public use and enjoyment). Instead, he
inserted a statement that the public should
use and enjoy “the natural scenery and
objects of interest,” the exact phrase that
Smoot used in his January 1911 bill.

The reason for Olmsted’s change of
wording, including omitting the reference
to “historic,” is not clear. However, as a
landscape architect exceptionally familiar
with parks in general, Olmsted knew what
attracted people to the national parks. His
career was mainly dedicated to designing
and preserving beautiful landscapes, and
“scenery” was the single park characteristic
that Olmsted insisted be protected by the
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statement of purpose. His newly altered
phrase clearly made “natural scenery” the
central concern, followed by the very much
nonspecific “objects of interest.”79

With the emphasis on natural scenery
and public recreation and health, the state-
ment of purpose to govern management of
the national park system was clearly focused
on the large, spectacular parks, in line with
the dominant thrust of the legislative drive.
Conversely, given the complete absence in
the statement of purpose of any expression
of substantive concern for historic sites fol-
lowing removal of “historic interest” from
the wording, it seems quite clear that the
statement of purpose that appeared in both
Senator Smoot’s and Congressman Raker’s
early bills reflected little, if any, concern for
archeological and historic resources.

For five years, Olmsted’s “natural
scenery and objects of interest” clause was
included in the statement of purpose for the
proposed national parks bureau, along with
the commitment to “promoting public
recreation and public health.” It lasted until
William Kent placed a revised bill before
Congress in January 1916. Even though
Olmsted’s wording had omitted direct ref-
erence to historical parks and monuments,
Horace McFarland wrote enthusiastically
about the statement of purpose, “Here is,
for the first time, a declaration of the real
purpose of a National Park. . . . [I]t is of
extreme importance that such purpose be
declared in unmistakable terms, as here
declared.”

It is also worth noting that, although
the “natural scenery and objects of interest”
clause—without the earlier reference to
objects of “historic interest”—remained in
the bills for five years, it was oddly juxta-
posed with the still-included “historical
associations” mandate, which would have

given the new bureau oversight of the
broadest possible array of federal historical
parks and monuments.80 But within the
statement of purpose itself—the central,
controlling mandate to be given the
National Park Service by Congress—there
seemed to be no interest in including specif-
ic reference to history during this five-year
span of time.

With a presidential election due in late
1916 and a horrific war in Europe threaten-
ing to entangle the United States, propo-
nents of legislation for a national parks
bureau had begun to feel an increasing
sense of urgency to get an act passed before
the national political situation might
change. In a renewed effort in mid-October
1915, the American Civic Association
asked Olmsted to review a revised draft of
the legislative proposal and “offer any
changes” or criticism that he believed nec-
essary. Olmsted’s response, in early Novem-
ber, included a complete revision of the
statement of purpose, in which he reinsert-
ed a reference to “historical objects” (soon
changed to “historic objects”). In the bills
introduced beginning in 1916, the revised
statement gave “historic objects” represen-
tation alongside scenery, natural objects,
and “wild life.” Yet, ironically, these bills no
longer contained the “historical associa-
tions” mandate that would have transferred
all historic and archeological sites from the
War Department and Forest Service to the
National Park Service. Olmsted’s new draft
of the statement proved so acceptable to the
American Civic Association and members
of Congress that it would undergo only
slight changes before the bill was passed.
The final wording of the statement of pur-
pose, as it appeared in the August 1916
Organic Act, read:

 



the fundamental purpose of the said
parks, monuments, and reservations
. . . is to conserve the scenery and the
natural and historic objects and the wild
life therein and to provide for the
enjoyment of the same in such manner
and by such means as will leave them
unimpaired for the enjoyment of future
generations.81

Although the newly created National Park
Service did not gain all of the historic areas
that it might otherwise have, it was given a
mandate that included historic and archeo-
logical sites—through the repeated inclu-
sion of “monuments” in the act and the
phrase “historic objects.”

It had been the threat of congressional
approval of the Hetch Hetchy dam that
sparked the final campaign to establish an
office to oversee the parks. And the threat
aroused the determination of McFarland,
Olmsted, and others to protect the parks
with an overriding statement of purpose—
the National Park Service’s governing
preservation mandate, which in the final
wording embraced places important in
human history.

Present at the creation: An ambiguous
mandate, plus park educational programs

The statement of purpose, with its
mandate to leave the parks and monuments
“unimpaired for the enjoyment of future
generations,” would prove critically impor-
tant. Indeed, the word “unimpaired” pro-
vided the act’s only real standard by which
the Park Service itself, as well as its support-
ers and critics, could judge the actions of
park management through the decades. It
was, on the face of it and as often interpret-
ed, a high standard; and it applied not just
to the scenic national parks and monu-

ments, but also to historic areas, including
Mesa Verde and the other archeological and
historic sites administered by the National
Park Service.

Significantly, however, the full wording
of the unimpairment phrase constitutes a
vital ambiguity that is essential to under-
standing the Organic Act and the manage-
ment practices and policies of the National
Park Service since its founding in 1916.
This ambiguity is evident in the difference
between, on the one hand, leaving the parks
and monuments “unimpaired,” and on the
other hand, leaving them “unimpaired for
the enjoyment of future generations.” The
complete phrase (surely the most frequent-
ly quoted words in the Act) concludes by
modifying what is meant by the otherwise
emphatic “unimpaired.” The phrase itself
does not define what managerial measures,
if any, should be taken to enhance public
enjoyment while maintaining the areas in an
unimpaired condition; and the full wording
of the mandate to leave the parks and mon-
uments “unimpaired for the enjoyment of
future generations” implies a degree of man-
agerial latitude. (Such latitude has certainly
proved to be the case with National Park
Service policy and practice up to the pres-
ent in both historical and natural parks.)
Similarly, the wording that immediately pre-
cedes the unimpairment phrase in the state-
ment of purpose (“to conserve the scenery
and the natural and historic objects and the
wild life therein and to provide for the
enjoyment of the same”) also suggests a
duality of purpose, as well as managerial
flexibility, through the use of “to conserve”
(arguably a less stringent mandate than to
leave “unimpaired”), coupled with “enjoy-
ment.”

Regarding public use and enjoyment,
the 1916 act contains other provisions that
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clearly indicate that “unimpaired” parks did
not necessarily mean pristine parks: For
instance, the statute’s allowance of develop-
ment for “accommodation of visitors” in the
parks, the cutting and selling of timber
when necessary to fight “attacks of insects
or disease,” and the “destruction of such
animals . . . and plant life as may be detri-
mental to the use” of the areas all implicitly
permit varying degrees of park manipula-
tion and impairment. Over time, the many
different management actions that for one
reason or another would be selected as
being appropriate for providing for public
enjoyment while leaving the parks unim-
paired would prove to be a persistent
source of debate and contention inside the
National Park Service itself and among a
growing number of public voices.82

The ambiguity in the 1916 act prompt-
ed Horace Albright’s comment the follow-
ing year: “The devil of the thing is the con-
flicting principles in our organic act. How
can we interpret the unrestricted use of the
parks for the public and still retain them
totally intact for the future?” In fact, the
1916 act’s provisions allowing park devel-
opment for public use and enjoyment came
at a time when intrusions on sites and land-
scapes had already substantially impacted
historic and natural areas in the national
park system. For instance, at Mesa Verde
the road into the heart of the park contin-
ued under construction, and trails and
roads near the major archeological sites had
begun so that park visitors could get to—
and in and around—the more well-known
cliff dwellings. Other preparations for visi-
tor enjoyment included stabilization and
restoration work on Spruce Tree House
and additional sites in Mesa Verde, altering,
for better or for worse, the pre-park condi-
tions of these ancient structures and associ-

ated features. Among the natural parks,
Yellowstone, for example, had experienced
village-like development and construction
of several hundred miles of roads; and the
Yosemite Valley had been extensively and
somewhat randomly developed to accom-
modate tourism. This was true even though
legislation for each of these parks mandated
the park’s “retention in [its] natural condi-
tion”—essentially synonymous to leaving
them “unimpaired.”83

In the realm of publicly managed parks
and monuments—historical and natural—
preservation has generally gone hand in
hand with tourism. Particularly given the
National Park Service Act’s mandates, sites
in the park system were intended for people
to enjoy, understand, and commemorate not
just by supporting their preservation, but
also by going there. Thus, a perpetual ten-
sion has existed between leaving the parks
and monuments “unimpaired” (which im-
plies minimal manipulation and intrusion)
versus developing them for public use and
enjoyment (which often involves extensive
manipulation and intrusion). Significantly,
the latter, more tourism-oriented and man-
ipulative option has usually been accepted
as a necessity if the public is to visit and
enjoy sites and thus continue to give potent
political support for the national park and
monument idea. This assumption would
become an enduring, underlying aspect of
National Park Service management, and the
policies and practices stemming from that
assumption would be contested again and
again—thereby perpetuating the tension
that lies at the heart of the statement of pur-
pose.

The statement of purpose with its man-
date to leave the parks and monuments
“unimpaired for the enjoyment of future
generations” arose from deliberations that

 



stretched over six years (1910 to 1916) and
remained closely focused on the large natu-
ral parks with no substantive analysis of the
statement’s application to places preserved
for their significance in human history. In its
final form, the mandate also applied to the
historic and archeological areas under the
National Park Service; and already the
ongoing projects at Mesa Verde and the
efforts of Custodian Frank Pinkley at Casa
Grande—all intended mainly to enhance
public enjoyment—suggested strong paral-
lels with the management practices under-
way in the large natural parks.84

Long after passage of the Organic Act,
Horace Albright recalled that the “belief in
1916 was that education and passive enjoy-
ment were the foremost reasons for the
parks.” In this regard, it is important to
point out that public use and enjoyment in
the early parks and monuments clearly
involved educational, or interpretive, activi-
ties—they were in fact present as a signifi-
cant management concern well before the
creation of the National Park Service. Edu-
cational activities had been (and would
remain) closely interconnected with his-
toric preservation and frequently had a
strong bearing on preservation goals and
practices. For example, as Smithsonian
archeologist Jesse Walter Fewkes discussed
in his 1908 report entitled “Educational
Ideal,” education was a primary objective
when he excavated, stabilized, and repaired
portions of Mesa Verde’s Spruce Tree
House. Parts of Spruce Tree House had
collapsed, and some intensive pot hunting
had already occurred there. Fewkes’ deter-
mination to ensure that his work would “aid
in the interpretation” of the site was aimed
at helping visitors understand not only that

particular cliff dwelling, but also other, sim-
ilar sites in the park. His project included
the excavation of 114 habitation and storage
rooms and eight kivas. Fewkes asserted that
his plan at Spruce Tree House was to
repair, rather than to restore, the latter of
which would have required “theoretical
questions”—in effect, a best guess at how
the site would have appeared in ancient
times. Altogether though, his efforts to
enhance the potential of Spruce Tree
House for public enjoyment brought about
extensive alterations to a site that had
already been greatly impacted by time and
vandals.85

Museums reflected another early edu-
cational interest at the archeological re-
serves. By at least 1905, Casa Grande Cus-
todian Frank Pinkley began to display
objects found on site to help explain the
area’s ancient history, thus initiating limited
museum activity there. Yet the artifacts from
Casa Grande projects undertaken by Jesse
Walter Fewkes at intervals from 1906 to
1908 were to be shipped back to the Smith-
sonian Institution for professional care, as
intended by the site’s General Land Office
overseers. The shipment took place despite
Pinkley’s strong interest in retaining these
larger collections in the reserve and build-
ing a museum to enhance public under-
standing of Casa Grande. He was allowed to
keep only a small number of objects for dis-
play and received no funds for a museum.

At Mesa Verde, objects deemed most
valuable from Fewkes’ Spruce Tree House
excavations beginning in 1908 were also
shipped to the Smithsonian, although many
others were stored in the park. Interest in a
park museum arose early, but not until
about 1914 did a new superintendent initi-
ate an earnest campaign for a museum to
exhibit Mesa Verde artifacts—an effort that
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would not succeed until after the National
Park Service came into existence. These in-
cipient museum efforts were augmented by
other educational activities, particularly
guided tours to interpret sites to the public,
with Custodian Pinkley himself giving tours
at Casa Grande and park rangers guiding
visitors in Mesa Verde beginning in 1908.
Similarly, prior to the establishment of the
National Park Service, managers in both
Yosemite and Yellowstone had created
small, museum-type displays for visitors,
and in Yellowstone a move began in 1915 to
establish a permanent museum. Well before
that, in the late nineteenth century, Yellow-
stone concessionaires had begun offering
guided tours to explain the park’s geysers
and other natural features. By 1914 the
Interior Department’s Office of the Chief
Clerk began publishing educational book-
lets to inform visitors of the natural features
in Yosemite, Sequoia, Glacier, Mount
Rainier, and Yellowstone.86

Education also appeared in early legis-
lation. Authorizing the protection of feder-
ally controlled archeological and scientific
sites and presidential proclamations of
especially important places as national
monuments, the Antiquities Act of 1906
was centered squarely on research on pub-
lic lands for purposes of public education.
Provisions in the Mesa Verde acts of 1906
and 1910 reaffirmed the Antiquities Act’s
education-oriented sections and also creat-
ed the national park with the authority to
provide for public use.87 The park road to
the top of the mesa, the ranger guides, plus
Fewkes’ work helped make it possible for
the public to visit and learn about the
ancient cliff dwellings and the people who
built and lived in them.

Although education is clearly a chief
concern of the 1906 Antiquities Act and

Mesa Verde Act, the 1916 National Park
Service Act itself does not specifically
authorize education—the word is nowhere
to be found in the statute. And education
per se received very little attention in con-
gressional hearings; instead, ensuring pub-
lic use and enjoyment was repeatedly put
forth as a prime rationale for creating the
Park Service. Of the 1916 act’s various pro-
visions, the public enjoyment mandate
makes the closest connection to education.
In truth, the act would have to be very nar-
rowly construed in order to not include
education, given its provisions for the Park
Service to “promote and regulate the use”
of parks and monuments and to provide for
the “accommodation of visitors,” with one
of the fundamental purposes being the pub-
lic’s “enjoyment” of these places. This
seems particularly true given that a tradition
of educational work in both archeological
and natural areas had been established
before the 1916 act was approved, and the
fact that those national monuments that the
act placed under Park Service administra-
tion still carried the Antiquities Act’s plain-
ly stated education-oriented mandates.
Moreover, the Antiquities Act’s research
and education mandates—which were to
involve museums, universities, and other
“scientific or educational institutions”—
applied to all federally controlled lands,
including the national parks.88 Given the
thrust of the Antiquities Act toward increas-
ing public knowledge of science and human
history, the demonstrated concerns for pub-
lic education in early parks and monuments
(including Mesa Verde), and the legislative
history leading up to the 1916 mandate to
promote public use and enjoyment on site
in the preserved areas, the fledgling Na-
tional Park Service clearly had educational
responsibilities.



In 1906, not long after the Antiquities
Act had been signed, Congressman John
Lacey reflected on federally preserved parks
and historic places, stating that they repre-
sented an “enlightened method of reserva-
tion” that would protect them from “specu-
lative management”—in effect protect them
from the uncertainties of the market econo-
my. Lacey wanted special places such as the
Grand Canyon and the big trees of Califor-
nia to remain the “property of the Repub-
lic,” to be “permanently protected from all
mutilation.”89 Indeed, the major elements of
his comprehensive antiquities protection
bill of April 1900, drafted at his request by
Department of the Interior officials, had to a
considerable degree been realized through
passage of the Antiquities Act of 1906, the
creation of national monuments and more
national parks, and ultimately the establish-
ment of a “service”—the National Park
Service—to manage these preserved areas.

When President Wilson signed the Na-
tional Park Service Act in late August 1916,
the War Department and the Forest Service
administered a total of 16 historic and
archeological sites, while the Park Service
was given control over only nine of such
sites.90 Thus, the Park Service controlled
only about a third of the federally designat-
ed historic places, and the national govern-
ment’s historic preservation responsibilities
remained divided among three depart-
ments—Interior, War, and Agriculture—the
kind of situation that had frustrated Horace
McFarland from the beginning.

Of the Park Service historic sites, near-
ly all were in the Southwest and were relat-
ed to American Indian history—for in-
stance, Mesa Verde and the archeological
monuments such as Chaco Canyon and
Gran Quivira in New Mexico. Several of the
monuments (Gran Quivira for example)
also included significant remains of Spanish
missions. In addition to Spanish activity in
the Southwest, the National Park Service in
August 1916 had only two sites that empha-
sized the history of other European Ameri-
cans in this country: Sitka National Monu-
ment in Alaska Territory, involving a
Russian-American colony and Alaska native
people; and El Morro in New Mexico,
which featured inscriptions carved in rock
by Indians, as well as by European Ameri-
cans of different generations and national
origins.

There is no indication that without the
concern for improved protection of the
high-profile scenic national parks any cam-
paign to create a national office to oversee
the historic and archeological areas alone
would have taken place by August 1916, or
perhaps for many years thereafter. Estab-
lishing an office for coordinated administra-
tion of places reflecting the historic Ameri-
can past had to be addressed within the
context of determining how best to set up a
bureau to provide effective management of
the large, scenic national parks. The Na-
tional Park Service’s historic preservation
mandate was conceived and would, in time,
come to be more fully realized within this
context.
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